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A bst r a c t
The main thesis was that there may be 'modular' or 'direct' perceptual processes
involved in extracting meanings from human bodily movements, and consequently that
one would expect these processes to be intact in mentally retarded individuals. Five
experimental tasks were administered to MA-matched groups of mentally retarded and
non-retarded individuals.
The first task was an Inspection Time (IT) task. The findings were that mentally
retarded subjects required significantly longer exposures than MA-matched non
retarded subjects to accurately discriminate between stimuli on the basis of linelengths. This finding confirmed previous reports that the efficiency of this form of
visual information processing relates more to general intellectual capacities (IQ) than
to developmental level (MA).
The second task explored the speed with which subjects 'organise' and process pointlight displays of objects and people. The findings were, that mentally retarded subjects
were as able to rapidly extract meanings from these displays as non-retarded controls.
The third task explored subjects' abilities to discriminate between briefly presented
human, and non-human, point-light displays. This task was of similar design to the
Inspection Time task, yet mentally retarded subjects performed as well as controls
when discriminating between these type of stimuli.
The fourth and fifrh tasks explored subjects' abilities to spontaneously refer to the
emotional nature of expressive human movements when presented in point-light form,
and to name subjective states and actions in displays when requested to do so. The
findings were that mentally retarded subjects were as likely as controls to
spontaneously refer to emotional aspects of displays, and were as able, when
requested, to name actions and states.
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S e c t io n O n e :

T h e o r e t ic a l is s u e s

I n t r o d u c t io n
This thesis is split into two main sections. This opening section. Section One, deals
with theoretical concerns. It consists of three chapters. The first chapter addresses
issues to do with the relationship between perception and cognition. The second
chapter deals more specifically with mental retardation, and explores the evidence for
and against the notion that mentally retarded^ individuals have person perceptual
deficits which relate to their cognitive impairments. The third chapter looks at
experimental studies of perception from two different perspectives. The information
processing perspective, which attempts to relate mental speed to measures of
intelligence through experimental investigations of visual processing capabilities, and
the 'ecological' approach to person-perception which has been concerned with
exploring direct perception of social information contained within human dynamic
movements.

These three chapters lay the groundwork and explain the theoretical motives behind
the experimental studies outlined in Section Two. This second section consists of four
chapters (Four to Seven) describing a number of experimental tasks devised to explore
the perceptual capabilities of mentally retarded and non-retarded individuals, and the
concluding chapter (Chapter Eight), which discusses these findings in relation to the
issues raised in Section One.

^ Note that I am aware that this term may offend some people. For this I apologise. Unfortunately this
is the term most commonly used within academic psychology. I am conscious that other terms such as
learning disabilities/difficulties, or mental handicap may be more acceptable terms to some readers.
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Ch apter 1:

P e r c e p t io n , C o g n it io n a n d
I n f o r m a t io n P r o c e s s in g .

This thesis is concerned with exploring the perception and understanding of ’personrelated' meanings contained in human bodily movements. Under study are those
processes involved in the 'simple' recognition of, and discrimination between, human
and non-human objects, and those processes which enable the registration of 'higherorder' human meanings such as human actions and emotional expressions. The
processes involved in perceiving these different levels of meaning may be considered as
components of overall person perception k The main interest is in whether these
aspects of person perception involve some use of 'direct' and/or 'modular' perceptual
processes, and, if so, whether or not the 'acquisition' of such meanings are related to
the efficiency of a person's capacities for general information-processing (i.e.
'intelligence') as reflected by performance on IQ-tests and on tasks measuring 'mental
speed'. These issues have been investigated by exploring whether a particular
perceptually based component of person perception is intact in individuals with mental
retardation.

Theoretical issues regarding 'Intelligence', 'mental speed' and person-perceptual
capacities in individuals with mental retardation are dealt with in detail in Chapters
Two and Three, and the experimental studies undertaken are described in Chapters
Four to Seven. This chapter is concerned with exploring general theoretical issues to
do with how the human mind 'perceives' the 'world out there'^ and with the role
'cognition'^ plays in such perceptual processes.

The purpose of this chapter is to

outline a number of viewpoints on the relationship between perception and cognition.
^
For a definition of person perception refer to Chapter Two.
^
By the term 'world out there', I mean the world that exists outside of our bodies, information
from which is 'processed' by our perceptual systems.
^
At this stage, the term 'Cognition' is synonymous with 'Intelligence'.

Section One
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and to explore the central issues involved. Such issues are of importance when we later
come to assess evidence for 'direct' or 'modular' person-perceptual processes.

I have already used a number of terms which require clarification, and at this stage it is
traditional to define one's terms However, as we shall see, it may not be helpfiil, nor
may it be possible, to define 'perception' and 'cognition' independently. The two terms
are intrinsically linked, and different theoretical positions have different notions of what
each term entails. Thus, any theory of perception also makes some statement about
cognition. At this stage, suffice it to say that we are dealing with issues to do with how
information about the world is processed, and how we come to ascribe meanings to
this information. We will merely assume that information processing begins with
perceptual processes and that it ultimately ends by producing some form of meaning
which is accessible to higher cognitive processes. We will not make assumptions yet
about the way in which these two aspects of processing are connected.

1 .1 . T h r e e A c c o u n t s o f P e r c e p t io n .
Instead of trying to offer definitions, then, I will begin by offering three accounts of
perception, termed the 'Traditional', the 'Ecological', and the 'Modularity' accounts.
Each of these accounts aims to describe how information 'out-there' comes to be
accessible and meaningful to a 'perceiver'. Of course there are many more theoretical
accounts of perception and the structure of the mind than the three outlined. However,
we will deal specifically with these approaches as they represent the main camps of
perceptual theory.

In the following section I will present the kernel of these

approaches, and will then discuss the fundamental issues at stake, highlighting the
major theoretical differences between the theories as we progress. During these latter
discussions I will make reference to some experimental findings pertinent to these
issues'*. The objective is to outline the evidence which might be provided to support, or

In general, we will consider experimental studies of visual perception.
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refute, the proposal that mentally handicapped individuals (individuals who are
specifically intellectually impaired) have problems with the processing of meaningful,
person-related information.

A. The 'Traditional* approach.
The first account to be outlined is the TraditionaV cognitive-computational account of
perception. The term 'Traditional' is not the author's invention, but has also been used
by others to describe this theoretical position (e.g. Bruce & Green, 1991; p375, also
sometimes termed the 'Establishment' position). The 'Traditional' approach consists of
not just one, but a number of theories which emphasise the role that inference and
constructive hypothesis testing play in all levels of perception and cognition. This is
commonly known as the 'top-down' approach to perception.

There are three central tenets to this approach. Firstly, 'traditional' theorists maintain
that the 'world out there' is inherently ambiguous, and that, at least to a new bom child,
the world is a mass of confused and disparate stimulation. Consequently, the second
tenet is that perception, by necessity, is inferential. That is, because the world is
ambiguous any meanings ascribed to it must be inferred. The third tenet relates to the
second. Traditionalists claim that all perceptual processing involves the construction,
over a series of computational-like iterations,

of symbolic,

prepositional,

representations about the world, and that each of these are tested against each other,
and against representations stored in memory to determine their veracity.

The crucial point here is that for these theoreticians the construction of representations
is, to some degree, influenced by previous learning, and all representations are
accessible, due to their symbolic nature, to some form of (either conscious or preconscious) symbolic thought processes. In effect, they propose that, from the retina
'upwards', perception is influenced and determined by human capacities for symbolic.
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representational processing and for hypothesis testing. Consider these quotes as
exemplars of the views of the 'traditional' approach
''...perception involves a kind of problem-solving; a kind of intelligence"
(Gregory, 1970; p30)

also,
"...we may think of sensory stimulation as providing data for hypotheses
concerning the state of the external world. The selected hypotheses, following
this view, are perceptions "(Gregory, 1973; p61)

and.
"Perception calls upon stores of memory data. It requires subtle classifications,
comparisons, and myriad decisions before any of the data in our senses become
our conscious awareness of what is out there . "(Coren, Porac & Ward, 1984;
p3)

B. The *Ecological* approach.
The second approach to be considered is termed the Ecological approach to
perception (Gibson, 1979). This position puts forward a case for 'direct' apprehension
of meanings (affordances). It proposes that the world 'out-there' is not ambiguous, but
contains 'invariant structures' that may specify meanings. It is proposed that, over the
course of an organism's evolution (in this case, human evolution), perceptual systems
have developed to enable the organism to perceive these structures. In addition - and
this is the crucial issue - ecological psychologists propose that an organism does not
merely perceive the invariant structure contained in the environment, but perceives, in
a 'direct' way, the evolutionarily determined meanings that are inherent in the
'invariants'. In Gibson's terminology, the organism perceives the 'affordances' of
'objects', with these affordances being specified by invariant structures contained in the
'optic array'. In order to explain what an affordance is, perhaps it is best to consider the
definition given by Gibson :
"The affordances of the environment are what it offers the animal, what it
provides orfurnishes,^' (Gibson, 1979; pl27; his italics)

Thus, what Gibson and other ecological psychologists are proposing is that meanings
that are important to the organism (evolutionarily) can be directly perceived in the
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invariant structures contained in the world (in Gibson's terms, in the 'optic array').
What Gibson was advocating was unmediated perception of meaning. That is, that
there is no need for a representational medium to come between the world and
conceptions of the world; the world is non-ambiguous; it contains structure, and this
structure has inherent meaning for the organism. It is this meaning which is directly
perceived. To take a further quote from Gibson:
"Phenomenal objects are not built up of qualities; it is the other way round. The
affordance of an object is what the infant begins by noticing. The meaning is
observed before the substance and surface, the colour, the form, are seen as
such."(Gibson, 1979, pl34, again, bis italics)

C. The ’Modularity* approach.
The third theoretical position we will consider, is the theory of Modularity^ (Fodor,
1983; 1985). This approach is similar to the 'traditional' approach to perception and
cognition outlined earlier, in that it proposes that the world-out-there may largely be
ambiguous, and that perception involves inferential computational processes,
hypothesis testing, and representations. However, this approach differs from the more
'traditional' approach, in proposing that some stimulation may contain sufficient
structure such that perceptual functions (or faculties) may have developed that are
stimulus driven, encapsulated, reflexive, and innately specified. The proposal is, then,
that the processing of some forms of information is essentially direct and 'cognitively
impenetrable' (Fodor & Pylyshyn, 1981).

1 .2 . G e n e r a l I s s u e s .
Thus far, I have sketched the theoretical positions with which we are concerned. Now,
I will discuss in more detail a number of central issues that differentiate the approaches
outlined above.

^
Some may suggest that Fedor's theory is merely a derivation of the 'traditional* approach, and
to a large extent they are correct. However, for this discusion the differences between the 'traditional'
and 'modular' cognitive-computation explanations of perception are of particular interest, and
therefore the two appoaches are viewed as distinct.
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A. Stimulus ambiguity
The first of these general issues to be discussed, is the notion of stimulus ambiguity. As
mentioned already, the traditional approach holds that the world is inherently
ambiguous. Proponents of this position often make reference to the eye as a camera.
The point is that information available to us as 'perceivers' when regarding the world,
consists only of 2-dimensional images projected onto the surface of each retina.
Traditional' theoreticians propose that these 'images' lack the necessary information to
enable us to perceive the world as solid and three dimensional, as the same image can
be produced by an infinite number of different objects. Consequently, we must go
beyond the information available to us in 2-D images and employ 'unconscious
inference' based on previous learning. This view has its origins in the writings of
Helmholtz (1866).

(i) Optical illusions
Traditional computational-cognitive theoreticians point to evidence regarding visual
'illusions' such as: reversible figures - the old-hag/young-woman or two-faces/vase
effects to illustrate their argument. In these illusions, one perception occurs at the
outset that is different from another later perception of the stimulus. The point being,
that one visual 'image' can lead to more than one perception, hence illustrating a less
than direct relationship between a stimulus and its meaning. Rock (1980; commentary
on Ullman, 1980; p398) suggests that, although the stimulus itself is the basis for
perception it does not imply that, in all cases, the stimulus is a sufficient correlate of
the percept.

Gibson's response to the above demonstrations of stimulus 'ambiguity' was to dismiss
them as irrelevant. He claimed that visual illusions, such as those outlined above, are
irrelevant because of their contrived, degraded, and often static nature, and proposed
that they present a non-ecological view of the world. Gibson emphasised the activity of
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perception. That is, that the perceiver interacts and moves within the optic array. The
consequence of this is that illusions that only exist when an observer is static, are not
instances of true perception, as the perceiver is not being a natural, active perceiver.
The contention is, therefore, that such perceptual phenomena exist only as a
consequence of presenting a degraded and non-ecological view of the world -by
making the perceiver non-active.

(ii) Veridicality
The major contention with the constructivist view for Gibson and also for others, was
how one comes to verify one's percepts. The problem Gibson saw with the traditional
constructivist view that the world is a mass of confusion, was as follows. How can a
person 'know' that the representation they finally end up with in their 'mind' is any
more true than any other representation? If one has no frame of reference in the real
world, how can one confirm or disconfirm one's hypothetical representations? In
contrast to the traditional views, Gibson did not regard information as consisting of
static and ambiguous images, but suggested that input into perceptual systems consists
of structure and transformations over time. He maintained that crucial information
relating to the world was specified in the structure of the dynamic array.

In fact, even though Gibson's notion of a direct link between perception and meaning
has been rejected by some, his emphasis on structural invariants in the world has been
instrumental in leading others to explore structures that may exist in the 'world out
there'. For example, more recent investigations in 'computational-perception' have
explored how aspects of light and rigidity may define a number of structural elements
of perceptual arrays, and have determined that processes involved in extracting such
structures may not involve top-down inferential processes, but may be stimulus driven
(e.g. Marr and Hildreth, 1980, in their work on zero-crossings and on the raw primal
sketch).
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The crucial difference between the more ’modem' constructivist view (e.g. the views of
Fodor ,1983; Marr, 1982, and so on) and direct perception theories, concerns the
source or location of the frame of reference. For Gibson meaning and structure co
exist in the stimulus, so, in effect, the frame of reference is the stimulus itself - all the
perceptual system does is to 'resonate' to the meaning without having to infer or
'process'

the

structure

within

the

optic

array.

Contemporary

constructivist/computational theory maintains that, although structure may exist in the
stimulus, meaning must be obtained through rules for interpretation that are contained
in the perceptual system. This is not to say, however, that the implementation of these
rules may not be stimulus driven, innately specified, 'low level', cognitively inaccessible,
and 'bottom-up'. In fact, it is proposed that certain components of the perceptual
system may indeed operate in a direct fashion under stimulus rather than higher
cognitive control - more of this issue shortly. In fact, modem criticisms of Gibson are
not directed at his theoretical ideas regarding structure in the stimulus, but in his lack
of explanations of how 'resonance' might operate, or be implemented in physiological
and neural structures. To contemporary computational theorists, the process of getting
from physiological inputs to cognitive representations is the central issue. As Ullman
(1980), commented.
Tt is granted that information about objects is carried by the distribution of
patterns of light and their changes over time. The debate concerns the nature
and complexity of the process that 'register* the spatio-temporal patterns -that
is, whether the registration of information should be taken as a primitive
construct, or should have an explanation within the theory* (Ullman, 1980;
p376-377)

In short then, Gibson merely suggested that the perceptual system 'resonates' to higher
order invariants, and did not offer any further explanation. Ullman and others propose
that just because reliable information exists in the light array does not mean that
inferential processing is unnecessary.

B. Meaning
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One fundamental difference between the accounts of the traditional-computational
view and Gibsonian notions of perception, concerns meaning. For Gibson there was no
difference between a percept and meaning; the world not only contains perceivable
structure, it also contains meaning of what world ’affords' the organism. Gibson denied
any role for hypothesis testing or for representations in the perception of these
affordances, and consequently did away with the need for representational symbols to
act as intermediaries between information and meaning.

(i) Misperception
One pertinent criticism of a theory of such a direct link between invariant structures
and meaning draws its argument from the issue of'misperception'. This argument goes
like this. If, for example, one directly perceives apples as affording eating - i.e. one
directly perceives them as edible, how does one explain what is happening when one
perceives a plastic apple and picks it up to eat it, believing it to be edible? The problem
for a theory of perception is to explain how things could be taken to have properties
(i.e. meanings) that in fact they do not have - i.e. to explain misperception. In the
above example, Gibson would suggest that an apple is directly perceived as being
edible, as it affords eating. However, a plastic apple does not afford eating (it being
decidedly inedible), yet is still (directly?) perceived as an apple and as edible right up to
the point it is picked up and put in the persons mouth. There is, in this case, a less than
reliable link between the stimulus properties and meaning.

Fodor & Pylyshyn (1981) propose that misperception is caused by 'failed' inferences
which are based on stimulus properties, and suggest that Gibson failed to deal
adequately with such a theoretical dilemma. Of course, Gibson did emphasise the role
of activity and exploration in perception, and one could propose that partly through the
action (in this case of picking up and biting) one comes to perceive. But, even so, if
one performs an action, such as picking up a plastic apple and opening one's mouth to
eat it, which is driven by the belief, in this case that the apple really is edible, it could
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be suggested that this action has little to do with exploration, and has more to do with
acting upon an already given meaning.

C. Representations
In contrast to a Gibsonian position, traditional theoreticians propose that perception
involves the production of a series of representations of the world. These are involved
in the process of'converting' sensory input into meaning. In this process the validity of
each representation is tested against alternatives, in a process of hypothesis testing.

Representations are also central to the views of more contemporary cognitivecomputational accounts of perception, proposed by Fodor (1983) and supported by the
work of Marr (1982). However, here the difference with the traditional view is in the
degree to which higher order thought processes have access to such representations,
and the form such representations may take. Both Fodor and Marr suggest, as do
traditional perception theorists, that intermediary representations and computational
manipulations are necessary to build up a percept. But Fodor and Marr do not believe,
as traditionalists do, that these representations need be accessible to, or affected by
higher order symbolic processes. For example, Marr talks about a series of
representations that lead from a first level of representation -'the raw primal sketch'
through to second level representations, termed 'viewer centred 2!6-D sketches', and
then to the third level of'3-D object models' constructed from generalised cones. Marr
(1982) states that these levels of representation are not equivalent to the higher level
representations typically involved in thought. Marr has been involved in demonstrating
how early perceptual processing can be stimulus driven in much the same manner as
Gibson was proposing. However, Marr advocates the need for some form of
information processing which employs hypothesis testing and inference.

Thus, it is proposed by more recent advocates of the computational-cognitive
approach that certain forms of perceptual processing may be stimulus driven, but that
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these processes are likely to involve inferential computations. In addition, it is
proposed that these forms of representation are neither accessible to, nor affected by
higher order cognitive systems but have their own constraints. In fact Fodor and
Pylyshyn

(1981)

concede to

Gibson's argument

regarding verification

of

representations with reference to stimulus properties. As they stated.
"...even theories that hold that the perception of many properties is
inferentially mediated must assume that the detection of some properties is
direcL. Inferences need premises" (Fodor & Pylyshyn, 1981; plSS)

In addition to Marr's suggestion that early aspects of perceptual processing do not
involve the same form of representations as those used in thoughtful processes and that
they may be stimulus driven, Fodor (1983,1985) has also proposed that there may be
perceptual input systems or modules^ that are entirely encapsulated and that produce
meanings. Thus, not only does Fodor believe that many 'low-level' perceptual
processes are uninfluenced by higher-level cognition (like Marr), but he also proposes
that there may be independent, self-contained, stimulus-driven perceptual modules,
dedicated to producing specific classes of meanings from particular stimuli. Thus he
agrees with Gibson that there may be evolutionarily determined perceptual systems
that directly perceive meanings. However, unlike Gibson, he does not agree in the
global nature of this form of perception - he believes that 'direct processes' (that deliver
meaning) are restricted to a number of distinct realms of human functioning^. In this
sense, therefore, Fodor's modularity approach parallels Gibson's, in proposing direct
perceptual 'pick-up' of some information, although Fodor is less inclined to think that,
at this stage, the information itself has 'full-blown' meaning*.

^
The two terms 'input systems' and 'modules' are treated by Fodor, and here, as synonymous.
^
He was heavily influenced in his thinking by Gall, and was particularly interested in the
notion o f faculties', (see page 1 of Fodor, 1983)
*
In fact, however, Fodor is less than precise in defining the form the representations produced
by input modules might take. This issue is taken up shortly.
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1 3 . ATTRIBUTES OF MODULES.
Issues regarding the class of meanings that may be directly perceived, and the form
that such meanings or representations might take, shall be discussed later in this
chapter, along with Fodor's conception of non-modular or 'horizontal', thoughtful,
processes. First, however, it may be of use to run through the attributes ascribed to
modules, more fully explicating Fodor's view on these as we proceed. Fodor has
proposed that perceptual input modules are :
'...input driven, very fast, mandatory, superficial, encapsulated from much of
the organism's background knowledge, largely organised around bottom-to-top
information flow, largely innately specified...and characteristically associated
with neuroanatomical mechanisms...They tend also to be domain specific.'
(Fodor, 1985; p4)

Fodor suggests that some non-modular systems may have some of these features, but
that a true module must have all the attributes. Below we run through the definition of
each of these attributes in the order listed above, and although we try to deal with each
one separately, it will become apparent that these definitions are interrelated.

A. 'Input Driven'
To a large degree we have explored the first attribute already. That is that the stimulus
itself triggers the implementation of the processing. In this sense, Fodor is suggesting
that input modules are reflexive, and that certain stimuli may well contain some basic
elements of structure that serve to trigger the module and implement further perceptual
processing. This is also implied in the suggestion that these processes are bottom-up.

B. 'Very Fast'
The second attribute Fodor accords importance to is speed of processing. For Fodor,
speed of processing indicates a number of things. The most important is that speed
suggests the reflexive and mandatory nature of the process. For Fodor the speed with
which some perceptual processes occur, is in remarkable contrast with the speed with
which thoughtful processes occur. For example, he refers to processes involved in
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solving a chess problem. The point is that, even though the computational complexity
of a chess problem may be easier than, say, shadowing continuous speech, the first is
done much more slowly than the second. Fodor says that the puzzle about perception
is that the speed with which a 'problem' is 'solved', bears little relation to the
complexity of the problem itself. It is only for 'thoughtful' processes (like chess
problems) that this relation between speed and complexity holds true.

C. Mandatory
By describing a module as mandatory, Fodor is proposing that the perceptual
processing that modules undertake is involuntary and not under 'executive' control.
Fodor suggests that one cannot help seeing or hearing what is there, and also one can
not simply perceive a stimulus as light sensations without structure or meaning. A
stimulus input will produce an output regardless of the 'will' of the perceiver. In
addition, Fodor makes the point that, in contrast to capacities which are modular, other
thoughtful processes allow great leeway as to how we can represent objects of
thought. In other words, the typical representation that one has in thought is not
mandatory. For example, metaphorically one can think of a round ball as an apple, as a
planet, even as a good argument, but when seeing a ball, rather than thinking of it, one
can not fail to see it as round.

According to Fodor, the only way such output may be affected, apart fi“om by closing
your eyes or putting in ear-plugs, is through the implementation of attentional
mechanisms -i.e. by trying to attend to another form of stimulation which may mean
that the modular ability loses access to some central processes that mediate storage
and report on the output of the systems.

D. ’Superfîciar
Fodor is less clear about his notion of superficiality. Most probably by 'superficial' he
means that a module forms the first link with information, i.e. that modules are near the
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surface of the interface between stimulation and perception. However, he does not
make this entirely clear.

£ . Encapsulated
In terms of encapsulation, Fodor is much more explicit. For Fodor encapsulation has
two implications. The first is that all information and rules necessary for computing the
percept from the input are contained within the perceptual module and that no
information is taken from other sources -i.e. from 'normal' memory systems. In effect,
Fodor is suggesting unique 'data-bases' for each perceptual domain for which a
modular capacity exists. On this issue, Fodor refers to perceptual illusions such as the
Muller-Lyer illusion. With such an illusion, a 'real' state of affairs - i.e. that two lines
are the same length, is perceived as an illusory state - i.e. that one line is longer than
the other, and even though one is made aware of this 'real' state of affairs i.e. by
measuring the length of the lines, one still perceives the illusory state. This is one
aspect that suggests that a system is 'cognitively impenetrable' (Pylyshyn, 1980).

The second aspect of encapsulation, which is also an aspect of the notion of 'cognitive
impenetrability', is that there is only limited access by higher systems to the
computations and representations involved in the ascending perceptual processes that
input systems employ. The higher cognitive system only has access to the output of a
system and not to its internal workings.

F. Innately specified
Here again, Fodor is less than explicit about what he means. Fodor merely suggests
that a modular capacity may exist at birth, or may come 'on-line' at some point later
due to innate specification (such as a linguistic module), and that in general the
development of such a capacity is robust and may follow pre-specified patterns. Fodor
does not specify with great detail the role of development in such processes. In fact,
Karmiloff-Smith (1992) has proposed that, although there may be some early
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cognitive/perceptual processes which appear domain-specific and that appear to have
constrained classes of inputs, these may not be modular and innately specified, but may
become module-like later in development. KarmilofiF-Smith suggests that modular
capacities may in fact develop as particular areas of the brain come to be employed for
specific computational tasks. The point she makes is that there may be innate
predispositions that channel attention to relevant environmental inputs, and that the
processing of these inputs come to be located in particular areas of the brain.
Consequently, these inputs may well shape the development of the brain into modularlike components, particularly as the brain appears highly plastic. Thus Karmiloff-Smith
introduces a developmental component into the description. At present there is little
conclusive evidence which allows one to decide between the positions of Fodor and
Karmiloff-Smith on this point.

G. 'neuroanatomical mechanisms'
The notion that there may be specific neuroanatomical mechanisms dedicated to
modular processing relates directly to the issues regarding innate specification. Fodor
believes that modular capacities may be associated with fixed neural architecture.
Fodor claims that all the content-specific, perceptually based processes he proposes
can be ascribed a particular localisation in the brain. Of course, as Karmiloff-Smith
suggests this does not mean that such locations are innately specified. This aside,
Fodor is proposing hard-wiring of specific perceptual processes in specific locations in
human neural architecture.

H. 'Domain specific'
This final attribute discussed here, that of "Domain specificity', is also a multi-faceted
point. Fodor is suggesting that a particular modular capacity is restricted to the task of
analysing input from a specific domain of inputs -it is restricted and dedicated to one
particular task. Consequently no part of the module can be used for any other type of
processing. That is, modules are 'resource encapsulated' and specific to a domain. That
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does not, of course, mean that two modules do not have similarities. For instance two
modular capacities could be largely similar in the algorithms they employ, but might be
sensitive to different classes of stimuli.

1.4. A BRIEF LOOK AT CONNECTIONISM.
Before we continue with a discussion of modularity, I would like to briefly mention an
alternative view of the way complex information may be processed -the view of
theoreticians who advocate 'Connectionism' (see Rumelhart, McLelland & the PDF
group (sic.), 1986; Smolensky, 1988). The point here is to illustrate another means by
which direct perceptual processing may occur, a means which may be 'modular' in all
the ways described above, but which may not be representational.

The connectionist approach to perception has been concerned with exploring how
artificial 'neural networks' (as implemented by computer hardware) might processes
complex information. Neural networks consist of a number of nodes that are linked
together in a similar pattern to the way human neurones are linked in the brain. The
nodes are connected together by 'synapses' that can either be inhibitory or excitatory,
and the connections between each of the nodes are weighted. Often there are multiple
'layers' of nodes consisting of a input layer, 'hidden' layers, and an 'output' layer. The
'processing' performed by these networks is not controlled by a 'central processor' but
is merely determined by the weightings given to the nodes by a fixed algorithm that
attempts to stabilise the system so that a stable set of weightings is achieved. In 'fully
distributed' networks a 'representation' is not a discrete testable entity, but is 'parallel/
distributed over the weighted nodes within the network (hence it is known as Parallel
Distributed Processing or PDF).

It appears that the processing of complex patterns - particularly processing patterns
such as faces- is performed much more ably by neural nets than by more traditional.
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computer-based, sequential algorithms. Even with a degraded image, a network will
produce an output. This is in contrast to sequential algorithms implemented on
computer, which tend to 'crash' when information is insufficient. These networks 'learn'
over a number of trials. In these trials the weightings of nodes are altered according to
a particular algorithm until the system stabilises. At the end of the learning process the
stable networks produce the 'correct' output almost perfectly. Also, of particular
significance, it appears that during such learning networks appear to make the same
type of mistakes as humans do when presented with ambiguous stimuli.

Of particular relevance here, is that neural networks appear to be good at processing
information in the same functional domains for which modular capacities have been
proposed. However, unlike the modularity approach, 'Connectionism' offers a nonrepresentational account of perception akin to Gibson's (Hatfield, 1990). Does this
mean that Marr and Fodor are wrong then in proposing a 'representational' view of
potentially direct perceptual processes ? Certainly many 'Connectionists' believe so.
However, others suggest (see Fodor & Pylyshyn, 1986) that neural nets merely
implement cognitive processes. Whatever the outcome of the dispute, neural networks
provide further support for the proposal that some forms of perceptual processing may
be direct, and that particular domains of perception appear likely to have dedicated
neuronal architecture and be stimulus driven. It seems to be no coincidence that those
areas of perceptual processing which Fodor has proposed to be modular, are also those
areas where neural networks appear successful in their processing. It could be that
within the human mind there are particular neural networks with pre-specified initial
weightings, classes of inputs, and algorithms for changing weightings, that directly
process some forms of information and deliver some basic form of meaning.

1.5. O u t pu t s

of

M o dules.
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Whatever the outcome of the debate between constructivist and connectionist
accounts, both must explain the form that representations take when 'outputted' from
modules. By definition these representations allow them to be accessible to thoughtfiil
processes.

Fodor himself is less than clear as to what form such representations might take, but
suggests that the visual output of a module is 'reasonably shallow'. What, then,
constitutes a 'shallow' representation? Is it a complete percept that produces
recognition of, say, a face as a face, or is it a 'sub-' representation akin to Marr's '216-'
or '3-D-sketches', which only 'suggests' a face because it consists of the right contrasts
and the right combination of generalised cones?

Fodor proposes that the 'shallow representations' produced by modules, may be akin to
basic categorisations - also termed basic perceptual categories (Rosch et al 1976). A
basic category in language is that member of a hierarchy of categories of descriptors of
an object which appears to have the most salience -i.e. of the hierarchy of descriptions:
Labrador, Dog, Mammal, Animal, Animate object. Dog might be considered the basic
category. Basic categories are not necessarily the most abstract (super-ordinate) or
most concrete (sub-ordinate) members of hierarchies, but often appear somewhere in
the 'middle'. The basic category item often turns out to be the most frequent form used
in speech- i.e. Dog' is used more than 'Animals' or 'Labradors'. Also, the word for the
basic category tends to be learned by children in language before more abstract or
super-ordinate categories. Basic categories also tend to be only one short word, i.e.
chair, dog, cat (In Fodor's terms, they are 'nonmorphemically lexicalized') In addition
Fodor suggests that basic categories appear to be natural for 'ostensive introduction'.
By this Fodor means they are the most likely word to be used for the introduction of
the object to a child. For example with a child we would say "look at the dog" rather
than "look at the Labrador" when first pointing it out. Also, it appears that one can
create a much larger list of properties for basic categorisations (i.e. for dog) than for
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the nearest super-ordinate categories (like animal)^ and that when considering the next
sub-ordinate category (i.e. Labrador) the difference in the number of properties one
can describe is not so great i.e. The properties listed for "Dog" will be much more than
"Animal", but not much less than for "Labrador". Thus it appears that there is a natural
threshold of description of properties which coincides with the basic category.

Fodor also suggests that non-basic categorisations i.e. a Labrador or Animal, rather
than a Dog, are not as reliably predicted by invariants that exist in stimuli.
Consequently, Fodor argues that 'input-analysers' output basic categorisations
primarily because this maximises 'the information per unit of perceptual integration'
(Fodor, 1983, p97). Fodor suggests that the final stage in a module's processing
involves accessing a 'form-concept' dictionary which pairs '3-D sketches' with basic
categories. These categories are then outputted to central thought processes.

Of course, the question then arises, as to what the basic categories or 'prototypes' are
for the modules postulated. What primitives of categorisation could be output by
modules? In the work of Rosch and colleagues they noted that basic categories tend to
have two major characteristics, one is that they tend to look alike. Chairs, for example,
have the same physical structural components - four legs, a back, and so on. Second,
our physical interactions with the same basic categories are similar - we sit on chairs.
Neisser (1987) has also written on this issue, Neisser suggests that basic categories
may equate to Gibson's notion of affordances as they seem to be predicted by similar
interactions (active exploration) and physical structures (invariants). Having said this,
the field is undecided as to whether basic-categories are actually relevant and whether
they are yielded by perceptual, or more higher level processes. What is apparent, is
that although computational-constructavist approaches have presented reasonable
accounts of the ways in which low-level, bottom-up processing may occur, they have
not yet determined the true form of the percept that is delivered to central processing,
nor the point along a sequence of processing at which this occurs.
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In Chapter Three we explore work which has uncovered invariants in human
movements that appear to specify certain human meanings, meanings which may be
outputted by modular perceptual systems. These invariants may underlie many facets
of a concept of 'person' such as a person's sex, their intentions, and their emotional
expressions. Regardless, then, of the level of representation such meanings may take,
which as we have seen may be difficult to precisely determine, the fact that such
invariants can be identified, suggests that some basic human perceptual primitives may
exist within human bodily movements.

The question of this thesis is whether the potentially modular processes which might
deliver such categories of meaning are, or are not, related to general higher cognitive
processes? So far, however, we have not offered a definition of what 'higher cognitive
processes' might actually entail.

1.6. C e n t r a l , 'H o r iz o n t a l ' a b il it ie s .
Fodor states that higher cognitive processes are:
"...everything that perception is not: slow, deep, global rather than local,
largely under voluntary (or, as one says 'executive') control, typically associated
with diffuse neurological structures, neither bottom-to-top nor top-to-bottom in
their modes of processing, but characterised by computations in which
information flows every which way; the higher the cognitive process, the more
it turns on the integration of information across superficially dissimilar
domains. "(Fodor, 1985, p4)

Fodor maintains that, whereas modules act in a 'vertical' manner in a specific domain,
bringing information 'upwards' from a primitive input in order, ultimately, to deliver a
basic meaning, central, higher cognitive processes can be considered to be 'horizontal'.
Fodor suggests that such processes act across domains. In effect, Fodor is suggesting
that central thought processes are akin to thought and problem solving .
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Anderson, (1992) has proposed that underpinning these central processes may be a
"basic processing mechanism’ to which modules output their information, Anderson has
suggested that the efficiency of this basic processing mechanism determines general
intelligence as measured by IQ tests, and that ’mental speed’ can be equated with the
efficiency of this basic processor. Anderson is proposing that central processes are
akin to ’intelligence’, and that intellectually impaired individuals may be impaired in
’horizontal’ information processing, but may be unimpaired in ’vertical’ information
processing. Issues to do with intelligence and mental speed are discussed further in
Chapters Two and Three, and for the time being we will leave this issue to one side.
Instead we will turn our attention to the evidence put forward in support of the
existence of modular perceptual processing.

1 .7 . W h a t M o d u l a r D o m a in s m ig h t t h e r e b e ?
In terms of vision, Fodor has proposed a number of modular systems. He has
proposed 'low level’ mechanisms for colour perception, for analysis of shape, and for
analysis of three-dimensional spatial relations, and has also proposed task-specific
'higher level’ systems concerned with visual guidance of bodily movements, and for the
recognition of faces of con-specifics. These domains do not simply correspond to the
sensory domains - i.e. vision, smell, touch, taste, hearing, but relate to the nature and
importance of stimuli -i.e. stimuli that contain structure, and that are of evolutionary
importance. Fodor, however, does not provide a comprehensive list of domains for
which modules may exist, he states :
T suggest the examples primarily by way of indicating the levels of grain at
which input systems might be modularised' (Fodor, 1983, p48).

Thus, it is left to others to suggest additional possible domains. In fact, evidence for
particular domains may be found in research with clinical populations where individuals
appear to develop specific deficits in one unique area of functioning (e.g. individuals
with agnosias or aphasias), or where individuals appear to have specific precocious
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abilities, that are not predicted by their overall level of general intellectual functioning
(e.g. Idiots Savants).

A. Evidence from Developmental Psychopathology.
In the case of the first area outlined above, where individuals have domain-specific
disabilities, it is proposed that these individuals may have defective/faulty or inefficient
modular cognitive architecture, and that this is the primary cause of their specific
pathology. For example, in the case of autism, it has been suggested that individuals
have a deficit/defect in the working of a so-called 'Theory of Mind' module, evident in
specific inabilities to understand others' beliefs, desires and intentions, that, in normal
children, is supposed to start working at about 18 months^ (Leslie, 1987 ).

For those individuals with specific abilities (not only idiot savants, but also individuals
of normal intelligence who may have exceptional abilities in one area), the suggestion
is that they may have highly efficient cognitive architecture dedicated to one domain
which is unaffected by more general intellectual deficits. Consequently, these
individuals are able to perform at, or above, normal levels (Anderson, 1992).

In general, exploration of the abilities and disabilities of clinical populations (an
approach known as the study of Developmental Psychopathology) has yielded
interesting and important evidence for domain-specific and potentially modular human
processes. The advantage of studying these populations is that individuals' abilities or
disabilities are relatively easy to identify. However, a major practical disadvantage, is
that such clinical populations are small in number. For example. Idiots Savants who do
not also display autistic symptomology^® represent only 0.06% of the population of
^
There are however alternative explainations why autistic individuals may have such problems
with mental states. It may be that they have in a primary inability (from birth) to engage
interpersonally with others (Hobson, 1993).
It is of important note that in autism the incidence of Idiot Savant abilities is around 10%
which is higher than in general mental retardation. The reason why I am excluding these individuals
from this particular discusision is because such autistic individuals appear to have specific intellectual
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Mentally Retarded individuals, who in themselves represent between 2-3% of the
whole populations^ (Hill, 1978).

Of course, it might be asked why, if such abilities are modular and expected to be
unaffected by general intellectual impairments, is their prevalence so low? Why is it
that more mentally retarded individuals do not show such spared abilities ?

In answer to such a question, there are two points to bear in mind. The first is based on
the fact that, most often, the abilities of idiot savants are exceptional Their abilities
seem to reflect a superior level of performance in the domain in question, even in
relation to normal individuals. One would expect, even in the normal population, for
such superior modular functioning to be rare. Thus, one would also expect such an
ability would be rare in mentally retarded individuals, and consequently that the
prevalence would be low. Secondly, one would expect that general intellectual deficits
will act to obscure or impair the expression of such abilities making them harder to
identify. This latter point is of particular relevance to this thesis, and is expanded upon
when considering experimental methodology in Chapter Two.

1.8. I m pl ic a t io n s

fo r th is

T h e sis .

The approach adopted in this thesis is similar to the approach adopted in studies of the
capacities of Idiot Savants, insofar as the clinical population involved has specific
impairments in general intellectual-cognitive processing which can be contrasted with
potentially 'normal processes that may employ domain-specific, modular cognitive
architecture. How it differs, is that this study explores modular capacities that all

profiles that differ from those seen in general mental retardation. These profiles do not allow one to
confidently conclude that such abilites are unrelated to intellectual functioning.
The incidence of mental retardation depends, of course, on the current diagnostic criteria.
This changed as recently as 1973 when the AAMD changed the diagnostic criteria for mentally
retarded individuals from having an IQ one standard deviation below the mean, to having and IQ two
standard deviations below. Ovenight this 'cured* 26 million American people of mental retardation
(Zigler & Hodapp,I986).
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mentally retarded (and indeed non-retarded) individuals might be expected to possess.
Capacities that have previously been proposed to be related to general intelligence and
therefore assumed to be impaired in mentally retarded individuals because of their
general intellectual impairments.

An examination of the three theoretical approaches to perception and cognition earlier
in this chapter has highlighted a number of areas of common theoretical ground
between two of them -the ’Gibsonian' and the "Modular" approaches, particularly in
relation to the importance afforded to person-related meanings, and the directness of
some perceptual processes. For example, with respect to this issue, Fodor postulates
that candidates for modules may include :
"...task specific 'higher level' systems concerned with the visual guidance of
hodily motions or the recognition of faces of con-specifics."(Fodor, 1983, p 47)

..and, in parallel, Gibson suggests that...
"the richest and most elaborate affordances of the environment are provided hy
other animals and, for us, other people."(Gihson, 1979, pl3S)

Consequently, both Fodor and Gibson are proposing direct perceptual mechanisms for
processing human-related information. Whereas Gibson might propose that we directly
resonate to this information, Fodor would say that we employ "innately" determined
input systems that, through a process of inference, deliver meanings related to the
stimulus. If Fodor and Gibson are right in emphasising the importance of personrelated information, and Fodor and Anderson are correct in asserting that such
perception may employ processes unrelated to central, intellectually based capacities,
then one can predict that mentally retarded individuals may as be capable of processing
such person-related information as normal individuals. This is the central proposition
of this thesis.

Section One: Theoretical issues
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M e n t a l R e t a r d a t io n a n d P e r s o n
P e r c e p t io n : T h e o r y a n d
E x p e r im e n t

Chapter One outlined a number of theoretical issues regarding perception, and was
concerned with the relationship between 'thoughtful' and perceptual processes. This
chapter is also concerned with these issues, but is more specific in its focus, and deals
with the relationship between thoughtful, intellectual processes and person perception.
Thus, in this chapter I attempt to fulfill two objectives. One objective is to assess the
degree to which experimental studies provide sufficient evidence to support the
proposal that mentally retarded people (individuals believed to have deficits in thought
and problem solving) have person-perceptual impairments. Before this, however, we
must pursue the other objective and more fully explicate the nature of Mental
Retardation and of'Intelligence'.

2 .1 . M e n t a l R e t a r d a t io n a n d G e n e r a l I n t e l l e c t u a l
F u n c t io n in g .

A. The Definition of Mental Retardation
The definition of Mental retardation currently adopted by the American Association of
Mental Retardation (AAMR)* is as follows:
"Mental retardation refers to significantly subaverage intellectual functioning
resulting in or associated with impairments in adaptive behaviour and
manifested during the developmental period."(Grossman, 1983, p ll.)

^
This particular definition, rather than the DSM III-R criteria, is used to illustrate the main
issues involved in studying this field. It is of particular interest that the AAMR definition is not only
concerned with intellectual functioning, but also includes 'impairments in adaptive behaviour* as a
defining characteristic. Although the DSM III-R (American Psychiatric Society, 1987) criteria do not
differ greatly from those of the AAMR, this characteristic does not have the same prominence in the
DSM III-R definition.
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This definition involves three factors. The first of these factors is summarised by the
phrase 'significantly subaverage intellectual functioning'; the second, is 'impairments in
adaptive behaviour' and the third is that impairments are 'manifested during the
developmental period'.

In the case of the latter factor it is assumed by the AAMR that the 'developmental
period' lasts from birth (or before) to 18 years. This assumption would not be
supported by advocates of'life-span' development. However, it is not the purpose here
to contend this particular point. Our primary interest is with exploring issues relating to
the first factor, namely impaired or 'subaverage' intellectual functioning, and it is this
aspect of the definition which is considered in detail below.

Aetiology and classification
Before dealing with the 'intellectual' characterisitcs of mentally retarded individuals, it
is important to note that mental retardation may have a number of causes, and that
these potential causes also affect the definition and classification of individuals. In
general, it is proposed that mentally retarded individuals consist of two overlapping
populations: A population of mentally retarded individuals for whom their 'handicap' is
thought to be due to organic causes (this constitutes around 25% of individuals who
are diagnosed as mentally retarded); and a population where retardation has no known
organic causes and where individuals are defined as having cultural or fam ilial mental
retardation (around 75%. of individuals classified as mentally retarded).

Retarded individuals termed 'Organic' are those individuals identified either to have a
genetic 'defect', as in Down's syndrome, or to have suffered damage to their brain near
to birth. For instance, anoxia (lack of oxygen to the brain) is a common cause of
organic mental retardation. The extent of this 'damage' can vary and, correspondingly,
the damage to mental faculties caused by such organic defects or damage also varies.
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Consequently, IQs^ are not restricted to any particular range in mentally retarded
individuals suffering from organic damage, except that by definition IQs are less than
70.

Individuals with so called 'Cultural/Familial retardation' generally have IQs between
50 and 70 and have relatives who are also of below average intelligence (hence the
term familial). With this group, there are no identifiable causes of low IQ as there are
with the 'organic' population. Of course, just because an organic cause can not be
identified does not mean that there are none. This apart, because such a population
appear not to have specific initial pathology, apart from suffering from low intellectual
capacities, the population is of particular interest to researchers interested in the nature
of Intelligence and Development.

B. Intellectual functioning and cognitive competence
We now return to issues to do with the definition of mental retardation and in
particular to the first of the three factors contained in the AAMR definition - that of
impaired or subaverage intellectual functioning. Intellectual functioning is most
commonly assessed by using intelligence tests that provide an Intelligence Quotient
(IQ) such as the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC; Wechsler, 1974).

Intelligence tests and the Intelligence Quotient
Before dealing with the attributes of functioning which intelligence tests attempt to
measure, it would be helpful to briefly outline the history of these forms of test. This
will allow us to understand how modern-day IQ tests were arrived at.

^
What IQ is, and the problems with this measure, will be explained shortly. In the meantime
suffice it to say that this is a standard index of intellectual functioning where a person of average
intellect will score 100.
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Intelligence tests were bom out of the work of Binet and Henri (1896). These early
tests measured a number of human faculties, such as imagination, 'aesthetic sensibility',
memory and comprehension. However, given the small sizes of the samples of people
administered such tests, and the initially arbitrary nature of the constructs used, the
reliability and validity of the tests were not established until much later. In fact little
came of the initial multi-faceted intelligence tests. It was ten years later, when Binet
and Simon (1905) developed a test of intelligence similar to those employed in modem
times, that the tests became widely used.

At around the same time as Binet was working on these matters, Spearman (1904a)
published a theory of general intelligence. Spearman was influenced by the earlier
work of Galton and was interested in the relationship between 'sensory discrimination'
and 'intellectual' functioning. Spearman (1904b) reported high correlations (.56 and
.66, cited in Brody, 1992) between measures of abilities to discriminate visual,
auditory and tactile stimuli and academic performance (although these correlations
were later found to have been calculated wrongly and actually were .38 and .39;
Fancher,1985). He concluded that 'The common and essential element in the
Intelligences wholly coincides with the common and essential element in the Sensory
Functions' (Spearman, 1904b). Spearman believed that there was a common factor to
all human faculties, that this was intelligence, termed a general factor g, and that this
was primarily a measure of the efficiency of basic sensory capacities - capacities which
have their origins, for instance, in the efficiency of neuronal activity. He believed that
any conceivable measure of intelligence is related to this common factor, and that
correlations between two measures are determined by the extent to which they both
measure general intelligence. He also proposed that there were additional specific
components measured by each test, and that the ratio of general to specific factors
would also determine the degree to which two tests correlated. Hence Spearman's
theory is termed the two-factor theory of intelligence.
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This notion - that there is a relationship between simple sensory discrimination and
complex knowledge-based understanding commonly thought of as intelligence- was
considered by Binet to be absurd if not wrong, Binet believed that there were a number
of 'higher level' independent intellectual faculties that best characterised and
underpinned intelligence. However, when attempting to assess these factors Binet
found it difficult to establish their independence, and in the case of some of his
hypothesised faculties, found it difficult to find evidence to show that they could be
objectively measured at all.

Binet was later commissioned by the French government to develop a test to
objectively classify mentally retarded individuals. This test consisted of a number of
sub-tasks which measured several aspects of human fimctioning. Although Binet still
believed in separate intellectual faculties, and also believed that intelligence varied with
age, he abandoned his commitment to measuring a collection of independent faculties
(later taken up again by Thurstone, 1938 and Gardner, 1983), and managed, although
not by specific intention, to achieve the construction of a test of general intelligence.
The test relied on age-graded norms (i.e. Mental Age) and yielded an indication of
overall 'intelligence'. The test itself developed over subsequent years, and further
revisions^ were published in 1908 (Binet, 1908) and 1911 (Binet, 1911) as Binet added
more items, and established further age-gradings. It was not until 1912, however, that
Stem, (Stem 1912) developed the notion of calculating a single score of intellectual
functioning. He demonstrated that by dividing the age-related score of an individual
(termed the Mental Age) by chronological age, one can obtain a measure of intellectual
functioning that allows comparisons across different age groups. Furthermore, by
multiplying this ratio by 100 one obtains what he called an Intelligence Quotient or IQ.
Thus, even though both Binet and Spearman had fundamentally different views of

^
Ultimately, the test was translated into English, further refined, and became the StanfordBinet test which is widely used today.
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intellectual functioning, in the end there was a unification of their approaches Spearman provided a theory, and Binet a test, of general intelligence (Brody, 1992).

Early intelligence tests were developed to illustrate individuals differences. When
developing intelligence tests the developers already had a view of what constituted low
and high 'intelligence'. Consequently, one of the criticisms of intelligence tests is that
they represent a very specific notion of intellect, and may not be measuring an
objective construct, but that they measure a 'social-construct' peculiar to academic
psychologists. Although this is a valid point, the notion of low intelligence is not a
new phenomenon bom purely of psychometric testing. Long before the advent of such
testing philosophers had proposed their to be differences in intellectual capacities
between individuals. For example, Plato commented that:
” One man will acquire a thing easily, another with great difficulty; a little
learning will lead one to discover a great deal; whereas the other, after much
study and application, no sooner learns than he forgets;...would not these be the
sort of differences which distinguish the gifted by nature from one who is
ungifted'*(Plato, The Republic, Book V, cited in Baumeister,1984)

In fact, the views that lay-people have of intellectual functioning also appear to be the
same as those which 'experts' postulate (Sternberg, Conway, Ketron and Bernstein,
1981). Amongst lay people the core elements to 'intelligence', and therefore those
elements that might be expected to be impaired in mentally retarded people, appear to
be practical problem solving, (i.e. ability to reason and identify connections between
ideas) and verbal ability (i.e. ability to speak articulately and clearly). These constructs
match closely the constructs measured by modem intelligence tests. Although of
course it may be that intelligence tests shape lay-people's notions of 'intelligence', it
appears likely that the constmcts involved are valid. Interestingly, social-competence is
also considered important to lay people, but in the study referred to above this was not
considered to be as important to 'experts'.
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In general, therefore. Intelligence tests have been constructed so that their factor
structure reflects the ’lay' and 'expert' theories of the constitution of intelligence. They
are constructed to maximise loadings on Spearman's hypothesised general factor 'g\ In
addition, the tests are constructed so that a second factor, which accounts for a further
significant proportion of the variance in scores, reflects a 'verbal' versus 'performance'
dichotomy in performance.

Although the above approach to the construction of Intelligence tests may appear
arbitrary, analysis over a great number of different tests of ability invariably yields these
same two factors, and together they appear to account for a large proportion of
variance in scores. This in itself is taken by many as supporting evidence that the
notion of general intelligence and factor g is valid. Having said this, there have been a
number of other theories of intelligence based on other factor structures yielded by
different factor-analytic approaches and techniques. For example, Cattell (1963).

Even though 'different' intelligences can be illustrated through second order factor
analysis, there remains a high correlation among such measures, and it can been argued
that a general factor {g) is necessary to explain this relationship. In general, therefore,
there is support for the concept of a general factor of intelligence. As Brody has stated:
"Our review of studies of the structure of ability tests supports a hierarchical
model of ability with g at its apex" (Brody,1992,p49)

We now return to describing the sort of faculties that modem day intelligence tests
measure. This will help us to understand which elements of functioning are impaired in
mentally retarded individuals in relation to non-retarded individuals, and will enable us
to better understand the definition of mental retardation outlined earlier.

One example of a modem day intelligence test, and the one described here for
illustrative purposes, is the McCarthy scale for children. This measures, amongst other
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things, children's' abilities to solve puzzles, build towers with blocks, remember
pictures, demonstrate understanding of words and to solve mathematical problems. In
total, on the McCarthy scale there are 18 tasks which are administered to children.
Such scales involve the measurement of a number of abilities which together correlate
in a manner that indicates a common factor amongst them. They are constructed to
measure a number of specific factors that are believed to be 'sub-components' of
intellectual functioning. In the case of the McCarthy scale, the 18 tasks are grouped
into six sub-scales representing six subcomponents of intellectual functioning. These
sub-scales are purported to measure abilities in: Verbal-performance; PerceptualPerformance; Quantitative-performance; General cognitive-performance; Memory; and
Motor

skills. In general (unless there is a specific neurological or psychological

disorder) performance levels on each of these sub-scales correlate highly with each
other.

Because sub-scales on tests such as the McCarthy correlate highly with each other, and
appear equally able to predict general IQ as well as specific capacities, scales of
intelligence have been devised which only measure one of the above sub-categories.
For example. The British Picture Vocabulary Scale (BPYS; Dunn, Dunn & Whetton,
1982) measures the ability of children to point to a picture that goes with each word
spoken, a primarily verbal task. Even though measures such as the BPVS only assess
one aspect of intellectual functioning, because of the high correlations found within
tests (among sub scales within individual IQ tests) and between tests (such as the
correlation between BPVS performance, and performance on the WISC), it is assumed
that, as long as no specific neurological disorder is suspected, such tests also
represents a good measure of general intelligence.

So, having determined what is entailed in intelligence testing, what can we now say
about the nature of mental retardation? Well, so far, in operationalising the definition
of mental retardation, we can say that mentally retarded individuals are individuals who
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consistently score poorly (in relation to non-retarded individuals of the same
chronological age -see later) on a number of tasks such as those contained in the
WISC, McCarthy or BPVS tests. Secondly, it is assumed that these tests are indirectly
measuring a general factor g that is, in effect. Intelligence'^. However, up to this
point, we have not fully addressed the important distinction between 'intellectual' and
'cognitive' functioning. It is necessary to address this distinction, to enable us to more
fully understand the debates concerning the relative importance of IQ and MA in
defining mental retardation.

For a person to be considered (psychometrically) 'intelligent', one is considering two
things. Firstly one is considering general levels of competence - i.e. a person's level of
performance on particular tasks. Secondly, one is considering this level of performance
in relation to the level of competence expected for someone of a particular
chronological age. Thus, a crucial note to make here is that a very bright and intelligent
7-year-old (e.g. with an IQ of 120) will not be more cognitively competent than a notso-bright 16-year- old (e.g. with a lesser IQ of 80), even though the seven year old is
far more intelligent. As, mentioned earlier, the level of cognitive competence of a
person is referred to as their Mental Age, and a person's intellectual level is a function
of the relationship between their Mental Age and their Chronological age and is
indicated by a person's Intelligence Quotient (IQ). The fact that IQ is a derivative of
actual cognitive competence has led some developmental psychologists to suggest that
Intelligence itself is a redundant concept, and that Mental age should be the variable of
primary concern when considering mental retardation. More on this shortly.

^
Whether factor g can be measured in other ways, is dealt with in the second part of Chapter
three, where we review attempts to relate factor g , as measured by IQ tests, to indices of 'mental
speed* similar to those proposed by Spearman. At this stage, however, we are attempting to explore
the definition of Mental Retardation.
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The definition o f ^sub-average^ intellectualfunctioning.
The above explains how cognitive competence and intellectual functioning are related
and how they are measured. However, before we enter into debate regarding the
relative importance of IQ and Mental age, we need to deal with a final issue regarding
the definition of mental retardation - how one decides if someone's level of intellectual
functioning is 'subaverage'. This is an extremely thorny and emotive issue and it is not
the purpose of this thesis to deal with the problems, political or moral, inherent in
making such judgements.

The purpose here is merely to describe the current

definition.

As referred to earlier. Stem (1912) first developed the idea of IQ as being the ratio of
Mental Age to Chronological Age, multiplied by 100. Standard IQ test are, therefore,
devised so that the 'average' of individuals' IQs at each age, equals 100. In addition,
tests are devised so that the distribution of IQ scores around this mean, are normal^. A
great deal of effort goes into scaling scores on each of the sub-tests to create the
desired distribution. Furthermore, all intelligence tests are devised so that this 'normal'
distribution of scores has a standard deviation of 15 IQ points - i.e. that in a sample of
individuals, approximately 68% of the individuals' IQ scores will fall between 85 and
115. At present, for an individual to be considered mentally retarded, and therefore
'intellectually subaverage' they must have an IQ of less that 70, i.e. less than two
standard deviations below the mean^. However, classification does not stop here. As
mentioned earlier, mentally retarded individuals are also classified according to
suspected aetiology - organic v familial, and also according to the 'severity' of their
retardation based on their level of intellectual functioning

- i.e. individuals are

^
I.e. That scores are distributed around a mean so that they describe a normal 'Gaussian*
distribution curve, commonly referred to as a bell shaped or normal distribution, and exhibit the
properties of such a distribution.
^
The incidence of mental retardation depends, of course, on the current diagnostic criteria.
This changed as recently as 1973 when the AAMD changed the diagnostic criteria for individuals
from having an IQ less than one standard deviation below the mean (i.e <85), to having an IQ less
than 2 standard deviations below (i.e. <70), overnight 'curing* 26 million American people of mental
retardation (Zigler & Hodapp,1986)
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classified as mild, moderate, severe or profoundly retarded, depending on their IQ
scores'^.

So now we have a more clear idea of what mental retardation is in terms of
'significantly subaverage intellectual functioning': Mentally retarded individuals are
consistently (throughout their developmental period) less able than individuals of
average intellectual achievement of the same chronological age, in completing a
number of tasks included in intelligence tests that are supposed to measure a general
factor of intelligence. Performance is measured over a number of tests, and the final IQ
score of mentally retarded individuals, reflecting the ratio of competence to age, will be
more than two standard deviations below the mean score of 100.

We now will deal with some of the debates concerning the role of IQ and MA in
understanding the nature of mental retardation. Again, however, we must defer these
concerns for a short while as we first need to clarify another point. That is, that the use
of the terms defect and deficit should not be seen as arbitrary. Both have very specific
meanings that are important to bear in mind when reviewing this field.

If something is considered to be defective it generally means that it is damaged
(probably irreparably) in some way and, because of the damage, it is different fi’om a
non-defective 'something'. Thus an 'intellectual defect' would imply that the 'intellect' is
in some way damaged and different. The implication for the field of Mental retardation
of the term 'defective', is that a mentally retarded person's 'intellect' is damaged and
fundamentally different from the 'intellect' of a normal non-defective person.

^
Such sub-classification is to a large degree arbitrary, and used by researchers purely to
illustrate the degree of intellectual handicap. Mentally retarded individuals can as easily be classified
as trainable, educable etc.
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In contrast, when something is considered to be deficient, then one is dealing with a
quantitative description of that something - i.e. that someone has more or less of it. In
the case of 'intellect', the implication is that a deficient person has less 'intellect* than a
non-deficient person, but that there are things fundamental to the structure of the
'intellect' that are similar to both.

Having highlighted the difference between the two terms, it is unfortunately the case
that both are often used interchangeably in the mental retardation literature, and are
used to signify that mentally retarded individuals are in some way different from non
retarded children over and above rate of cognitive development. The confusion lies in
the fact that a defect in intelligence may manifest itself in a deficient rate of
development and lead to a deficiency in cognitive competence in mentally retarded
individuals. Terminology is of particular importance when considering the issues we
are now finally able to turn to, issues regarding the relationship between 'cognitive
competence' (Mental Age), 'Intelligence' (IQ) and mental retardation.

C. The Development versus Difference controversy
There are a number of researchers who advocate a 'developmental' position in the
study of Mental Retardation. Such researchers suggest that apart from the rate with
which individuals attain cognitive competencies, mentally retarded individuals are
fundamentally no different from non-retarded children. They point to the similarities in
cognitive competencies found between a mentally retarded adolescent and a non
retarded child who have the same Mental Age as evidence that mentally retarded
individuals primarily suffer from a developmental delay. Thus they are claiming that
there is no specific defect in mentally retarded individuals, and that IQ represents
purely an index of rate of development. They suggest that 'rate of development' (or
IQ) is a factor that follows normal parameters and varies due to polygenic factors.
They propose that mentally retarded individuals represent the lower tail of the normal
distribution of the variable 'rate of development'. Supporters of this position suggest
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that any differences that exist in performance between MA-matched mentally retarded
and non-retarded individuals, may reflect differences in motivation or personality
among individuals, rather than reflecting any further fundamental defect in the mentally
retarded. They propose that mentally retarded individuals are likely to be less
motivated than non-retarded individuals because of institutionalisation or because of
the 'failure' they have previously suffered (Zigler,1969).

In contrast, there are a number of researchers who suggest that mentally retarded
individuals also differ in a number of other ways from non-retarded individuals of the
same Mental Ages over and above the rate of development, and that mentally retarded
individuals are fundamentally different. For these researchers IQ is the more important
index of cognitive functioning as it quantifies this fundamental difference (Spitz, 1976;
Ellis, 1963).

The debate between these two positions has, unsurprisingly, been termed the
'Development' versus Difference' debate, and has tended to focus around two issues.
The first of these is whether mentally retarded individuals pass through cognitive
developmental stages in the same order as non-retarded individuals - the so called
similar sequence hypothesis. The second, is whether individuals with similar levels of
cognitive competence are similar in respect to their cognitive structure. That is,
whether they are the same in the organisation of the processes which underlie
understanding, reasoning and acquisition of information - the so called similar
structure hypothesis. With respect to the former, the evidence tends to suggest that
mentally retarded individuals do pass through the same developmental levels and in the
same sequence as non-retarded individuals but that they reach a plateau of
performance earlier than non-retarded individuals (see Weisz and Zigler, 1979, for a
review). With respect to the latter, the jury is still out, although there is mounting
evidence that mentally retarded individuals may be fundamentally different from non-
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retarded individuals in some specific ways, over and above differences in rate of
development and in motivation.

The problems in deciding between the "Developmental" and "Difference" positions are
complicated. Those arguing from the Difference" position point to a number of
deficiencies which mentally retarded individuals appear to have in relation to MAmatched non-retarded controls, on tests requiring foresight and logical analysis, and to
a lesser extent on tests requiring verbal abstraction and conceptual abilities (Spitz,
1976).

However, in order to make comparisons between individuals of a similar Mental Age,
it is the case that one has already ascertained that they appear equally competent in
completing a number of tasks which determine MA, and therefore that there are
similarities between groups. This in itself tends to support the developmental position although there is a certain circularity to this argument. Having said this, there is a
contrary argument concerning the profiles that individuals show on intelligence tests.
Mental age and IQ are generally collected and averaged over a number of different
sub-tasks within an intelligence test. Two individuals of the same mental age may have
differences in the profiles of scores they have on the sub-tasks of the test, even though
they end up with the same score in terms of Mental Age. At present, the evidence for
any systematic differences in performance profiles on intelligence tests is scant, but a
few studies have suggested that there may be consistently different profiles of scores
between MA-matched groups of non-retarded and mentally retarded individuals
(i.e.Nesbit and Chambers, 1976).

What then is the evidence for fundamental differences between MA-matched mentally
retarded and non-retarded individuals on measures other that IQ tests? As mentioned
already. Spitz (1976) reported a number of differences between MA-matched mentally
retarded and non-retarded individuals. These were in the area of logical analysis and
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foresight. In a more recent review of the evidence, Weiss, Weisz and Bromfield (1986)
performed a meta-analysis on a number of studies that had explored the performance
of mentally retarded and non-retarded individuals, matched for Mental Age, on tests of
memory, associate learning, input organisation, selective attention, discrimination
learning, incidental learning, 'concept usage', 'hypothesis testing behaviour* and
humour. They found that, of the studies they reviewed, 45% resulted in significant
differences between the two groups.

Although this finding of an almost 50-50 split in the number of findings which show
differences and similarities appears to support neither the developmental nor difference
view, Weiss et al (1986) realised that the similar structure hypothesis is in fact a null
hypothesis, and most appropriately tested against the distribution of group differences
that would be expected to be found by chance if one assumed that no difference
existed.

Firstly, such a distribution would predict, by chance, a number of small

differences between groups that were 'positive' as well as 'negative'. Weiss et al (1986)
found 'positive' differences in only 3% of studies and, when the overall distribution of
group differences found in the tests reviewed were compared with those expected
under the null hypothesis, Weiss et al found that they differed significantly fi*om those
expected. In particular, there was evidence for deficits in discrimination between
printed words, pictures and three dimensional objects.

Thus it would appear that even MA-matched groups of mentally retarded and nonretarded individuals are different in a number of ways, over and above rate of cognitive
development. Having said this, there may well be a number of studies showing
similarities that are not published purely because groups are not significantly different.
However, Weiss et al estimated that the number of such unpublished studies would not
be sufficient to negate their conclusion that genuine differences do exist between MAmatched groups of non-retarded and mentally retarded individuals.
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There are also, of course, other positions on the nature of intelligence, and the nature
of mental retardation apart from those expressed above. For example Zeaman and
House (1963) have suggested that mentally retarded individuals suffer primarily from
an attentional deficit, and that this is fundamental to determining task performance
(and IQ). Also, Detterman (1987) has proposed that human intelligence is a set of
independent abilities organised in a complex system and that mental retardation should
be conceived of as a deficit in a few independent abilities that have high 'centrality*.
Neither of the above theories quite corresponds to a 'Developmental' or Difference'
position (Zigler 1969; Detterman, 1987), and in fact Detterman has recognised that
there is a need for a theory to account both for similarities and differences, and to
integrate the development and difference positions.

As outlined in Chapters One and Three, Anderson (1992) has speculated on these
issues and has proposed a theory that predicts not only specific defects and similarities
between MA-matched groups, but also potential similarities between CA-comparable
groups (assuming MA/IQ-related task factors can be extracted). He proposes that
specific defects in mentally retarded individuals may be caused by deficiencies in
central information processing capacities that also determine rate of development. Also
he suggests that similarities in structure will exist because even though the rate of
development of cognitive competencies are dependent and determined by information
processing capacities (speed of processing), they are likely to develop along the same
lines in retarded as in non-retarded individuals. In terms of specific sparing of abilities,
Anderson proposes (like Fodor and Detterman) that there may be cognitive-perceptual
structures that are entirely independent of central thoughtful information processing so called perceptual modules.

The theoretical position adopted here is similar to that of Anderson that mentally
retarded individuals will be impaired in certain forms of information processing, and
that this will be related to Intelligence, but that in some areas of perceptual processing

\
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there will be abilities that are not determined by central thoughtful processes but
instead are modular. If this is correct, these modular perceptual processes should be as
efficiently executed by mentally retarded individuals as non-retarded individuals of
equivalent MA, and, to some degree, as well as non-retarded individuals of the same
CA (although"fi^hodological issues mean that coping with task-related demands may
obscure these similarities).

2 .2 . P e r s o n P e r c e p t io n A n d M e n t a l R e t a r d a t io n
This overview of the Development v Difference debate and of more integrated
theoretical positions, has highlighted many of the factors that need to be considered
when studying any capacity in mentally retarded individuals. Such considerations are of
importance as we now turn our attention to the main objective of this chapter - to
review studies of person perception in the mentally retarded. The present thesis
proposes that person perception may involve some form of direct or modular
processing, and that certain aspects of this kind of perception will be unimpaired in
mentally retarded individuals.

A. Definition of Person Perception
The first task is to define the term person perception. For the purpose of this thesis
person perception is taken to be that part of social perception^ which deals specifically
with the perception of an individual person's characteristics, as manifest in his or her
bodily and facial configurations. Social perception, on the other hand, deals both with
this 'individualistic' level of understanding and also with the understanding of higher
order social and communicative interactions involving more than one person. Drawing
a distinction between the two allows one to define the area of study, but it is not
suggested here that there is any defining theoretical boundary between these areas. At

^
Henceforth both 'person perception* and 'social perception' will be written without italics,
except when emphasis is required.
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this Stage it would be helpful to present a standard definition of social perception to
enable us to understand more fully how this form of perception is viewed:
**Social perception refers to the process by which individuals interpret or 'read*
relevant social messages from others in their environment" (Maheady, Harper
and Sainato, 1987,p 27)

Immediately one can see that inherent in this more or less 'standard' definition, is an
assumption that social and, by implication, person perception involve interpretation
and inference, and therefore that they are in some way mediated by higher cognitive
processes. Although, of course, a great deal of understanding of social interaction may
require interpretation and inference, it is the assertion of the present thesis that certain
perceptual processes involved in extracting meanings from a person's bodily and facial
configurations may not require such central, cognitively based, inferential, processing.
It is proposed that we may have modular and or direct perceptual capacities for
processing some person-perceptual information.

Ecological psychologists (Baron, 1980; McArthur & Baron, 1983; Knowles & Smith,
1983; Smith & Ginsburg, 1989; Valenti & Good, 1991) have proposed that direct
perceptual architecture dedicated to perceiving social meanings may have evolved
because social perception has always been, throughout human evolution, of great
importance to human adaptive functioning. As Baron stated:
"Since the survival of humans and other primates seems to depend so heavily on
their ability to he sensitive to social interaction possibilities, it is likely that
there is a certain amount of species level preparedness for the perceptual
systems of higher primates to resonate to information relevant to social
interaction." (Baron,1980; p 594)

Ecological psychologists claim that social perception has been wrongly viewed as a
cognitive, inferential process and that it should not be assumed that humans employ the
same processes in perceiving people as they do in perceiving objects. They accuse
social psychology of overemphasising the role of cognitive processes. They suggest
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that a range of meanings may be 'picked-up' using direct perceptual processes and that
these may be specified in invariant human dynamics. The evidence for such invariants is
outlined further in Chapter Three, but, in brief, there appears to be evidence that
meanings can be specified in the dynamics of human faces and bodies -meanings such
as a person's sex, age, actions, intentions, emotional states and so on, and that these
may be perceived 'directly'.

In contrast, there are those who propose that all social perception involves at least
some cognitive processing. Social-cognitive psychologists point to the errors that
people make in social understanding as evidence for the role of cognition in such a
process (Schneider, 1991).

Whether one agrees or not with the arguments proposed by Ecological Psychology in
opposition to the dominant views of social-cognitive psychology, one must recognise
that there is a need to make careful distinctions between those aspects of social
perception that may involve cognitive inference, and those aspects that may be purely
perceptual.

If one proposes that social perception has both perceptual and conceptual components
and that the perception of some basic person-related meanings involves direct or
modular perceptual processing, then one can make specific predictions about the
capacities of individuals with mental retardation to perceive these meanings. One
would predict that, all things being equal, individuals with poor central cognitive
abilities - individuals suffering from mental retardation- would not be impaired in such
direct or modular forms of perception.

What is the evidence regarding the perception of such meanings by mentally retarded
individuals? In direct contradiction of the above hypothesis, there are a number of
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studies that have concluded^ that mentally retarded individuals have person-perceptual
problems. For example, researchers of

person perception have concluded that

mentally retarded subjects have problems in 'postural-afFect recognition' (Brosgole,
Gioia, and Zingmond, 1986); problems in understanding emotional expressions in faces
(Levy, Orr & Rosenzweig, 1960; Gray Fraser and Leudar, 1983; Maurer and
Newbrough, 1987; Adams and Markham, 1991; McAlpine, Kendall and Singh, 1991);
and have problems in matching facial expressions of emotion with corresponding
emotionally expressive voices (Hobson Ouston & Lee, 1989a). Also, researchers in the
more general area of social perception have concluded that mentally retarded subjects
find it difficult to 'visually decode' pictorial representations (still photographs) of social
interactions (De Jung, Holen, and Edmonson, 1973), and to make judgements based
on video-taped scenes of people interacting (Maheady, Maitland and Sainato, 1984).

B. Methodological issues
Although the weight of findings appear to suggest that /?e/*5o«-perceptual processes
implicate central intellectual processes, it is the contention of the author that many
studies of person perception suffer from a confusion of terminology, interpretation and
method. It appears that in many of the studies mentioned, the performance of
individuals may not be determined by capacities for person perception at all, but that
performance may be determined by IQ- and MA- related abilities to cope with taskrelated demands. Thus, before making conclusions about the person-perceptual
capacities of mentally retarded individuals, we need to examine each study carefully.
This will allow us to ascertain whether the conclusions made by investigators,
regarding the person-perceptual capacities of mentally retarded individuals are
justified. In order to do this, we need to outline those elements of methodology that
are necessary to allow us to determine whether a process is perceptually based and/or
direct and therefore unrelated to IQ. These are laid out below.
^
As we shall see shortly such conclusions may not necessarily be bom out by the studies
themselves.
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Stimulus validity
The first point to bear in mind if one is setting out to measure an ability to perceive
certain forms of information, is whether the stimuli used to measure an ability are truly
representative of the domain in question. If they are not, any deficit in performance
may not be representative of an overall deficit in the domain that one is intending to
study, but may be specific to processes involved in 'perceiving' and understanding the
particular stimuli employed (e.g. static pictures).

Mental age matching
The second concern in exploring IQ-independent and modular processes, is to show
that, in relation to non-retarded children, mentally retarded children are equivalent in
arriving at a meaningful response when presented with information relating to the
process and domain in question. Such a process - the arrival at a meaningful responseinvolves two components. The first component will be determined by capacities in
relation to the process under study, in the current case capacities for person
perception. However, a second component of overall performance is the ability of
subjects to cope with task-specific demands. Even if mentally retarded individuals have
the same capacities as non-retarded individuals in the first component, it may be that
they differ in the second.

As outlined earlier, in relation to chronologically equivalent non-retarded individuals,
mentally retarded children differ not only in IQ (the variable that defines each
diagnostic group), but also in Mental Age. If comparisons are made between groups of
mentally retarded and non-retarded children who are not equivalent in Mental Age, one
cannot be certain that differences found in performance between these groups arise
because of differences in capacities to execute the processes of interest. Rather, it is
more likely that differences are due to mentally retarded subjects' impaired capacities
to cope with the demands of the task itself -for example, their abilities to verbally label
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or match stimuli. Thus, one needs to be sure that the two groups are equivalent in their
abilities to cope with these secondary components of the task.

One step towards determining that the two groups are equally capable of coping with
task-related demands is to match for Mental Age. As discussed earlier, matching
groups for MA may not mean that both groups have exactly the same cognitive
structures, but does mean that any potential differences in performance cannot be
attributed to differences in the capacity to perform certain functions (related to
knowledge and cognitive competence) involved in doing sub-tasks on an IQ test. Of
course matching for MA means that under some circumstances mentally retarded
individuals may have advantages because of having higher CAs, although it would be
difficult to specify what these advantages might be.

Specificity o f index and control tasks
Another methodological concern, is how to set up experimental conditions so that
subjects' performance is determined only by processing capacities that are specific to
the potentially modular or direct perceptual domain in question.

The concern here is

similar to those outlined above. In this case however, our consideration is not with the
disadvantages that mentally retarded individuals may have, but is with the advantages
normal children may have. Even with MA-matched groups one needs to be sure that
the superior intellectual abilities (IQ) of normal controls does not allow them to
perform better than mentally retarded subjects just because they are better able
(because of their IQs) to supplement the information available to them regarding the
domain in question with other peripheral information. As stated earlier, and explained
further in Chapter Three, intelligence, as measured by IQ scores, may not only reflect
the rate with which individuals achieve levels of cognitive competence, but may also
reflect 'mental speed' - the speed with which individuals process information. This
superior 'mental speed' may allow non-retarded individuals to process supplementary
or task-related information more quickly than MA-matched mentally retarded
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individuals (Anderson, Jensen, Eysenck,Nettelbeck etc.). In this case, if an index task is
not 'restricted' to the domain in question, so that only the perceptual process of interest
is involved, then IQ-related information processing abilities may improve non-retarded
individual's task performance, and mentally retarded subjects may appear impaired
when they are not.

A final methodological issue, concerns the specificity of an ability or disability. In
order to show that an ability is modular, one needs to show that when mentally
retarded subjects are presented with information that is not specific to the domain in
question, using similar experimental techniques, that these subjects are impaired in
processing this form of information in relation to non-retarded control subjects. This
would illustrate that the domain-specific ability is not just an MA-related ability which
enables both groups of subjects to cope with the task demands of both tasks equally, or
an IQ-related ability that enables non-retarded children to perform better than MAmatched mentally retarded individuals on both tasks because they are more able to
draw on supplementary information.

Therefore, in designing or appraising studies of a potentially modular domain of
functioning one has to determine the validity of the task materials. In the case of
person perception one has to be sure that the materials presented are ecologically valid.
Also, one needs to be sure that any differences in performance are not due to the low
cognitive capacities of the mentally retarded individuals (by matching for Mental Age),
and one has to ensure that individuals with normal IQs are unable to apply IQ-related
information processing abilities or strategies to improve task-related performance.
Finally, one has to have comparable index and control tasks to ensure that any
differences or similarities in performance in the domain measured by the index task are
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specific to the domain in question, and are not determined by differences in abilities to
cope with task specific demands^°.

C. A Review of Experimental Studies
The remainder of this chapter is dedicated to a review of experimental studies of
person perception in mentally retarded individuals. The objective of the review, is to
determine whether such studies enable us to make conclusions regarding the IQdependence or independence of potentially modular person-perceptual processes in the
mentally retarded. Below we assess whether studies of person perception have been
sufficiently stringent in employing the necessary controls alluded to above. Only if one
can be sure that these methodological concerns have been addressed properly, can one
make any meaningfiil conclusions regarding such processes.

As this study is primarily concerned with person perception rather than the broader
field of social perception, the review below deals with those studies that have assessed
mentally retarded individuals' perceptions of an individual's bodily or facial
configurations, rather than studies of the perception of more complicated events
involving interactions between two or more individuals.

In the field of mental retardation the interest in exploring person perception has
generally been motivated by clinical concerns. In the AAMR definition of mental
retardation presented earlier, one component of the definition is that mentally retarded
individuals may have impairments in 'adaptive behaviour'. These impairments are often
'social-adaptive' impairments. Retarded individuals often encounter specific difficulties
in adjusting socially and vocationally, and sometimes have emotional problems and
develop additional psychopathology (Vietze, 1985). Such difficulties have been
These methodological issues have been important considerations when designing the
experimental tasks presented later, in Section 2, Chapters Four to Seven, and the issues described
above are discussed more fully in the introduction to that Section.
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attributed to a 'lack of social awareness' (Greenspan, 1979) and it has been proposed
that mentally retarded individuals are 'less aware of other's emotional states' than nonretarded individuals (Maurer & Newbrough, 1987). Consequently, the vast majority of
studies of person perception in mentally retarded individuals have explored the
perception of emotional expressions in the body and face, rather than exploring abilities
to perceive other human meanings, such as age, gender and so on. Although this thesis
is concerned with studying, experimentally, other aspects of person-perceptual
processes as well as the perception of affect, the restriction of the focus of researchers
on the area of affect-perception is not problematic. These studies still serve to illustrate
the issues involved. In fact, the extraction of emotional meanings from faces may well
involve potentially direct perceptual processes.

As we progress with this review we will determine how far each study has followed the
methodological steps outlined above - i.e. have confirmed stimulus validity; have used
adequate control groups, matched for Mental Age; and have included both index and
control tasks to allow an assessment of the specificity of any ability or disability .

The Perception o f Affect in Faces.
One of the earliest studies claiming to be assessing mentally retarded individuals'
capacities for the perception of emotions in facial expressions was conducted by Levy,
Orr and Rosenzweig (I960). In this study, comparisons were made between three
groups of subjects: College students; mentally retarded individuals; and mental hospital
patients. Subjects were required to rate 48 photographs of faces on a scale of
happiness v unhappiness. The scale was 'thermometer-like ' in appearance and
consisted of nine points. At each end of the scale were photographs of a face depicting
either an 'extreme' expression of happiness or unhappiness. Surprisingly, given the
complexity of the task, the mentally retarded individuals were similar to both the
mental hospital patients and the college students in the ratings they gave to the
photographs. Having said this, as part of the initial procedure a screening task was
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given to exclude subjects who were not able to indicate the correct half of the scale
when shown a 'moderately' happy and moderately 'unhappy' face.

Thus, any

individuals who may have had perceptual problems were actually excluded from the
study at the outset. Also, this initial study had a number of methodological flaws which
do not enable one to draw any firm conclusions regarding person perceptual processes
in mentally retarded individuals. In particular the groups were not matched for mental
ability, and there was no control task to explore task-specific problems and to explore
the specificity of the deficit.

In a more recent study. Gray, Fraser and Leuder (1983) investigated mild and severely
retarded subjects' abilities to pick out an emotionally expressive face (An Ekman",
photograph) to 'go with' a short story. The story finished with a protagonist (Mr
Brown or Mrs Black) expressing a target emotion.

For example, "Mr Brown is

frightened of dogs. One day he opened his door, and saw a big fierce dog running at
him. This made Mr brown feel fnghtened." Subjects were then asked, "Can you show
me Mr Brown (Mrs Black) when he (she) is happy (sad, surprised, angry, fearful or
disgusted)?"

It is apparent that performance on this task was determined by three components. The
first component was a subjects' ability to understand the story itself, and to understand
the words used to label a particular emotion. The second component, was subjects'
ability to perceive the emotions in the photographs of faces, and the third was a
subject's ability to match the label-word with the face.

Gray et al. found that severely retarded subjects made more errors in ascription than
the mildly retarded group, and, overall, the ability to select the appropriate photograph
correlated with intelligence. What Gray et al did not do, however, was include a
^^
These are a standard set of photographs of faces of men and women depicting emotional
expressions. They are widely use and have been validated cross-culturally (Ekman & Friesen, 1976).
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control task involving the matching of another type of non-emotion related photograph
(maybe of an object) to a word, to confirm that those subjects that made errors were
actually able to match words with pictures. Also, they did not administer the same
task to a group of non-retarded subjects. Instead, they compared the proportion of
errors and the type of errors made by the groups, with the errors made by non-retarded
subjects in an entirely different study -by Tomkins and McCarter (1964). It was indeed
the case that both mentally retarded groups made more errors in ascription than those
made by non-retarded individuals in Tomkins and McCarter's study, but the types of
errors , i.e. picking a photograph of surprise instead of fear, were the same. On the
basis of this comparison, one can suggest that mentally retarded individuals find this
task difficult, and the difficulty they have relates to their intelligence, but Gray et al
make a conclusion that is not warranted They conclude that...
”... The mentally handicapped are less adept than normals in recognising facial
expressions of emotion, how much so depending on the degree of
handicap. "(Gray et al, 1983, p570)

Their findings do not support such a strong conclusion. There is no way of knowing
which component of the task - the understanding of the labelling, the recognition of
the facial expression in a photograph, or the matching of the two- is responsible for
producing errors. They also do not have any evidence that non-retarded individuals,
matched for mental age, would not produce the same proportions of errors.

In fact, the finding that performance relates strongly to IQ also needs reassessing. All
subjects were young adults of a similar chronological age. Correspondingly, differences
in IQ are reflective of differences in Mental Age. Given the lexical complexity of the
task, and the cognitive skills required for matching words to pictures, it is not
surprising to find a correlation between task performance and IQ, as one would expect
there to be a corresponding correlation with MA. Unfortunately Gray et al. did not
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provide details of subjects' MAs, nor did they report the correlation of subject's MA
with the number of errors.

Maurer and Newbrough (1987) also showed subjects photographs (in this case slides)
of people expressing emotions. In this experiment, mentally retarded and non-retarded
adults with a mean age of around 30 years old, were shown 64 photographs depicting
(Down's) retarded and non-retarded children expressing happiness, anger, sadness, and
a 'neutral' affect. Subjects were asked to identify the emotions using only the labels
'happy', 'sad', 'mad', or 'just o.k.' (a forced choice paradigm). The photographs were
produced by 'affect induction' and by getting children to pose expressions. The two
groups of subjects were not matched for Mental Age. The retarded subjects' IQs
ranged from 31 to 72.

The results were that, overall, non-retarded normal adults correctly named a higher
percentage of facial expressions than the retarded adult subjects. This difference was
most marked in naming a 'neutral' face as 'just o.k.' (40% correct v 80% correct). The
term 'just o.k.', overall was used less by mentally retarded subjects than non-retarded
individuals (22% v 34%). In naming the expressions Angry and Happy, the difference
in accuracy between mentally retarded and non-retarded subjects was no where near as
marked as with the 'neutral' expression, but the groups were significantly different in
their accuracy- (47% v 60% correct for Angry; and 89% v 97 % for Happy). In
contrast, there was no significant difference in the accuracy with which subjects named
Sadness (48% v 54% correct). Overall the faces of retarded children were easier to
identify than those of the non-retarded individuals.

On the basis of these findings, Maurer and Newbrough concluded that...
"...retarded participants were less aware of other's emotional states when
watching slides."
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Again, there are a number of methodological points that suggest that this conclusion
may not be justified. Firstly, there is the matter of stimulus validity. The fact that even
30-year-old non-retarded adult subjects made a relatively large number of mistakes in
identifying expressions -particularly sadness and

anger (40% & 46% of errors

respectively), suggest that the stimuli themselves were not good representations of
emotional expressions and may not be valid. Indeed they were constructed by taking
photographs of children who were supposed to be expressing emotions. The emotions
were induced in the children by showing them pictures of things designed to make
them happy, angry, and sad and so on, or the children were asked to pose the desired
expression. It is questionable, therefore, whether all these photos are as truly
representative of the expressions as supposed. Another related methodological point, is
that the groups were not matched for Mental Age. If, as one might suspect, some
photographs are not representative of true spontaneous emotional expression, then, in
these cases, subjects may only achieve recognition by making 'calculated' judgements
and 'educated' guesses, as to the emotion expressed. This process would undoubtedly
be easier for individuals of higher MAs and IQs, and correspondingly non-retarded
individuals would be more accurate than retarded subjects. Furthermore, there was no
control task to ascertain that errors were not caused by problems with the verbal
demands of the task, or with the process of matching verbal labels with photographic
representations.

Thus far, the studies reviewed have been severely flawed: Only one has employed
stimuli (Ekman faces) that have been validated, and can be confirmed as representing
true emotional expressions (i.e. Gray et al, 1983). Even so, Ekman faces present only
static representations of the human expressions. It might be proposed that such
representations remove dynamic patterning of human facial movements that are
important for recognising emotional expression, and, correspondingly, that such
photographs are not as valid as dynamic moving displays of faces. In addition none of
the studies have measured the performance of control groups matched for Mental age.
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and none have included a control task to ascertain that deficits in performance are
attributable to the person-related aspect of the task rather than to non-specific task
demands. The conclusions made by the researchers involved are not justified because
of the methods employed.

The next two studies reviewed are better in terms of method than those described
above - in that they used standardised stimuli (Ekman faces) and made some attempt to
ensure that mentally retarded subjects and control groups were comparable in terms of
cognitive competence. However, neither study used a control task to explore the role
of IQ-related task specific factors, and to determine the specificity of the proposed
disabilities.

Adams and Markham (1991), tested 5 groups of subjects (a-e). Groups a & b were
mentally retarded individuals. Group (a) consisted of a young group of children from
primary school (CAs 8 to 12.4 years; MAs 4.3 to 9.3 years) and Group (b) consisted
of an older group from high school (CAs 15 to 17.5 years; MAs 7.8 to 12.8 years).
The three other groups (c-e) were three groups of non-retarded subjects (where MAs
were equivalent to CAs)- Group (c) consisted of children from kindergarten (CA/MA
5.2 to 7.7 years); Group (d) consisted of children from primary school (CA/MA 7 to
12.8 years); and a final group (e) consisted of children fi'om high school (CA/MA 15 to
17.9 years). Only the MAs, and not the IQs, of the groups were reported because of
the policy of the educational department concerned. The groups allowed the
performance of mentally retarded individuals to be compared with non-retarded
individuals of approximately equivalent CA (groups a v d ; b v e) and MA ( groups a v
c; bvd).

All groups of subjects were administered two tasks. The first of these required subjects
to point to one of a set of three Ekman faces of emotion when asked to 'show me...
(name of expression).' by the experimenter. There were six different emotions to
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identify and these were expressed by three different people. In total there were 18
identification trials. In the second task (Task B), subjects were asked to point to the
picture of the person which 'feels the same as' a target photo. The same 18 sets of
photos were used in Task B as in Task A. There was no control task.

On both tasks mentally retarded subjects were significantly poorer at matching than the
CA-comparable groups (i.e. comparisons of groups a v d and b v e). When
comparisons were made between groups (a) and (c) who were comparable on MA
there was no difference on either task in performance. However when comparing the
two MA-comparable groups of higher MAs (Groups (b) v (d)), the groups differed
significantly. In general. Task A was easier for all groups of subjects than task B.

Adams and Markham concluded th at..
... the emotion recognition of subjects with mental retardation is more like
that of subjects without mental retardation who are the same MA than of
subjects without mental retardation of the same CA and the gap between
children with and without mental retardation widens as they grow
older."(Adams & Markham, 1991;p27)

In this case, the conclusions of the authors appear justified. Having said this, it could
be suggested that the finding of superior performance by the older MA-comparable
non-retarded group in relation to the older mentally retarded group contradicts this
statement. However, because no control task was given, there is no way of knowing
whether this difference would be found on any form of verbal matching task with
matched groups with MAs of this level. A final note, was that the aetiology of a large
proportion of mentally retarded subjects participating in this study was unknown or
'Organic' in origin. Only 9 of the 49 mentally retarded subjects tested were confirmed
as being Culturally or Familially retarded, and these performed better than the other
subjects. This suggests that the findings may underestimate the abilities of those
individuals that have no specific pathologies apart form mental retardation.
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McAlpine, Kendall and Singh (1991) studied the capacities of a much larger sample of
children and adults (501 subjects) to recognise emotion in faces. Approximately a third
(179) of these subjects were mentally retarded children and adolescents (aged 5-19,
mean 13). Of these, a small number (19) had "borderline' intelligence - i.e. an IQ of
around one standard deviation below the mean (i.e. IQ of 85). Sixty-two subjects had
mild mental retardation, 78 subjects had moderate retardation and 20 had severe
retardation. There were a further 194 mentally retarded adult subjects (aged 19-67,
mean 33): 6 borderline; 35 mild; 104 moderate; 40 severe; 9 profound. The rest of the
sample consisted of 128 non-retarded children (ages 5-6 and 8-13; mean 9.5). No
mental ages for the mentally retarded or non-retarded groups were given, and the
aetiology of each group was not reported.

The main task required subjects to point to the appropriate photograph of six
emotional faces presented (Ekman faces), when asked sequentially and randomly, "
Can you show me a ...(happy, sad etc.)... person ?" This process was repeated over 4
sets of 6 emotional faces. Prior to the main task, subjects were presented with an 'oral
examination' in which they were asked the meaning of the six basic emotions. Onehundred and ninety subjects were reported to be unable, at this point, to demonstrate
comprehension, and the subjects who failed were all mentally retarded. These 190
subjects were then shown one set of 6 Ekman photographs. At this point it is reported
that all subjects scored (when asked to point) better than chance (more than 1/6
correct). They were then required to respond to the three additional sets of photos.
The remaining 311 subjects had who passed the 'oral examination', were also shown 4
sets of 6 photographs of faces. Analysis of task performance was only carried out on
the 311 subjects who passed the oral test.

Overall (including the 190 subjects that failed the pre-test) an average of 7 out of 24
photographs were correctly indicated by the mentally retarded adults, and 10 of 24 by
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the mentally retarded children. This compared with an average of 21 of 24 for the
non-retarded children. Older non-retarded children (12-13) were significantly better in
indicating the correct picture than younger children (5-6 and 8-9 year olds). This was
true for all emotions. In both groups of MR individuals, performance worsened with
the severity of retardation (i.e. subjects with lower IQs were worse). The group of 5to 6-year-old non-retarded children showed a similar pattern of performance to the
adult borderline/mildly retarded adults. All groups were significantly better in naming
the emotion 'happiness' than naming any other emotion. 'Confusions' in identification
were similar to those reported in Maurer and Newbrough (1987) see above. Subjects
most commonly confused surprise with fear and happiness. This was equally found in
the youngest non-retarded group (5-6) as in the mentally retarded groups.

Overall, the findings suggest that mentally retarded adults and children find the task of
matching the correct emotional face to a given emotional label more difficult than older
non-retarded children. McAlpine et al. conclude that their findings support those of
Gray et al (1983) (see above). Again the researchers reach a conclusion that may not
be bom out by the method:
*'Children and adults were less proficient at identifying facial expressions of
emotion than were children of average intelligence”(McAlpine et al, 1991;p29)

Here they claim that non-retarded individuals are better at 'identifying facial
expressions'. In fact the task does not purely involve identification^ but also requires
verbal understanding, memory, and matching behaviour -each factors that may relate to
cognitive competence. The fact that the younger non-retarded children performed
worse than older children and similarly to the more able mentally retarded subjects,
suggests that MA-related factors may be more influential in determining performance
than diagnosis (IQ). Also, both mentally retarded and young non-retarded individuals
made the same lexical confusions, suggests that verbal understanding (as relates to
MA) may be a determining factor in attaining desired performance.
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With respect to method, there are a number of procedures that were not employed in
the above study that may have enabled one to draw further conclusions. Again, control
groups were not satisfactorily matched. Although one can make a guess, that the lower
CA non-retarded group may be comparable in MA to some of the mentally retarded
individuals, no specific details of MA were provided. Also, to enable one to tell
whether the deficit found was peculiar to the human domain, or to emotion
identification in particular, and not caused by task related problems, a control task was
required. Sadly, no control task was administered. In addition, although Ekman faces
have been validated with adults, it would be useful if information was provided
regarding the pattern of errors - i.e. whether, any particular photographs were
consistently 'unrecognised*. This is essential to determine whether all the stimuli
employed were valid. If errors were not random but were systematic and consistently
associated with particular photographs, this would cast doubt on the validity of the
photographs. Again this experiment highlights the need for thorough controls and for
validation of materials.

The Perception o f Affect in Faces and Bodies
All of the above studies have investigated affect solely in facial configurations, and all
have used photographs to do so. The advantages of using photographs are obvious in
that they appear to 'convey' facial expressions in a manner that is recognisable and
valid, although, of course, even this fact is questionable, as faces present only a static
representation of human expressive b e h a v i o u r ^ ^ There have also been studies claiming
to study facial, and also postural, affect recognition, which have employed stimuli that
have not been photographic.

This point is expanded upon in Chapter Three.
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For instance, in a study by Brosgole Gioia and Zingmond (1986) they used schematic,
cartoon drawings of animals, which were portrayed with 'expressive' faces and
postures. They compared the performance of groups of retarded and non-retarded
children that were comparable in MA in their ability to point to the happy, sad, or
angry animal. Subjects were presented with stimuli in a number of ways; faces
conveying an expression; bodies conveying an expression with faces blanked out; face
and body conveying the same expression; and faces and bodies conveying different
expressions. They found no difference between MA comparable groups in the accuracy
of pointing at the 'appropriate' stimulus. However any conclusions drawn from these
findings need to be tempered by considering the nature of the stimuli employed. The
stimuli were inherently ambiguous, and it seems bizarre to employ stimuli that are not
representative of real human affect in order to study understanding of emotional
expressions. It is likely that schematic representations of emotions are learned, and any
suggestion that one can make generalisations about abilities for natural emotion
perception based on performances on these tasks, must be regarded with scepticism.
Again, we find a study that claims to be assessing a perceptually based capacity that
confounds a number of factors.

The Perception o f Affect in Voices, Faces and Bodies,
So far I have presented studies that have been concerned with emotion perception in
one sensory modality - that of vision. In this section I present two studies that have
employed multi-modal matching techniques (sound and vision) to ascertain capacities
for the perception of affective meanings in voices and faces/bodies.

Marcell and Jett (1985) tested three groups of subjects : a group of 'trainable'
mentally retarded individuals (mean IQ: 44; mean MA: 5.7; mean CA:16.5); a group of
'educable' mentally retarded individuals (mean IQ: 57; mean MA 6.3; mean CA: 12.5);
and a group of non-retarded children (mean IQ 105; mean MA 5.8; mean CA 5.8).
Thus all three groups were matched for MA. In the main task subjects had to point to a
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Stick figure drawing that 'went with' an emotionally expressive vocalisation presented
on audiotape. The vocalisations were performed by a person speaking in a language
foreign to the subjects. The stick figures were supposed to represent one of four
emotions: happy, sad, scared/afraid, and angry/mad. The figures depicted a stick figure
'person' with an expressive face and gesture in a context appropriate to that emotion.
Although such figures are inherently ambiguous, the 'validity* of the figures was tested
with 74 college students who showed 99% agreement in a forced choice procedure. Of
course even though the figures are chosen 'appropriately* in a forced choice task, this
does not mean that they are valid representations of emotional expressions. Each may
purely be a consistently better representation (for non-retarded adults), than the other
three pictures presented. In sum, the EMR and non-retarded groups performed equally
well (around 75% correct) in matching the pictures to the emotionally expressive
voices. This suggests that, to these groups, the stick figures were meaningful. In
contrast the TMR group performed well above chance, but overall were less accurate
than the other two groups. Unfortunately no control task was given, so it is difficult to
ascertain whether the deficits displayed by the TMR group were related to those
aspects of the task which required a certain level of IQ and MA, or whether this group
had a particular deficit in emotion matching. Additionally, no aetiology was given for
this group. As mentioned earlier, individuals with IQs less than 50 stand a higher
chance of having organic deficits than those between 50 and 70. Such organic deficits
may involve neurological or visual problems.

The conclusions made by the authors of this study are much more optimistic with
respect to capacities for person perception in the retarded :
"In conclusion, the primary finding is that mentally retarded individuals, as a
group, are able to identify basic emotions couched in the nonverbal language of
speech/* (Marcell & Jett, 1985; pS44)

Of course the above study differs from previous studies reported in the form of the
stimuli used to represent the human form, and was mainly concerned with emotion
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giDCpfrâif&rdaisetask, given the nature of the
stimuli.
The results of this task suggest, that mentally retarded individuals have a specific
33@cChyl ite\emEflôdœpqiDE|E(ik)al\4^^ iaandotdbéhexplaioèâiÿUDély^Qaaii^rnsspiÊsfeâslB
spècèS(withMàtiaQla|bëétôgtfl]phs]^i£Daœ^Ba^ tMsùaahhq^bfAbmdÿièatânaBbedzd&Bibb

Bmhtdari ODntentnof tbeskas(HdWi% ^ à d n s ^ e L o e itU GSSaMI) exdhutAb s6d^, dW y

Hobs6d( dbiiMsi ainditLedi^dftSQa^eporeseBtkl W&rtypmcln§itaBlpAaD()*ba|gnmapiaMf
EuhgBilAd iildjgiduplsoliaxffelemetiladipeHlepdiiBfa iÈdSchhia&n(m]^ Ihése hSekldiÜAsiabgiBt
#)@6tfmUll )W)nWWWuhH}^WaSobed &r(Mcmliah#ge with a group of 21 non-retarded
children (mean CA: 7.2; MA range: 4;08 to 10;10) In all tasks, subjects were required
**...there is still doubt to whether the emotional content of the emotion tasks was

to "choaeit&impk#uwÉùo^^tlDomdàapTAW&aiWab8datoept)i^

& imtagAAonindicate

tasks were 'abstractions' from emotionally expressive people in a different sense
their pmÜMegigendËe^Wdmdmiktaalwrithe ifhetu;EBep)ao^:bpÈ)hf sut^âoftSoiNd^ of six
expressive face freezes one instant of a moving configuration of facial features.
emotioiW)$t^)4ptçsÿMmAcemad5W8ni&#emiAAptQÜn»dihpfgy WuaedcaetKNkt&ubjects
much to the communication of emotion"(Hohson, Ousten and Lee, 1989a; p441)

were played audio tapes playing a person vocally expressing emotions either reading
(WsBpiDEÜmlasùggDatedW difibreoc^ nmipiafise inot ügbmgefnf aaÿ, dih&ihnommn^^jc
bfppgn^übbdtywhDe feoir lsÊksdni<t)dkai^Iiet|p)eas9iitns| tbsks,ma|;jactb6adih8 pofnisÈckonif

MaghpidturaGtôfi^rAm^m^^

ilifGoiimpeaiihi^eOTEyleaeh gÿztupe&mnd

6oim4seoÊvrfîilhes^t^tpefaDê.bfi^hÈ3ctKicel %pliaiscmDe$ca^of ksoiwplg tHegthmdthe
dtAch foipidtiffavitli 1ho^âshHlg)iniaQdiiaclestimidhcsiM)du‘é b D f^ ÿ tahyibofhat wÉÿârfg
mayhkeaWe OperMWi^hodDWtsthdratimgde lâitcxMitrbè hWks)o %mrdâiidkytlnf tthe
kmdtiodadxpndssion^eAoÉipBafbsmin^sa WBgnitB8É%dbbye;lna«dnhngg tisepoheenaive adult
observers who correctly named them almost 100% of the time.
In a second study by Hobson Ouston and Lee (1989b) the same non-retarded and
SdlsnkaiblhuV^eot^ thdt(lbpaWioi0p1m4)9'DÊWB#dUa%d^a(6hddalB6j@c%idà%]nof chffîstia

lhëiFidbiâ]^SA4ermaldled)bjE0tsrbef^àaÜBâ oomlbo&elbsl&^llmtnAÉrËBkemp^ni^di in the
first study. The subjects were presented with two of the four sets of standardised
Ekman photographs used in the first study (12 photos in all), and three of the six sets
of'non-emotion', control photographs (18 in total, depicting vehicles, birds and garden
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tools). Also, subjects were played two sets (from

four) of audio recordings of

emotionally expressive voices (12 exemplars in total), and three sets (of six) of the
"Non-emotion" audiotape recordings (18 sounds of vehicles, birds and gardening tools).
Subjects were asked to give the name of the sound or picture presented. In the case of
the emotion sounds and voices, subjects were asked afrer the presentation " How did
that person feel?"

The findings were that, although the mentally retarded individuals showed slightly
worse performance overall (i.e. on all tasks), there was no evidence that mentally
retarded individuals had a specific deficit in naming emotions. Hobson, Ousten & Lee
concluded that:
"..the present results indicate the need to reappraise previous uncontrolled
studies purporting to demonstrate emotion recognition deficits in non-autistic
retarded subjects, in the light of increased evidence for potentially confounding
task-related variables."(Hobson, Ouston & Lee, 1989b; p248).

Thus, the conclusions of Hobson, Ousten and Lee (1989b) support those of this thesis.
Namely that an examination of a number of studies purporting to be assessing personperception offer unconvincing evidence for emotion-perception deficits in mentally
retarded individuals.

With respect to stimulus validity, it appears that a number of studies used stimuli that
may not be valid reflections of human emotional expressive states. (Caricature animals,
Brosgole et al; stick figures, Marcell & Jett). Also, it appears that even when using
stimuli which might be considered to be adequate representations of human expression,
i.e. photographs of expressive human faces, they may not always present a valid
representation of expressional states because of the "staged" way in which they are
obtained (Maurer & Newbrough, 1987). In addition, it might be suggested that even
when such representations are confirmed as being valid through cross-cultural studies i.e. Ekman Faces, it is possible that the static nature of such stimuli may be denying
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subjects access to crucial information regarding dynamic aspects of human expressions,
information that may be essential for identification (Hobson, Ousten and Lee, 1989b).
In these circumstances one must question the ecological validity of the stimuli
employed.

Thus, a review of studies has revealed that even with Ekman photographs, there were
no consistent finding of deficits in mentally retarded individuals in relation to MAmatched non-retarded children. On some occasions mentally retarded individuals
appeared as able to identify emotional expressions in faces as MA-matched nonretarded individuals (Hobson, Ouston & Lee, 1989b; Adams & Markham, 1991), and
at other times they appeared to be relatively impaired (Hobson, Ouston & Lee, 1989a)

Leaving aside issues to do with stimulus validity, the major finding is that, apart from
the studies of Hobson, Ouston & Lee (1989a&b), none of the other studies included all
the methodological rigours outlined earlier. Very few assessed performance across
MA-matched groups, and none employed control tasks to explore the specificity of
performance deficits.

In conclusion, therefore, it seems that mentally retarded individuals may find the sort of
tasks that have been used to assess emotion perception more difficult than CAmatched non-retarded individuals, and, maybe find them more difficult that MAmatched non-retarded individuals. However, it is unclear which aspect of these tasks
are problematic, and it is unlikely that these problems represent a perceptual deficit.
Only one study (Hobson, Ouston and Lee, 1989a) provided convincing evidence that
mentally retarded individuals may have an emotion-specific perceptually based problem
with 'identifying' photographic representations (in relation to MA-matched controls).
Having said this, this task involved the matching of two forms of stimuli (faces and
voices), and when the same subjects were asked to name these stimuli (Hobson,
Ouston & Lee, 1989b), no emotion specific impairment was found. Thus, the process
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of matching may require the use of representational or symbolic processes that are IQrelated, and performance may reflect restrictions in other information processing
abilities, rather than problems in person-perceptual processes.

2 .3 . C h a pt e r S u m m a r y
This chapter had two objectives. The first was to define mental retardation, and outline
the issues that are central to this field. We discovered that mental retardation was not
only characterised by developmental delay but that IQ may also be important as a
quantifier of other differences that exist between MA-matched non-retarded and
mentally retarded individuals. Differences that may be best characterised as differences
in information processing capacities.

In the second part of the chapter, we explored methodological issues central to the
study of potentially perceptually based abilities in mentally retarded individuals and
examined whether these methodological rigours had been followed in studies of
mentally retarded individuals' abilities to 'identify' affect in faces, bodies and voices.
We discovered that the vast majority of studies of emotion perception suffered from a
number of methodological flaws, and that even in those studies that controlled for
task-specific and MA-related factors, there was an inherent doubt as to the validity of
the stimuli employed. We concluded that static representations of human faces (and
bodies) may not be sufficient for effectively communicating emotional expressions.
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CH APTERS:

I n v e s t i g a t i o n s OF V i s u a l
In f o r m a t io n P r o c e s s in g : P o in t l ig h t

D is p l a y s a n d In s p e c t io n T im e .

The purpose of this chapter is to present a critical overview of findings fi*om
investigations of two areas of experimental psychology. The methods used in these
studies, and the findings they have yielded, have been influential in shaping the
experimental investigations presented in Chapters Four to Seven.

The first of these areas might loosely be termed the ecological or event perception
approach to person-perception. A primary concern of Ecological Psychology is
whether there is a direct relation between perception and knowledge (see Chapter One
for a fiiller account). The field is greatly influenced by the writings of J.J. Gibson
(Gibson, 1966, 1979). Advocates of a strict 'Gibsonian' position propose that
perception is 'direct’ and "bottom-up' and does not employ inferential, symbolic or
representational processing. The central propositions are as follows. Firstly, it is
proposed that (ambient) light interacts with the environment to produce dynamic
patterns which 'specify' the structure of the environment. Secondly, these patterns are
thought to be constantly available to the visual system (as invariants in the optic array).
It is further proposed that, because the human perceptual system has developed within
the environment, it is likely that we have developed perceptual systems able to directly
perceive such structures. Also, because structure is proposed to be invariant, these
systems have no need to operate inferential processes upon a set of hypothetical
representations. Finally, it is proposed that we do not just perceive structure in light
(or sound etc.) but that we perceive the meaning 'embodied' in the structure, and that
this meaning is specified by our evolutionary history. Thus we perceive what the
particular structure 'affords' us as organisms.
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Leaving aside theoretical considerations (dealt with in Chapter One), this approach has
been influential in emphasising the importance of examining the dynamic structural
aspects of perceptual stimuli.

Indeed, psychologists influenced by the Ecological

approach to perception have proposed that meanings relating to human social
interaction and communication may be directly perceived (Baron, 1980, Knowles and
Smith, 1982; Valenti & Good, 1991).

These researchers have been interested in

finding out which aspects of dynamic human movement might contain invariant
structures sufficient to specify such meanings. The kind of dynamic features which
have commonly been explored in person perception are those which occur over a short
time scale and that are present in human bodily and facial movements.

In order to explore the perception of such dynamics it is necessary to find a technique
for presenting human movements in a way that removes other information regarding
form or depth. One such technique is the 'point-light* technique. Studies investigating
the perception of human dynamic bodily movements using this technique are of specific
relevance to this thesis, and a review of findings from a number of these studies is
presented in the first part of this chapter.

The second field with which this chapter is concerned has its basis in a quite different
tradition. In contrast to Ecological Psychology, this area is concerned with determining
perceptual processes that are not considered to be 'direct'. This area might be
characterised as the information-processing approach to intelligence. Here the aim is to
find a perceptually based index which relates specifically to intellectual processes (as
measured by IQ tests). The studies of specific interest here are Inspection Time studies
which measure 'mental speed' by exploring individuals' capacities for visual
discrimination of simple static stimuli. These stimuli typically consist of vertical lines
of similar or differing lengths.
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The approaches adopted by investigators in the two fields described, differ in a number
of respects. However, researchers engaged in both fields have at least two common
objectives. The first is to explore the way in which visual information is processed. The
second is to determine the role cognitive/intelligent functioning plays in such
processes. Indeed this thesis is primarily concerned with this relationship between
cognitive processing and perception. Consequently, many of the methodological
techniques used by researchers in the studies of the perception of human point-light
displays, and in investigations of Inspection time, have been incorporated into the
experimental tasks presented later (Chapters Four to Seven).

Given the obvious differences in the approaches of the two fields to be considered, it
seems that the best way to review the work is to split this chapter into two main
sections. The first section will summarise findings from studies of the perception of
human point-light displays. This review will assess the degree to which findings from
these studies support the hypothesis that certain aspects of person perception may be
direct (or modular) and unrelated to more general cognitive, intellectual processes.
These discussions have particular relevance when considering person-perceptual
processing in mentally retarded individuals.

The second section is concerned with studies of Inspection Time. The aim here is to
consider the evidence for and against the hypothesis that the processes involved in
determining a subject's visual Inspection Time - the minimum amount of time required
to achieve a pre-determined level of discrimination performance - relate to 'intelligent'
cognitive processes, and are thereby related to psychometric IQ. This section will
appraise the claims that capacities to perform visual perceptual discrimination are
indicative of 'mental speed', and will consider whether such indices indeed relate to
intelligence (IQ) or Mental age.
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3.1. P er so n P e r c e pt io n

and

P o in t - l ig h t D ispl a y s

The idea of using point-lights attached to humans to construct dynamic displays
originated at the University of Upsalla (Maas, Johansson, & Jansson, 1970; 1971).
Human point-light displays are attractive to researchers because they present, in a
novel and unfamiliar form, ecologically valid information regarding human movement,
and also remove many cues to 'person-related* meaning which may be learned
throughout the course of development. They are created as follows. A number of
reflective patches are attached to a person's body -specifically to the arms and legs, and
to the shoulders and hips. The number of patches has varied from study to study, but it
appears that five patches is the minimum number that will produce a convincing
display, and more commonly between ten and twelve patches are used. During filming
a light is shone towards these patches and the person then moves around the room
(usually presenting a side on view to the camera). The light is then reflected back
towards the film or video camera by the patches. With alterations to the aperture
setting of the camera, and the lighting conditions of the room, one can produce an
image where all that is visible of the person are the point-lights attached to them (for
more details on filming techniques see Chapter Five).

Studies using the point-light display technique have explored the speed with which
adults organise the array of lights into a coherent percept - i.e. the speed with which
they see that the point-light display is of a person, and the range of meanings
intrinsically specified by such a display, namely the person's identity, sex, and age.
Further studies have explored whether a person's intentions to act and to deceive are
apparent in their bodily movements. In addition, researchers have explored infants'
preferences for human point-light displays vis-à-vis randomly moving point-lights, or
an inverted human display. Others have explored infants' discrimination abilities
(through habituation and preference paradigms), with the intention of finding out
which aspects of the movement and/or structure of the displays are important and
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necessary for infants to perceive differences between them. These studies are presented
in detail below.

Before continuing, it is important to reiterate the crucial theoretical issue to be
considered in this section. The question is whether the perceptual processes that
underlie the perceptual phenomenon of'seeing' a point-light display as a person, are in
some form direct (or modular). As discussed in Chapter One, for a perceptual process
to be modular (in Tudor's terms) it must possess a number of attributes. Firstly, it must
be 'fast'. It must also be 'largely innate' and must have it's own 'dedicated neural
architecture'. Additionally, it must be 'cognitively impenetrable' and be 'domain
specific'. As I review a number of studies of person-perception which have used the
point-light technique, it will become apparent that the majority of studies presented
have examined (although not from a modularity viewpoint) the first two attributes of
modularity: speed of processing, and 'innateness'. It will also become clear that other
aspects of this form of person perception have not been so well researched. The third
attribute - i.e. that this process may have it's own dedicated neuronal architecture, has
been partly examined by studies of neurophysiology (see Perett et al, 1990 for research
on neuronal processes in the perception of point-light displays by macaque monkeys),
but there is little conclusive evidence from this form of research which would allow us
to determine whether the processes had specific and fixed loci in the human brain.
What is apparent is that the last two attributes, namely domain specificity and cognitive
impenetrability, have not been explored experimentally thus far. Indeed part of the
purpose of this thesis is to explore these issues by the administration of a number of
point-light display tasks to individuals who are cognitively impaired (mentally retarded
individuals).

A. Speed of identification of point-light displays
In the early studies of Johansson and Maas they noted the apparent rapidity with which
they and colleagues saw point-light displays of a human as representing a person. This
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phenomenon was remarkable because, as noted above, such displays are devoid of the
bodily features (cues) that traditional theory might consider important for person
perception. Johansson had not expected that such patterns would be as easy to
perceive, or would present such a strong percept as experienced, and so he began to
explore this phenomenon further, believing that some form of direct-perceptual process
might be implicated.

Johansson's first experimental study of the perception of human point-light displays
explored the 'robustness' of the point-light phenomenon (Johansson, 1973). Johansson
presented three tasks to subjects. In the first task he presented displays of walking
humans who had been filmed in such a way that the image remained in the centre of the
TV monitor rather than moving across the screen. Under these conditions subjects in
the experiment -ten undergraduates who had never seen such displays beforeimmediately reported seeing a walking person, and some subjects specifically
commented that the point-light display appeared to be walking on a conveyor belt.
Thus, even though the person did not move across the screen in the manner a walking
person might be expected to do, observers still saw the point-lights as a person.

In the second task of the study, Johansson presented the displays for a limited duration
(for 1-second) to another ten naive subjects. Again, all subjects reported seeing a
walking human being, and did so without hesitation. Thus, even though the point-light
display was presented for a brief duration, all subjects still saw it as a person.

Thirdly, the presentation of the human point-light displays were altered by adding a
circular motion to the image. Even with this additional 'transformation', subjects
reported seeing a walking man, though they commented that it moved in a highly
strange'wavy' fashion.
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From these initial investigations it seemed clear that these human displays, consisting
of only 10 point-lights, represented a powerful perceptual phenomenon to naive
observers. The displays were seen immediately and without hesitation to be human
regardless of transformations applied to them. Of particular importance was the fact
that these patterns were perceptually organised in less than one second. Johansson
considered this remarkable given the complexity of the motions involved.

As outlined earlier, if a perceptual process is completed rapidly then this is a strong
initial indication that the process involved may be direct or modular (Gibson, 1979;
Fodor, 1983). In Johansson's next study (Johansson, 1976) he explored further the
speed with which naive observers organise human point-light displays into a percept.
For this purpose, Johansson devised two tasks to investigate the 'liminal time interval
for perceptual integration to a meaningful unit of a number of element motions
representing human limb-body movements' (Johansson, 1976, p380) -i.e. the briefest
amount of exposure to a human point-light display needed for subjects to recognise it
as a person. In the first of these tasks, ten subjects (again university students) were
shown a human point-light display walking. The display was presented for durations of
0.1 sec 0.2 sec, 0.3 sec, and 0.5 sec. Subjects were told they would be shown
something moving and were asked to describe verbally after each exposure what they
had perceived. After the first exposure (0.1 sec), four of the ten subjects described the
display as a 'person walking' . After the second exposure (0.2 sec) all ten subjects
described the display as a person. Hence it appears that the processes involved in
perceiving these displays operate rapidly.

B. Meaning and point-light displays
The second task in the studies by Johannson (1976), explored the minimum exposure
durations necessary for subjects (a different ten students) to identify specific types of
meaningful movement patterns. The purpose here was to explore whether observers
could not only rapidly organise a human point-light display into a percept of a person.
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but also whether this percept allowed the observer access to meanings regarding the
person's actions, i.e. the type of movement they were performing. Johansson was also
interested in whether a human point-light display would be discriminable from a pointlight display of a human-like (but non-human) puppet which also performed actions.

Nine different movement patterns were presented. Six of these were enacted by a
person, and three were of a puppet moved to 'crudely" simulate human movements.
The person was filmed walking left and right, walking backwards to the left and right,
and jogging to the left and right. The puppet was also filmed 'walking' left and right,
and also 'jumping'. Again these movements were presented for differing exposure
durations, 0.1 to 0.5 seconds. In these tasks the human movements seemed to t>e easier
to identify accurately than the puppet movements. With exposures of 0.1 seconds, four
of the nine patterns were recognised by at least five of the ten subjects, these were the
displays depicting a person walking left and right and running left, and the display of
the puppet jumping. At 0.4 sec all the subjects were able to identify all nine
movements.

In these two studies Johansson provided evidence that not only is a coherent structure
perceived within point-light displays, but also that a number of simple forms of action
are specified, and can be discriminated between, at very brief exposure durations.
These studies prompted three approaches to further research in the field. The first was
concerned with exploring the range of meanings that can be perceived in these displays
by adults (over and above simple walking and running actions). The second was
concerned with determining the mathematical properties that give rise to such
percepts^ The third approach was to determine whether such displays are perceived in
the same way by infants and adults -i.e. whether they are imbued with the same
1
The primary aim here was to determine the invariant movement patterns that might specify
meaning, and to determine the mathematical models that underlie them . A by-product of this
approach, was the production of algorithms for producing simulated point-light displays on computer
(e.g. Cutting, 1978a&b).
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meaning for adults and infants alike. The next section is concerned with the first of
these approaches, and presents the findings of studies which have explored the range
of meanings that can be seen in point-light displays by adult observers.

Identity
Cutting and Kozlowski (1977) explored whether people could recognise the identity of
fiiends just by the way they walk. Such work had been attempted before using other
techniques, but these techniques were confounded by familiarity cues, and cues relating
to shape and size. What the point-light display technique offered was a means of
presenting just the movements of a person whilst removing extraneous variables. The
experiment involved 3 male and 3 female students who were filmed with point-lights
attached while walking around a studio. Two months later the 6 walkers, and one
other fnend, were invited to view the films to see if they could recognise each other.
Subjects were also asked to indicate, on each trial, their confidence in their own
judgements. Subjects were not given feedback on their performance until the end of
the session. At the end of the session, subjects were also asked to explain how they
recognised each of the walkers.

The viewers performed at above chance levels but were far from perfect at
identification (between 20% and 58% correct). Performance did, however, improve
over trials. Subjects reported that when making their judgements they concentrated on
things such as the speed, bounciness, and rhythm of the walker, or on the length of
step or arm swing. There was little relation between the accuracy of each subjects'
judgement and subjects' confidence in such a judgement. Cutting and Kozlowski
concluded that the type of explanations subjects gave meant that when it came to
recognising identity in point-light displays subjects 'were acting as conscious problem
solvers rather than as direct perceivers' (p355). They also believed that subjects may
have 'tried to think of characteristic features of the walkers' at the beginning of the
testing session, and that perhaps these features were not actually present in the
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displays. Consequently, they proposed that when re-viewing the displays, subjects had
to re-assess the features that would allow them to identify the walkers, this leading to
the improvement in performance over trials.

This initial experiment suggested that certain meanings (over and above simple actions)
were unlikely to be perceived directly. However, in another study, Fiykholm (1983a)
further explored the perception of identity and came up with quite different results. In
this study there were two groups of subjects. The first group were given a pre
exposure of a point-light display of an unknown actor (the target) performing an
action. In the discrimination part of the task the first group of subjects were shown a
series of presentations of the target actor and another actor performing a different
action to that performed in the pre-exposure. In contrast, for the other group of
subjects, the action performed by the target actor in the pre-exposure was the same as
that performed by the actors in the discrimination part of the task. Subjects had to say
whether the point-light display shown was of the target actor or not. Under these
conditions the first group (different action) made correct discriminations on 78% of
trials, and the second group (same action) made correct discriminations 94% of the
time.

This suggests that, contrary to Cutting and Kozlowski's findings, there may well be
information within these arrays that allows one to ascertain a person's identity.
Whether such information is directly accessible is, of course, open to debate. However,
such information appears sufficient for one to make discriminations between people. In
fact, Frykholm criticised Cutting and Kozlowski for not providing feedback and for not
exploring systematic errors -i.e. consistently wrongly naming one actor as another. If
feedback is given performance improves dramatically. Thus, it may be that, although
we do not attend to a person's 'style' of movements on an everyday basis, information
that a particular style equates to a particular identity is available and can be discerned
when one is encouraged to attend to such information.
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In a second study, Frykholm (1983b) also looked at people's abilities to recognize
fiiends. The experiment was similar to that of Cutting and Kozlowski except that 11year-old children served as subjects. It was proposed that children might be expected
to spend more time in each others company, and therefore have more opportunity to
attend to each others' bodily movements. In addition, and in contrast to Cutting and
Kozlowski, Frykholm gave feedback to subjects regarding the accuracy of their
identifications. Under these conditions, mean rate of identity recognition was 49%
(chance level being 11%). As an additional component of the experiment, the same
children were shown the displays three years later. Identification improved to 65%
even though the children were now three years more mature than when the films were
made. Although performance was not perfect, this evidence does suggest that subjects
are able to make some sort of identity judgements. In fact, the improvement over time
suggests that familiarity to others, and to point-light displays themselves, may play a
significant role in identification performance. Frykholm also commented that, in his
experience, older subjects were more likely to try to employ 'intellectual' processes
(similar to those reported by Cutting and Kozlowski), and that this may actually inhibit
performance.

Gender
In addition to studying the perception of identity, Kozlowski and Cutting (1977) also
explored the recognition of a walker's sex. In this study, 15 male and 15 female
students viewed three male and three female walkers who were filmed as point-light
displays. The displays were shown in a random order ten times each. Subjects had to
name the sex of the displays, and had to state how confident they were in their
identifications. As in their study of identity, Kozlowski and Cutting gave no feedback
to subjects. However, in this study, subjects were correct on 63% of trials, and (unlike
the findings from their identity study) there was a strong relationship between
confidence and accuracy.

On this basis Kozlowski concluded that (in contrast to
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identity) 'the compelling nature of the general percept of a person walking is extended
to judgements of the walkers sex' (p376). Thus they were proposing that this form of
perception may involve direct perceptual processes.

Deceptive Intentions
In another study, Runeson and Frykholm (1983) also explored whether anatomical
properties underlie the discrimination of the movements of men and women. They
recognised that rather than there being invariants that underlie perception of gender, it
might be the case (although they hypothesised otherwise) that boys and girls, and men
and women move in learned, stereotyped, 'socially constructed' ways. They
hypothesised that if this were the case, then these 'expressions' of gender should be
manipulable. In order to test this, they filmed five men and five women walking. These
men and women were first filmed walking in their normal manner. Then, they were
asked to walk in a way which would emphasise their own gender; and to walk in a way
that they thought would be characteristic of the opposite sex. With these materials
Runeson & Frykholm performed two experiments.

In the first task, 10 male and 10 female observers were told that they would see pointlight displays of actors, and that the actors might either move naturally, emphasise
his/her own sex when walking, or fake the opposite sex. Subjects had to say what sex
they thought the subject was, and to say which experimental condition they thought
they were seeing, i.e. the 'natural', the 'same emphasis', or 'different emphasis'
condition. The findings were that correct identification of the person's real sex
occurred at 85.5% rate for the natural condition compared with 67.5% for same sex
emphasis and 75.5% for opposite sex emphasis. Also subjects were 60% correct in
spotting which condition they were seeing. It appears that rather that facilitating
recognition, actors' attempts to emphasise their own sex seems to have confused
observers, with recognition at only 67.5%. In addition, although such attempts to
exaggerate (emphasise same sex) and deceive (pretend to be opposite sex) appear to
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inhibit correct identification, observers appear able (well above chance) to tell the
intended and the real sex of the person.

In a further experiment in the study, Runeson and Frykholm (1983) tested gender
deception with unsuspecting observers. In other words the observers were not
informed of the existence of the three experimental conditions. In the 'natural* (non
deception) condition, subjects again correctly identified gender on 85% of trials. In the
'emphatic' condition (exaggeration of own sex) identification was also around 85%.
However in the deceptive condition (attempt to express opposite sex) correct
identification of the actor's real sex was 66%. Thus, exaggeration did not improve
recognition performance but interfered with correct judgements to a small degree.
Again, of specific note is that observers appear able to detect both the real and the
intended gender in these displays.

Actions and Intentions,
Apart from studying the perception of Gender, Runeson and Frykholm (1983) also
studied observers' perceptions of a person interacting with non-visible objects. They
found that observers could accurately judge the length an actor threw an invisible
object, could accurately predict the weight of an invisible box after only seeing the way
the actor prepared him/her-self to lift it, and also found that observers were able to tell
whether a person was trying to fool the observer about the weight of an object, and
could tell the real weight. Thus point-light displays appear to contain information
about intentions to act and to deceive.

The studies reviewed so far present compelling evidence that human point-light
displays contain much more information about the person portrayed than the simple
fact that the display represents a person. It appears possible to tell the person's identity,
the person's sex, the person's actions, and intentions to act, and it even appears
possible to perceive the person's deceptive intentions. This evidence suggests that the
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displays themselves are valid and rich representations of the human form, and the
findings emphasise how important bodily movements may be for communicating a
wide range of information regarding a person, information which is considered by
some not to be directly observable. For instance, it has been proposed that mental
states, and particularly a person's purpose or intention are not directly observable and
must be inferred (Premack and Woodruff, 1978). The work of Runeson and Frykholm
(1983) illustrates how some intentions to act and to deceive may, in fact, be specified
in a person's bodily movements. It might be suggested, therefore, that humans could
have developed perceptual systems to perceive such intentions, and that contrary to
Premack and Woodruffs' argument they may be directly observable and do not need to
be inferred^.

C. Infancy work.
Of course it is possible that adult observers performing the tasks in the studies above
are actually employing some form of perceptual process that is rapid but which is not
direct -i.e. they are implementing inferential processes that through practice have
become automated perceptual skills. For a perceptual process to be truly direct or
modular, it must not only deliver meaning in a rapid manner, it must also be 'largely
innate'. It is important to note at this stage that the 3-D structure which observers
invariably extract from a 2-D point-light display (that of a person) is not the only 3-D
structure that could map out such movement patterns (Bertenthal, 1993). Thus, if it
can be shown that an infant 'sees' such a display as human, then this provides some
evidence that the process involves innate and direct or modular perceptual capacities,
and is not a learned perceptual skill.

Preferences for point-light displays
^
In fact, this proposal - that there may be direct perceptual mechanisms for perceiving
causality and intentions- is now being investigated in normal infants (See dergely et al, 1994) and
Premack himself has proposed that there may be 'hard-wired perception of intention' (Premack,
1990).
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One of the first studies of infants' perception of human point-light displays was
executed by Fox and McDaniel (1982). They studied the perception of human pointlight displays in 2-, 4- and 6-month-old infants. Of course the initial concern with infant
studies is which response measure to use.

Fox and McDaniel used a preference

looking technique. The logic of the preference looking paradigm is that if the infant
spends more time looking at one stimuli rather than an alternative, then this implies
that the infant can discriminate between the stimuli, and that the infant is more
'interested' in the preferred stimulus.

There were three parts to the study. In all three parts Fox and McDaniel presented
infants, concurrently, with two stimuli - a target and a foil. Each stimulus consisted of
a collection of point-lights. In the first experiment the target was a standard human
point-light display depicting a person running on the spot. The foil consisted of the
same number of dots in the same configuration as the runner, but which moved about
randomly. This display was constructed with the aid of a number of assistants who
waved about a collection of poles with dots attached to the end of them to create the
effect. What Fox and McDaniel found was that the 4- and 6-month-olds, but not the 2month-olds, preferred the human point-light display to the random point-light display.

There were, however, differences between the foil and target other than the
human/non-human dimension. For this reason, in the second experiment, the foil
stimulus presented was a human display inverted by 180°. For this task, the stimuli
were presented to the 4- and 6-month-olds only. Fox and McDaniel found that both 4and 6-month-old infants preferred the upright to the inverted display.

In the third experiment, Fox and McDaniel explored whether infants would show
preference for a point-light display of a human body, or for a point-light display of two
hands clapping -another complex animate form. Under these conditions 2- and 4-
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month-olds showed no preference for one display over the other, but 6-month-olds did
prefer the human bodily display to that depicting hands clapping.

The fact that 4- and 6-month-olds appear to show a preference for a point-light display
of a human as opposed to a random display, but that 2-month-olds do not demonstrate
the same preference, suggests that infants perceive the displays as 'of interest' by
around 4 months of age. Also, Fox and McDaniel suggested that the results of the
second condition -i.e. that 4- and 6-month-olds prefer an upright person displays to an
inverted display- demonstrates that infants discriminate between displays on the basis
of their meaning rather than just on movement -because both displays contain the same
absolute and relative motions. Having said this, it is possible (as suggested by
Bertenthal et al, 1984) that infants only attend to part of the displays - i.e. the top or
bottom thirds. If this is the case then, to the infants, the two displays would appear to
present different movements, and this might explain infants' preference behaviour.

The finding that 2-month-olds did not show preferences between any of the display
patterns may be interpreted in a number of ways. It may be that 2-month-olds have
not developed enough perceptual acuity towards movement to discriminate between
the displays, but that the neuronal architecture is present. It may be that they register
movement but that such movements do not have meanings. It may be that the neuronal
'hardware' does not develop until 3-4 months old, or alternatively it may be that infants
require exposure to humans over the first 3 months of life before they are able to
perceive the commonality between the movements of a display and the movements of a
real person, and that the perception of point-light displays requires a certain degree of
learning. Fox and McDaniel suggested that the process of perceiving these displays is
'largely intrinsic', but that a certain amount of post-natal maturation is required before a
mechanism for perception becomes functional. Their data does not conclusively
support or refute such a suggestion.
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Discrimination between point-light displays
Bertenthal and colleagues have also investigated the perception of point-light displays
by infants. They too assessed infants' perception of upright and inverted point-light
displays, but used computer generated displays to do so (Bertenthal, Proffitt &
Cutting, 1984). By this point computer algorithms had been devised which produced
adequate displays (Cutting, 1978a&b). In contrast to Fox and McDaniel, they
employed a discrimination procedure (an infant-control, habituation-dishabituation
paradigm), rather than a preference task, to see whether infants could discriminate
between displays.

They performed two experiments. In the first they presented two displays to infants.
Half the subjects were presented with a number of trials showing an upright walking
figure (trials continued until looking on consecutive trials dropped to 50%), followed
by a number of trials presenting an inverted display. The human point-light displays
moved (walked) in the same direction across the screen, and did not remain in one
place as in the Fox and McDaniel experiment. The other half of subjects were shown
the stimuli in reverse - i.e. they were first habituated to an inverted display. Also,
subjects were presented over a number of trials with static versions of the two displays.
When the displays were moving, both the 3- and the 5-month-old infants showed
recovery of attention to the change from one form of display to the other (either
upright to inverted or inverted to upright), but when the displays were presented in
static form the infants showed no such sensitivity.

Although the results of the above experiment, and the experiment of Fox and
McDaniel (1982) suggest that infants are sensitive to structure and possibly meaning as
revealed through dynamic human motion, the findings are, as mentioned previously,
consistent with a number of other possible interpretations (Bertenthal, Proffitt &
Cutting, 1984). For example, one possibility is that the reason infants discriminate the
upright from the upside-down image, is because they attend to only one portion of the
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display - maybe the bottom third. If this were the case than the two displays would
present different 'amounts' of motion, thus enabling discrimination. Another possibility
is that infants are sensitive to the different absolute movements of the displays (the
upside down display having a different tilt and phase).

In the second task, Bertenthal, ProfBtt & Cutting attempted to test these alternative
explanations by presenting a normal canonical, 'treadmill' display, that is a display
where the person appears to be walking on a conveyor belt and remains in the centre of
the monitor, and a display in which the point-lights showed exactly the same absolute
motions (left and right, up and down), but where the positioning of the point-lights
were scrambled i.e. the point-light of the ankle was now in the position of the shoulder
(this was made possible because the displays were computer generated). In this
'scrambled' display all relative motion was removed while all absolute movement
remained constant. Such a display is said by adult observers to be reminiscent of a
swarm of bees (Cutting, 1981). For this part of the experiment, only 5-month-old
infants served as subjects. There were six groups of infants. Two groups were tested
for discrimination between the 'upright-normal' and 'upright-anomalous' display (two
orders of presentation), and the second two groups for discrimination between the
'anomalous' display, and the same display inverted. The third two groups were tested
for discrimination between static versions of the displays.

The findings were that infants were sensitive to differences between the normal
'treadmill' (Canonical) and anomalous display, but were not sensitive to (did not
discriminate between) differences in absolute motions created by presenting the
anomalous display in upright and inverted form. Infants also showed no discrimination
between static displays. This suggests that infants perceive some form of 'figurai
coherence' in the human point-light display which is discriminable fi*om the less
coherent anomalous display, and that this coherence is specified by the relative, rather
than absolute motions of the point-lights.
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In Other studies, Bertenthal and colleagues have explored further the importance of
relative motion for infants' capacities to discriminate between displays (see Bertenthal
1993 for a review). They have found that infants are sensitive to changes in phase, that
is when point-lights remain at fixed distances but differ as to when they change
direction from a normal display, for example where the 'wrist' moves backwards whilst
the 'elbow' is still moving forwards. Also, they have found that, whereas 5-month-old
infants are sensitive to changes in local rigidity (where point-lights change direction
simultaneously as in a normal display but do not remain at fixed distances fi’om each
other) in upright displays but not in upside-down displays, 3-month-old infants are
sensitive to these changes in both upright and upside-down displays (Bertenthal,
Proffitt & Kramer, 1987).

Bertenthal has suggested that there are certain knowledge-based constraints that begin
to act on the perception of displays at around 3-months-old, such that the perception
of biological motion becomes orientation specific. Further evidence for the role of
experience and knowledge in the perception of displays comes from a study by Pinto
& Davis (1991, Cited in Bertenthal, 1993). In this study infants were presented with a
series of human point-light displays (non computer generated) moving and walking in
directions other than those that present a side on view. Following these (habituation)
trials, a computer generated point-light canonical display was presented alternately in
inverted and upright orientation for a number of trials. The hypothesis was that if an
infant extracts a common property over the familiarisation trials, then they will show
less recovery of attention on presentation of the upright display than the inverted
display. The findings were that, whereas 5-month-olds showed such generalisation, 3month-olds did not show such a strong recovery.

Although these and other data suggest that 3-month-olds are not as sensitive as 5month-olds to orientation, and may not therefore be perceiving the displays as
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possessing the same level of meanings, these data are not conclusive. It is possible that
infants do have other knowledge based constraints that may affect perception even at
3-months (see the work presented later on the perception of point-light displays of
faces). Bertenthal (1993) suggests that there is no clear lower bound on the age at
which a number of processing constraints (other than knowledge) are present, and
suggests that such constraints are fundamental properties of the mind and as such are
candidates for modularity.

All of the experiments outlined above have explored infants' capacities to make simple
discriminations between point-light displays based on differences that in themselves
have little meaning. What Bertenthal and colleagues have not explored is whether
infants are able to discriminate between displays on the basis of more meaningful
attributes such as those to which adults are sensitive i.e. sex, gender and action.
Having said this, the fact that they have found that infants are sensitive to subtle
differences in movement, suggests that infants may be able to discriminate between
point-light displays of'men' and 'women' or between displays of'kicking' and 'running'
on the basis of their characteristic invariants. What needs to be determined, however, is
whether these differences are as meaningful for infants as they are for adults.

Meanings in point-light displays o f faces.
Although infants' perception of meanings in whole body point-light displays has not
been investigated, infants perception of meanings in point-light displays of the face
has been explored.

Point-light displays of faces are constructed in much the same way as those of the
whole body. Reflective patches are placed on a person's face, which has usually been
darkened using some form of make-up. A light is shone towards the patches and this
produces a point-light display of the face. It is suggested that, as with the movements
of the body, there are also dynamic facial movements which specify certain meanings.
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Stucki, Kaufinann-Hayoz and Kaufman (1987) recorded point-light displays of a
moving human face (a mother pretending to interact with her baby) and of a soft
rubber mask (being manipulated by hand). Each stimulus had an identical lay-out of
point-lights. These two stimuli were presented to 3-month-old infants in both upright
and inverted form. The infants discriminated between the two types of stimuli, and
found discrimination 'much easier* (greater dishabituation) when the two stimuli were
in the upright rather than inverted orientations. Thus, it appears that in the same way
that bodily point-light displays are orientation specific, so too are point-light
representations of the face. However, for faces orientation appears to be important at
an earlier age (3-months-old for faces versus 4-months-old for bodily presentations).

This study did not explore the meaning that these percepts have for an infant.
However, in another study, Soken and Pick (1992) did investigate meanings in pointlight displays of faces. Soken and Pick presented 7-month-old infants with two pointlight displays of a woman's face. The displays depicted the woman expressing the
emotions anger and happiness, and these two displays were presented concurrently on
two television monitors placed side-by-side. Between the point-light images, the
woman's voice was broadcast. The woman spoke in a manner which was meant to
express one of the two emotions. Infants showed a reliable preference for (looked at)
the face which was expressing the same emotion as the voice. This suggests that
infants of 7-months can discriminate affective expressions on the basis of movement
information alone, and that point-light displays may have meaning for infants.

It appears, therefore, that infants are able to make discriminations between human
point-light displays on the basis of differences that are meaningful to adults - i.e. they
see emotions in point-light faces. Also it appears that by 4 months, infants are sensitive
to changes in the movements contained in human bodily point-light displays, but only
when the displays are presented in the correct orientation. The fact that 2-month-olds
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are sensitive to the same changes in movement as 4- to 6-month-olds, but that they are
so regardless of the orientation of the display, suggests that such displays do not
possess meaning for a 2-month old but do for 4-and 6-month-old infants. Bertenthal
suggests that this is because the 2-month-old infant does not have available to it the
relevant knowledge of people that allows it to constrain the possible 3-D
interpretations of the 2-D image, and thereby to perceive it as a person. Bertenthal is
suggesting that the perceptual processes involved in the perception of point-light
displays are not 'informationaly encapsulated*. Having said this, an examination of
Bertenthal's data suggests that 2-month-olds may make discriminations on the basis of
meaning, but that the tasks and the methodology might not be sensitive enough to
enable such capacities to be measured. Often the 2-month-old infants followed the
same pattern of responding as the 4-month-olds but the results did not reach
significance levels, possibly because of the greater variance and lower amounts and
rates of habituation. The evidence from studies of 3- and 7-month-old infants'
perception of point-light displays of faces suggests that we cannot be sure that there is
a lower bound, and that a 'knowledge-constraint* is acquired, and Bertenthal
acknowledges this (Bertenthal, 1993).

The findings suggest, then, that infants have perceptual architecture which can extract
invariant patterns in bodily movements. If one were to adopt a constructavist view one
might propose that such invariants are the basis from which meanings are inferred. In
other words, movement information is available for infants to make inferences about.
An alternative suggestion, and perhaps one an ecological psychologist would make, is
that the infant has perceptual architecture that delivers an organised percept plus a
meaning - the sort of architecture that might constitute a module.

D. Summary of experimental findings
Whether or not the 'knowledge-constraints* necessary for the perception of a pointlight display are innate, it would appear that information that might specify meanings is
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available to infants very early in development, and the research suggests that the
perceptual machinery for extracting these dynamic structures may be innate. However,
it is unclear at present whether the meaning which such information may have for
adults is innately specified. It may be the case that only a small subset of meanings
which can be specified in dynamic human movements can be directly apprehended fi*om
birth. Thus far, there is only suggestive evidence that displays are meaningful by, at the
earliest, 3-months (in the case of faces), and then the sort of ascription of meaning is
very basic (i.e. it is a person). More convincing evidence for the perception of meaning
(emotional meaning) in point-light displays is, at present, only available for infants of
7-months-olds.

The question is therefore open to what degree central intellectual processes are
required in order to develop an understanding of meanings contained within human
dynamic movements. It is possible that some meanings require exposure and
interaction with people before they can be understood, even though the invariant
structure of the movement can be perceived directly, and that a process of intellectually
based matching takes place between an infants' early person schema and perceptually
provided information. If this is the case then person perception may indeed be related
to intellectual functioning.

Researchers of person perception in mentally handicapped people, i.e. individuals who
are impaired in intellectual processes, have suggested that they have 'deficits' in personperception. But, as outlined in Chapter Two, the evidence is based on methods that
can be criticised for a number of reasons. For example, researchers have tended to use
stimuli that are static, and which may therefore exclude the sort of dynamic
information necessary for more direct perceptual processing.

Having said this, there is evidence, outlined in the next section, that individuals with
low IQ may be impaired in relation to those of normal IQ in the amount of visual
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information they require to make meaningful decisions. These findings suggest that
'speed' of visual processing may relate specifically to intellectual processes. If it is the
case that the speed of processing of point-light displays, either the speed with which a
percept is arrived at, or the speed with which a meaning is ascribed, is also related to
these intellectual processes, then one might expect mentally retarded people to be
impaired in executing these processes.

I will return to this point when outlining a number of hypotheses and predictions in the
introduction to Section Two of this thesis, but firstly we need to consider the evidence
that speed of visual information processing may relate to intellectual abilities. This is
addressed in the second part of this chapter.

3 .2 . M e n t a l S p e e d , I n s p e c t io n t im e a n d I n t e l l ig e n c e
A central element in early descriptions of intelligence was the notion of mental speed.
Galton (1883) believed that more 'intelligent' individuals had keener sensory
discriminations than individuals with lower 'intellects'. However, this interest in mental
speed was supplanted by the notion that individual differences in intelligence were
better measured by assessing differences in a number of different abilities - as
commonly assessed by IQ tests. In recent years there has been a resurgence of interest
in the notion that the study of mental speed may offer us a better understanding of
individual differences in intellectual functioning and may help us to arrive at a different
definition of 'intelligence' (See Chapter Two for a fuller discussion of the definition of
'intelligence' and mental retardation). In fact, it has been proposed that the elusive
factor 'g' - the factor of common variance found when examining the correlational
structure of intelligence tests and thought to be the core factor of intelligence- may in
fact be a 'mental speed' factor. Consequently, it has been suggested that individual
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differences in mental speed may underpin individual differences in rates of cognitive
development, and therefore determine IQ scores^ (Anderson, 1992).

The most common current means of assessing 'mental speed' is through the
administration of Inspection Time tasks (Nettelbeck & Lally, 1976). These tasks assess
the minimum amount of exposure to simple stimuli required for an individual to make
meaningful discriminations.

It is proposed that Inspection Time tasks measure

capacities for basic, visual information processing. Apart from Inspection Time tasks,
there have also been other methods used to assess mental speed. Before I review the
Inspection Time field we will look briefly at one of the most influential of these, that of
the assessment of Choice Reaction Time (Jensen, 1980; 1982). The reason for this is
that many of the criticisms levelled at Reaction Time (RT) tasks are important to
consider when assessing the value of Inspection Time (IT) tasks.

A. Choice Reaction Time
In a choice reaction time task, a participant rests his or her finger on a single 'home'
button. In a semi-circle above this are a number of lights (typically two, four or eight)
with corresponding buttons below each of them. When one of these lights is
illuminated the subject must press the corresponding button below it. The number of
lights(choices/bits) are varied and a number of measures of a subject's response to a
stimulus onset are taken. The primary measures are. Reaction time (RT)- the time after
the onset of the stimulus before the subject moves their finger from the 'home' button,
and Movement Time (MT) -the time between the release of the 'home' button and the
pressing of the button below the stimulus light. From these initial measures several
indices of performance are produced. Of these indices, the median reaction time for

^
Of course, this is not to say mental speed underlies all individual differences in IQ. As IQ
tests are to a large degree dependent on the acquisition of knowledge, differences in educational and
socio-economic background will also affect IQ scores.
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each set size of stimuli, and the standard deviation of the RTs at each set size, are
those most commonly of interest.

Studies using the above technique have reported that variability of a subject's RT
performance with increase in choices - i.e. intra-individual variability in RT, is the best
predictor of IQ rather that RT itself. Another finding is that RT is a good discriminator
between high and low IQ groups, and that the difference in RT between groups of low
and high IQ subjects increases with an increase in the number of choices. Overall, a
significant negative correlation between IQ and median RT is often reported.

A theoretical aside
It has been proposed by Jensen that individual differences in RT task performance
reflect differences in efficiency of neuronal physiology, and that, ultimately, neither
intelligence nor RT task performance are determined by 'complex' cognitive processes,
but are biologically determined. This notion that intelligence may be determined by
synaptic/neuronal efficiency has given rise to the term the 'intelligent synapse'.

Problems with RT
Needless to say, the notion that such a knowledge rich and cognitively complex
measure as an IQ test might be determined by neuronal oscillatory rate has met with
some resistance. Theoretical considerations aside, there is also considerable scepticism
regarding Jensen's claim that RT tasks offer a 'pure' measure of 'mental speed' and are
free from cognitive influences. RT task performance may well be influenced by many
factors including attention, motivation, visual search abilities, encoding abilities, and
motor abilities (Longstrech, 1984). Also, the instructions given in tasks may influence
performance. Subjects are typically told to go as fast as they can but to make as few
mistakes as possible. This involves a speed/accuracy trade off, and requires self
monitoring. Consequently, this may lead to the development of specific strategies
which produce differential performance levels in low and high IQ groups.
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B. Inspection Time tasks
As a consequence of criticisms levelled at RT tasks, and in particular to the claim that
they are open to strategic/'cognitive' influences, a different measure of speed of
processing has more recently been devised. This alternative measure is termed
Inspection Time (IT).

In an Inspection Time task, speed is an attribute of the stimulus itself rather than of the
subject's response. Standard Inspection Time tasks estimate the minimum time of
stimulus presentation (Inspection Time) needed for subjects to make a pre-specified
percentage of correct discrimination judgements (Nettelbeck and Lally, 1976).
Inspection time tasks are normally visual in form, although auditory measures of IT
have also been developed successfully (Deary, Caryl, Egan & Wight, 1989; Deary,
Head & Egan, 1989; Nettelbeck, Edwards and Vreugdenhil, 1986). Discrimination
between stimuli in IT tasks is typically based on whether two (or more) lines are of the
same or different lengths. Subjects are shown the stimuli for a variety of durations, a
duration being determined by the removal and onset of a mask. Subjects are given an
unlimited time to indicate (by pointing to pictorial representations of the stimuli
presented) which stimulus they 'thought' had been presented, or to name them.

In

early studies, stimuli were presented using a tachistoscope, but in more recent studies
stimuli have been generated and presented using a computer. The durations of each
exposure can be fixed for all subjects (CONSTANT method) or can be varied
according to the accuracy of the subject's previous response, and a stepwise estimate
of the minimum exposure required can be determined (LIMITS method). In these tasks
stimuli are made up of vertical lines and are supposed to constitute a simple stimulus.
Thus, it is proposed that differences in performance are likely to be due to individual
differences in speed of information-processing, rather than to differences in experience
or knowledge of the stimuli. Inspection Time (IT) like RT has been found to correlate
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highly with IQ, with correlation coefficients normally reported to be about -0.5
(Nettelbeck, 1987).

An IT-IQ theory
Data from IT tasks have, like those of RT tasks, been used to support theories which
propose a causal link between apparently low-level, non-cognitive measures of mental
speed, and knowledge rich measures of IQ. Anderson (1988, 1992) has proposed that
the essential process-limiting step in achieving perceptual discrimination in these tasks
is the formation and processing of an appropriate symbolic representation of the
stimulus.

Thus, Anderson claims that although IT tasks appear to be low-level

perceptual tasks, performance may be determined by the speed or efficiency of a
general, high-level, basic processing mechanism which determines the rate of
registration/formation/processing of a symbolic representation of the stimulus.
Anderson further claims that the rate of development of non-modular knowledge
systems and cognitive structures, as typically measured by raw scores in IQ tests, are
primarily (although not entirely) determined by the efficiency of this basic symbolprocessing mechanism, and that this explains the strong relationship between
measures of IT and IQ (Anderson, 1992).

Anderson's theory is to a certain extent a biological theory, in that IT may be
determined by the efficiency of a process which is biologically determined. However,
Anderson does not suggest, as Jensen does, that speed of mental processing is a
function of neuronal efficiency, but rather that mental speed is determined by the
efficiency of a higher level, but cognitively basic, computational device which he terms
a basic processing mechanism.

Central to Anderson's cognitive theory is the notion that the efficiency of the proposed
basic processing mechanism, is constant, and that IT is a good index of this efficiency.
On this basis, a number of predictions have been made. Firstly it has been predicted
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that IT should not differ with increase in chronological age for groups of the same IQ,
and secondly, that groups of individuals with the same mental ages but discrepant in IQ
will differ in IT.

Although there is some empirical evidence for a relationship between IT and IQ,
support for current theoretical explanations of a direct, one-way, causal link between
speed of processing and IQ is less evident. As Brody has noted, we do not know...
the reductive, bottom-up models favoured by some researchers in this area
are justified. Such models are, at best, plausible. No more, no less.”
(Brody,1992, p79).

Theoretical considerations aside, even the proposal that IT is unchanging, and that it
relates solely to IQ, is in dispute. In fact, Nettelbeck, who was one of the first to
explore the IT-IQ relationship supports the view that IT and speed of processing may
actually develop i.e. that IT decreases with age. His and colleagues work, outlined in
detail later, has produced evidence that ITs are greater in younger children than in
older children, and that IT does not stabilise until affer 11-12 years. Nettelbeck
therefore suggests that mental speed is related to MA rather than IQ.

Experimental work
At the centre of the IT-IQ-MA dispute is the consistent finding that mentally retarded
individuals with low IQs have longer ITs than normal individuals of comparable
chronological age (CA). In many of the early studies of IT a high correlation was
found between IT and IQ (i.e. Nettelbeck & Lally, 1976 r=-.89) However, since then
lower correlations have been reported. The inclusion of a disproportionate number of
mentally handicapped subjects in earlier studies was found to inflate the correlations,
due to the extreme values and small sample sizes used. Also, in these early studies,
where comparisons were made between individuals differing in IQ but of comparable
CA, there was also another potentially confounding factor. Two groups that differ in
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IQ, but which are comparable in CA, also differ in Mental age. It was, therefore,
suggested that differences in Inspection Time may be due to the lower MAs, rather
than the lower IQs, of mentally handicapped subjects. This possibility has lead to a
number of investigations of the relationship between MA/CA and IT.

(a) Task-specific factors
Before considering the IT-MA-IQ dispute further, one also must consider other
potential causes of correlational findings in IT tasks. As with RT tasks, IT tasks may
also be open to task-related and potentially IQ/MA influenced strategies or effects
which in themselves might be responsible for the reported correlations between IT and
IQ/MA. Thus, before dealing more with the Anderson/Nettelbeck dispute concerning
whether IT relates more to MA than IQ, there are criticisms of IT tasks which need to
be considered.

Mackintosh (1986) has proposed that the longer ITs of low IQ subjects may be due to
a number of task-related factors. For instance, longer ITs may be due to poor attention
or high distractibility -a feature often reported to be associated with mental retardation
(refer to Zeaman & House, 1963). Also, the performance of low IQ subjects may be
affected by differences in motivation, differences in the development of strategies for
coping with IT tasks, or differences in rates of learning. In the case of the last two
potential sources of individual differences -capacities for the development of strategies
and differential rates of learning- these would be expected to be highly related to
psychometric, knowledge-rich IQ. If these were found to be responsible for differential
rates of performance, then IT may be an indirect manifestation of 'higher*, IQ-related
processes rather that measuring speed of more basic information processing. For this
reason I will deal briefly with investigations into these areas of task performance.

(b) Task strategies
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One strategy which has been identified as operating in IT tasks has been the use of
apparent movement cues. In many early and some recent studies of IT, only two
stimuli were used. The stimuli consisted of two lines where one line (either the left or
the right line) was shorter than the other line. Subjects in these studies had to indicate
which of the two lines was shorter. In these studies the mask which covered the IT
stimulus, was itself made up of two long lines which at the beginning and end of an
exposure covered up the stimuli. Thus, when the stimulus was covered by the mask,
the line which was shorter appeared, to some subjects, to become longer and to nx)ve
or grow. Mackenzie and colleagues (Mackenzie & Bingham, 1985; Mackenzie and
Cummings, 1986), investigated whether subjects (university undergraduates) who
independently developed such a strategy had shorter ITs than similar ability subjects
who did not. They reported that strategy users did have slightly lower ITs than non
strategy users but that this difference was not significant. Also they reported that
strategy and non-strategy users did not differ in their IQs. However, only in the group
of subjects who did not use a strategy was there a correlation between IT and IQ. This
suggests that when other strategies interfere with performance -in this case attention to
apparent movement cues- IT tasks may no longer give a true index of mental speed.
The interesting finding of these studies is not that task strategies influence
performance, but how they do so. Strategies appear to detract from the IT-IQ
relationship rather than cause them. This suggests that the removal of apparent
movement cues and other potential strategies will improve IT tasks, and that, rather
than removing the cause of IT performance, removal of potential strategies appears to
be removing sources of error

(c) Attentional impairments
Poor attention and distractibility have also been suggested as a potential source of IT
differences, particularly between low and high IQ subject groups. In a study by
^
Note that in many more recent studies a different form of masking has been employed to
minimise the influence of these cues.
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Nettelbeck, Hirons and Wilson (1984), it was found that retarded subjects had deviant
smooth pursuit movements when tracking a pendulum, and that the extent of this
deviance correlated .64 with IT. However, other indicators of poor attention, such as
apparent lapses in concentration and distraction were not related to either IT
performance or to poor smooth pursuit movements. Nettelbeck, Hirons, and Wilson
concluded that individuals with low IQ may have an involuntary dysfunction with a
central attentional system at a relatively low level, and that this may well contribute
towards IT performance. Having said this, Nettelbeck and colleagues examined
relatively small samples of subjects (8 subjects in each group), and these subjects were
drawn from extremes of the psychometric scale of IQ (retarded v graduates). Thus,
generalisations from this data must be drawn cautiously. The important consideration
was that general measures of distractibility and lapses in concentration did not appear
to be responsible for IT differences.

In another study of the effects of distractibility/attention on performance, Anderson
(1989b) investigated the effects of varying pre-exposure durations (random v fixed),
and also varied whether presentation of stimuli was self or externally paced. The
hypothesis was that allowing children to pace themselves should reduce the influence
of distractibility on performance, and that when the fore-period was random rather
than fixed this would reduce the effects of involuntary attentional processes. Anderson
found that attentional processes did influence performance, but that as with apparent
movment this factor detracted from, rather than induced the relationship between IT
andMA/IQ.

(d) Practice effects
Nettelbeck, Evans and Kirby (1982) reported that IT is influenced by practice, but that
even after allowing for practice, IT was still a good discriminator between low and
high IQ subjects. In fact, low IQ subjects still had ITs almost twice that of high IQ
subjects after repeated training.
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C. The IT-MA-IQ debate
I will now return to the debate between Anderson and Nettelbeck. As outlined above,
even though task strategies, attention, and practice effects influence IT task
performance, when these are manipulated or controlled for, the evidence suggests that
differences in IT between low and high IQ subjects remain. However, the importance
of the effects of task-specific factors becomes more apparent when considering the
evidence for and against the notion that mental speed is a constant, as has been
proposed by Anderson (1992).

In support of Nettelbeck’s contention that IT relates to MA rather than IQ, there have
been a number of studies that have found decreases in IT with increases in age for
groups of normal children. These studies have reported that these changes in IT
continue up to about the age of 11-12 years old (Nettelbeck and Wilson, 1985; Wilson
and Nettelbeck, 1986, Wilson, Nettelbeck, Turnbull & Young; 1992). Consequently it
has been proposed that IT is more related to MA than IQ, and that mental speed
changes through development.

Anderson (1989a), however, has proposed that a decrease in IT with age is primarily
due to changes in the ability of the child to handle aspects of the task not directly
related to processing speed. In support of this claim, Anderson has explored the effects
of changes in task demands on younger and older children (8 and 12 years old). In one
experiment, Anderson increased the number of different stimuli which were employed
in the task (Anderson, 1989a). Instead of subjects viewing stimuli consisting of two
lines, subjects were shown stimuli consisting of four lines. Thus, there were a
maximum of four stimuli where one line was unequal in length, and one stimulus where
all lines were the same length. Anderson varied the number of 'unequal' stimuli, either
two or four, and also varied the type of response required. Subjects either had to
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discriminate on the basis of 'same length' versus 'different length' antennae, or had to
identify the exact stimulus shown.

Anderson thus explored two task factors. The effect of increasing the number of
possible stimuli, and the effect of increasing response demands. Anderson hypothesised
that if the difference between age-groups is primarily a function of how fast the
stimulus in encoded, and if young children process information more slowly (as the ITMA hypothesis suggests), then increasing the stimulus processing demands (i.e.
number of different stimuli) should affect the younger children more. Furthermore, if
the difference in performance with age is something to do with how reliably the
subjects can choose between available responses, then increasing the response demands
(same/different v exact response) should affect the younger children more. The
findings were, firstly, that Anderson replicated the findings of Nettelbeck & colleagues.
Anderson found that with the standard number of stimuli (2 different & one same) and
standard response (same v different), there was a difference in ITs between younger
and older children of comparable IQ. Secondly, Anderson found that increasing the
number of stimuli increased ITs for both the younger and older children. This
suggested that this task variable is not responsible for IT differences. However,
Anderson's third finding was that changing response requirements (i.e. 'same'/different'
V exact responses) affected the duration of ITs for younger children, but did not affect
the ITs of the older children. Anderson concluded that age differences may reflect
changes in abilities to accurately select the appropriate response after the stimulus has
been encoded, rather than reflecting changing speed of processing .

Nettelbeck and Vita (1992) investigated IT in two groups of IQ-matched 5 to 6 and 11
to 12 year-olds. In this study Nettelbeck and Vita wished to assess whether decreases in
IT with increase in CA (and MA) were due to the development of MA-related task
strategies, or reflected true differences in speed of processing. They reported that,
although extended practice on IT tasks (which they propose allows individuals to fully
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develop task strategies) leads to substantial reductions in an individual's IT, significant
differences still exist between IQ-matched groups of normal children of different ages
after their inspection times have reached asymptotic levels. They suggest that this
residual difference in inspection times supports the hypothesis that speed of central
processing increases as a function of mental age.

D. Summary of experimental findings
Thus, there are a number of interpretations of the data which have given rise to
alternative hypotheses.

Nettelbeck and colleagues question whether processing-

efficiency, which it is claimed IT tasks measure, is indeed a constant, or whether speed
of processing in normal individuals increases with age and is related to mental age
(MA) rather than IQ. This would also account for differences in IT between CAmatched groups of normal and mentally retarded individuals. In contrast, Anderson
suggests that the underlying speed of basic processing is constant, and that these CArelated gains in IT reflect improvements in task strategies, rather than reflecting an
increase in the basic speed of processing (Anderson, 1989a & b,1992).

It is evident that IT tasks are not free fi*om the influence of cognitive strategies.
However it is probable that these are not responsible for individual differences in IT
which correlate with IQ, although they may be responsible for correlations between IT
and MA. Even so, it still appears difficult to evaluate the true relationship between IQ,
MA and IT on the evidence of comparisons between groups of normal IQ individuals
of different CAs, or between groups of normal and mentally retarded individuals of the
same CA who differ in MA. When exploring group differences under these conditions,
task specific factors, such as those to do with responding outlined by Anderson
(1989a), may differentially affect the performance of lower CA/MA individuals.
Having said this, it may be possible to unconfound this relationship by comparing the
IT performance of groups of normal and mentally retarded individuals matched for
MA. This might control for some MA-related strategies as well as for MA itself and
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enable one to examine in a more controlled fashion the links between IT and IQ.
Under these circumstances, Anderson would predict that mentally retarded individuals
would have longer inspection times than normal control subjects, whereas Nettelbeck
might predict no difference between the groups.

In conclusion, then, an examination of two areas of experimental psychology present
methods that may be used to enable us to ascertain whether certain perceptual
processes are, or are not, related to central intelligent functions. In the experiments
outlined in the following section. Section Two (Chapters Four to Seven), these
methodologies were employed to allow an exploration of the person-perceptual
capacities of mentally retarded individuals, and to assess the relationship between
intelligence and different forms of perceptual processing. The hypotheses and
predictions, and a detailed explanation of the rationale behind the methods employed,
are outlined in the introduction to this next section.

Section Two: Experimental tasks

S e c t io n T w o :

Introduction /page 116

E x p e r im e n t a l T a s k s

The issues presented in the first section of this thesis (Chapters One to Three) suggest
a number of hypotheses regarding the relationship between higher order 'intellectual'
processes and person perception. These hypotheses are presented more formally here.
This brief introduction to the empirical section of the thesis (Section Two) presents the
rationale behind the experimental tasks described in Chapters Four to Seven and
outlines a number of methodological issues related to these tasks.

I. R a t io n a l

and

H y po t h e se s

A. Inspection Time Task: Hypotheses and Predicitons
The task described in the next chapter. Chapter Four, is an Inspection Time task. With
this task subjects had to discriminate between space-invader like stimuli on the basis of
line length. The stimuli used were the same as those employed by Anderson (1988),
but were presented in a fixed order on a video-monitor, rather than generated directly
by computer. These stimuli were presented for a variety of exposure durations over a
number of trials (see Chapter Four for full details).

The purpose, of administering this task was twofold. The first purpose was to
contribute to the Nettelbeck/Anderson debate outlined in Chapter Three. Thus the task
was devised to explore whether there were differences in Inspection Time between
groups of IQ discrepent individuals matched for MA. Nettelbeck and colleagues (see,
for instance Wilson & Nettelbeck, 1986) have suggested that mental speed (which it is
proposed is measured by IT tasks) is related to MA. On this basis one might predict
that groups of normal and mentally retarded subjects matched for Mental age would
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not differ in their Inspection Times. In contrast, Anderson proposes that mental speed
reflects the efficiency of a basic-processing-mechanism and is related to IQ On this
basis one might predict that there would be significant differences in IT between
groups of MA-matched but IQ-discrepent individuals, assuming, that is, that IT is a
relatively 'pure' measure of mental speed.

The second reason for exploring these apparently IQ-related visual-perceptual
processes in matched groups of mentally handicapped and normal individuals, is to
enable one to compare and contrast such performance with potentially direct, domainspecific, or modular forms of visual processing, processes that one might propose are
unrelated to IQ. Thus, the task was also designed to allow comparisons to be made
with performance on the discrimination task presented in Chapter Six. More of that
shortly.

In relation to the debate regarding mental speed and intelligence, if one supports
Anderson's view of the IT-MA/IQ relationship, one can tentatively predict that
Inspection Times will he significantly longer fo r mentally retaded individuals than
fo r MA-matched non-retarded individuals.

B. Speed of perception of meaning in point-light displays of people
and objects : Hypotheses and predicitions

Chapter Five, reports the results of the first of three point-light display tasks
administered to subjects. This task was designed to assess two aspects of perceptual
functioning. The first of these was the speed with which mentally retarded individuals
organise point-light displays into a meaningful percept. The method used was similar in
form to the method employed by Johannson (1976). However, in addition to assessing
the speed with which subjects arrive at a percept of a person, subjects were also
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administered point-light displays depicting household objects that are commonly seen
in motion. The aim of this second part to the task was to assess whether there is
specificity in how individuals process each different type of information (i.e. differences
in the speed of apprehension of people versus objects), and therefore to see if there is
any evidence for domain specificity in the ability to organise person-displays vis-à-vis
object displays. The primary concern of this approach was whether mentally retarded
individuals required longer exposures to point-light displays to apprehend their
meaning than non-retarded children matched for mental age.

The first hypothesis was that if, as is suggested by the studies outlined in the beginning
of Chapter Three, the extraction of structure fi*om point-light displays involves a direct
and/or modular form of processing, then mentally handicapped individuals should not
be impaired in relation to MA-matched non-retarded individuals in their abilities to
rapidly identify these displays. If, however, person-perceptual processes are related to
intelligence, and dependent on centrally-mediated knowledge constraints, then it would
be the case that mentally retarded individuals would require longer exposures to person
arrays to be able to identify them as people.

On the basis of this proposal one can make tentative predictions regarding the
performance of mentally retarded individuals on the task presented in Chapter Five.
Specifically, one can propose that if recognition of the meaning contained in human
point-light displays involves innate 'direct' perceptual processes (i.e. processes
unmediated by symbolic or representational processing) then recognition o f human
meaning in point-light dislays will he acheived as rapidly hy naive mentally
retarded individuals as by naive MA-matched individuals o f normal IQ.

The second hypothesis is not only concerned with whether the perceptual processes
involved in recognition are innate and direct, but also whether they are domain
specific. If they are, then one proposed consequence is that the recognition o f
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dynamic point-light displays o f people will he acheived more rapidly than
recognition o f dynamic non-human forms, le, the recognition o f common objects.

Also, if the recognition of objects does not involve the same domain specific, 'direct*
perceptual processes employed in recognition of human point-light displays then one
might predict that, in contrast to recognition o f people, speed o f recognition o f
objects might be related to IQ and to central cognitive processes.

C. Discrimination between point-light displays of a Person and a
'Dummy': Hypotheses and Predicitons.

The task presented in Chapter Six was devised to be similar to the Inspection Time
task presented in Chapter Four. The concern was whether individuals could
discriminate between a point-light displays of a person and a display of a person-like
life size dummy. Thus, the task was constructed to assess whether subject groups were
equally able to discriminate between stimuli which were the same in terms of their
basic form (i.e. both presenting the same configurations of point-lights), but which
differed in terms of the type of meaning conveyed by their movement, one display
being of a person and one being a life-size dummy. The exemplars of the two types of
display were different fi’om each stimulus presentation to the next, and therefore
subjects were required to make judgements based on a common element of movement
(a higher order invariant), which could specify the identity of the stimulus. Thus,
subjects were not merely being asked to compare a single exemplar of a person moving
with a single exemplar of a 'dummy'. The hypothesis was that if the processing of such
movement information involves direct/bottom-up perceptual processes which are
unrelated to central proceses of thought, then the ability to form a coherent,
meaningful 'percept' from these moving patterns, and the ability to make a meaningful
discrimination based on this 'percept', will be unrelated to a subjects' general
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intellectual level (IQ). Consequently the prediction was that, in contrast to
performance on the Inspection Time task, mentally retarded subjects and nonretarded subjects will be equally able to make discriminations based on the
meanings contained in closely similar configurations o f human and non-human
point-light stimuli when they are presentedfo r very brief durations,

D. Emotion-perception and the perception of subjective states and
actions in point-light displays: Hypotheses and Predicitons

The final experimental tasks, presented in Chapter Seven, also investigated the
perception of point-light displays. In contrast to the tasks presented in Chapters Five
and Six, however, the two tasks presented in Chapter Seven were not concerned with
speed of perceptual processing, rather, these tasks were concerned with exploring the
range of meanings that individuals are able to 'pick-up' in the bodily movements of
others when presented in point-light form. The hypothesis was that, contrary to the
suggestions of a number of researchers who have investigated the social-perceptual
abilites of mentally retarded individuals (see Chapter Three), mentally retarded
individuals may not be impaired in perceiving complex social meanings such as
emotions and subjective states. The contention being that such meanings may be
specified in invariant movement patterns, and therefore may be perceived using
stimulus driven 'bottom-up', non-symbolic perceptual processes. As outlined in Chapter
Three there are strong reasons for being sceptical of the findings of previous studies
which have reported emotional-perceptual deficits in mentally retarded individuals. The
hypothesis was that, if one addresses a number of methodological concerns which
have tended to be overlooked in previous studies, that is one controls for task specific
factors, uses MA-matching, uses appropriate control tasks and, of particular
importance, one uses ecologically valid stimuli, then there is good theoretical reasons
for predicting that mentally retarded individuals will not be impaired in their capacities
for perceiving and naming emotional meanings.
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The two tasks presented in Chapter Seven attempted to explore subjects' spontaneous
comments regarding the emotional content of moving human point-light displays, as
well as assess subjects' abilities to name the actions and emotions of human point-light
displays when specifically asked to do so. Thus, the first task (the salience task)
required subjects to comment on what was happening when shown five human pointlight display presentations of a person expressing five emotional states. The second
task (the naming task) required subjects specifically to name actions and states when
asked to do so. The naming of actions was included as a control task to ascertain
whether any problems which may occur in naming stimuli are exclusive to naming
emotion stimuli or whether they are caused by task specific or general language based
problems.

Based on these theoretical considerations the prediction was that mentally retarded
subjects would be equally as liable to spontaneously comment on the emotional
nature o f point-light displays devised to depict emotions as non-retarded individuals
matched fo r MA, and that they would also be equally able to name the actions,
emotions and other subjective states depicted in point-light displays, when
specifically asked to,

II. S u b je c t

se l e c t io n , m a t c h in g

P r e se n t a t io n

&

order of

o f t a sk s .

As mentioned in Chapter Three and above, there are a number of methodological
concerns which need to be addressed when testing for perceptual abilities or disabilities
in mentally retarded individuals. The first of these regards appropriate subject
selection.
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A. Subject selection: Mentally retarded children
The mentally retarded subjects were drawn from two special schools. One was a
residential school in North Essex (Great Stony School), and the other a day school in
Croydon, London. The first note to make is that the participants were subjects who
could be classified as being mild/moderate mentally retarded. That is, they had IQs in
the range 50 to 70. In addition, the subjects tested were subjects who appeared to be
familially retarded. That is, there was no evidence of organic brain injury. This was
investigated by examining subjects' school notes, which were made available to the
author, and which detailed the participants medical and educational history. Of course
(as outlined in Chapter Two), just because an organic deficit can not be identified,
does not mean that none exists. However, it would appear that this sample of subjects
could safely be assumed to be primarily made up of familial mentally retarded
individuals.

B. Matching procedures
A primary concern was the use of appropriate matching procedures. For all the
following tasks, comparisons in performance were made between groups of mentally
retarded and non-retarded subjects who were individually matched for verbal Mental
Age, as assessed by the author using the British Picture Vocabulary Scale (Dunn, Dunn
& Whetton,1982). As outlined in Chapter Two, verbal measures of intelligence,
although restricted to one area of intellectual functioning, appear to give an adequate
measure of overall intellectual functioning.

The subjects who participated in the tasks outlined in Chapters Four to Six were the
same throughout. However, for the tasks outlined in Chapter Seven, only a small
number of those mentally retarded subjects who did the first three tasks performed this
task. Also, these subjects together with the other mentally retarded subjects who
participated in the tasks outlined in Chapter Seven, were matched for Mental Age with
an entirely different group of non-retarded children. Mentally retarded subjects were
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selected so that there was a range of MAs, CAs, and IQs The CAs ranged from 9y9m
to 15yl Im, and the MAs ranged from 6y0m to 10y3m (See Table 2.1).

C. Subject Selection: Non-retarded children

With regard to the non-retarded subjects. These were selected such that they came
from similar social backgrounds as the mentally retarded subjects tested - primarily
from inner-city London. The IQs of these subjects were selected to be in the normal
range for the mainstream schools from where they were selected. In this regard a large
number of non-retarded children were tested on the BPVS (approx 120), in order to
find individuals in the normal range of IQ, and of the same range of MAs as the
mentally retarded individuals.

It was found that the average IQ within these schools was slightly lower than the
general population norm. That is, that the average IQ was less than 100. However, for
the experiments outlined in Chapters Four, Five and Six, subjects to be matched with
the retarded subjects were selected who had IQs around the general population
average (i.e. around 100) rather than the school average. In contrast, the IQs of the
matched non-retarded subjects who participated in the tasks outlined in Chapter Seven
were around the average for the school (i.e around 90). This was because this was the
only way to get a new set of subjects for the second experiment who were of the same
MA as the mentally retarded subjects. Even though the average IQ of the non-retarded
subjects was lower than the general population norm, the average difference in IQ
between the matched pairs of retarded and non-retarded subjects who did these tasks
was still over 30 IQ points, which constitutes a difference of two standard deviations in

IQ.

The subject characteristics of the two groups of subjects who participated in the first
three tasks are presented in Tables 2.1 & 2.2. And the characteristics of subjects who
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participated in the tasks outlined in Chapter Seven are presented in Tables 2.3 & 2.4.
The two tables present BPVS mental ages. Chronological ages and the standardised
scores (equivalent to IQ scores) of the subjects. In some cases, the 'performance* or
'non-verbal' intelligence of mentally retarded subjects was also known (measured by the
WISC). These are also presented in the Tables.
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Table 2.1: Subject details of mentally retarded participants in the
tasks outlined in Chapters Four to Six
Inspection Time and
Person/Dummy tasks
(Chapters 4 & 6)

Person recognition task
(Chapter 5)
Subject
ID

Date of
administratioa
Cqr

1

5
4
6
4
14
7
14
5
11
5
5
24
14
24
24

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Moato

Tm h

j

90
90
91
90
91
91
91
90
91
90
90
91
91
91
91

12
12
3
12
3
3
3
12
4
12
12
4
3
4
4

BPVS
score

CA
| u - .

13
9
13
14
12
IS
13
13
14
15
12
16
15
15
15

2
9
10
7
4
1

8
5
5
11
5
5
8
11

56
57
62
64
69
72
73
75
77
78
78
81
91
94
93

6
6
6
6
7
7
7
8
8
8
8
8
10
10
10

2

74.7

8

11

14

Group Means :

VIQ

PIQ

0
2
8
11
5
9
10
1
4
5
5
9
0
4
3

49
68
53
51
65
56
62
65
63
58
71
55
69
70
67

58
81
40
55
61

1

66.1

MA
1

Modh.

Date of Inspection
Time task
DAT

-

78
71
54
61
77
71
-

-

1

M o*

21
21
4
16
9
9
16
26
22
13
21
16
9
16
13

5
5
7
5
5
5
5
6
5
6
5
7
5
7
6

1

Datet^
Person/Dummy
task

T «r

91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91

I

25
22
28
9
21
14
9
25
21
25
11
22
16
13
22

Modk

6
5
6
5
5
5
5
6
5
6
4
5
5
6
5

1

T«r

91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91

Table 2.2: Subject details of non-retarded participants in the
tasks outlined in Chapters Four to Six
Inspection Time and
Person/Dummy tasks
(Chapters 4 & 6)

Person recognition task
(Chapter 5)
Subject
ID

Date of
administration.
DV

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

5
5
21
29
24
24
29
24
12
24
24
29
29
31
31

1

CA
j

1
2
2
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Group Means

91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91

BPVS
score

MA

Uodta

VIQ

Date of Inspection
Time task
19
21
8
18
12
25
18
12
25
19
24
12
12
25
25

1 Uorthi

1

7
7
6
7
8
8
7
7
9
8
7
9
9
9
10

1
1
11
8
0
11
5
11
2
11
8
8
4
11
7

65
67
68
70
71
75
76
78
78
79
78
89
88
94
93

7
7
7
7
7
8
8
8
8
8
8
9
9
10
10

1
2
4
7
8
1
2
5
5
7
5
9
8
4
3

101
103
104
98
97
93
106
104
93
96
106
100
103
103
99

8

5

77.9

8

5

100.4

1
3
3
5
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
7
3
3
3
3

91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91

Datec^
Person/Dumcy
task
MW. 1
1
91
8
5
8
91
5
8
91
5
12
3
91
18
3
91
91
18
3
91
25
3
19
3
91
18
91
3
12
3
91
3
91
12
19
91
3
19
91
3
18
91
3
19
91
3
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Table 2.3: Subject details of mentally retarded participants in
the task outlined in Chapter Seven
Subject
ID

ID
du(4 4>
6

Day
14
8
14
8
8
8
14
14
14
8
8
8
8
9

8
7
11
6
9

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Dite (^testing of "States and
Actions tasks'
(Chapter 7)

-

3
2
-

1
-

4
-

Chronological Age

Mental Age
(BPVS)

1 Month 1 Year
92
7
92
7
92
7
92
7
92
7
92
7
92
7
92
7
92
7
92
92
7
92
7
92
7
92

Years | Months
8
11
8
4
8
2
7
11
7
7
7
3
2
7
2
2
3
11
3
9
7
3
3
3
4
0

6

Group Means:

Verbal

82
77
76
73
70
69
67
67
37
33
33
32
49
33

63
62
71
36
63
30
63
68
43
49
39
31
33
40

63

57

Years | Months
13
4
13
3
14
6
16
6
8
13
16
4
13
8
11
3
13
3
14
9
1
11
16
2
11
1
10
11

2

14

10

BPVS
Raw
Score

IQ

Date of testing 6[ "States and
Actions tasks' (Chapter 8)
Day

1
2
3
4
3
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

20
17
17
17
17
17
17
9
17
9
9
9

Month

Mental Age
(BPVS)

Chronological Age

BPVS Raw
Score

Verbal IQ

Year

Years

Months

Years

92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92

9
8
8
8
8
7
7
3
3
3
3
3
4

0
2
2
0
0
7
2
9
11
11
10
7
2
3

8
8
8
8
7
8
8
8
8
7
8
7
6
6

1
1
7
1
9
9
9
3
0
0
9
4
3
11

83
76
76
74
74
70
67
63
33
33
34
32
48
40

111
102
98
100
96
92
89
88
81
93
74
83
92
76

6

10

7

11

63.4

91.1

Group Means:

noelQ
(WISC)

Table 2.4: Subject details of non-retarded participants in
the task outlined in Chapter Seven
Subject
ID

Pcffiama

1 Months

71
78
77
-

34
48
61
81
63
38
33
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Indicated on Tables 2.1 and 2.2 are the dates on which each of the tasks presented in
Chapters Four to Six were administered. All subjects were presented with the task
outlined in Chapter Five ('recognition' task) prior to the other two tasks. This was
because this task was devised to assess the speed of recognition of naive observers,
therefore no other point-light task could be presented in advance of this task. The tasks
presented in Chapters Four and Six were not, however, presented in the same order to
participants. The order of presentation of these were varied down subjects, so that half
the subjects were administered the Person/Dummy task prior to the standard
Inspection Time task.

Section Two: Experimental studies
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N on

*^AIthough intelligence tests are the best measures of human
thinking we have, this does not commit us to believing that current
intelligence tests are good measures of the theoretical construct
’intelligence*.” (Anderson, 1992; pl6)

This chapter presents an exploration of the 'mental speed* of two groups of mentally
retarded and non-retarded children matched for Mental Age. Subjects were presented
with a standard Inspection Time (IT) task which assessed their capacités to
discriminate between briefly presented stimuli on the basis of line length. Theoretical
issues that relate to IT tasks have been outlined in Chapter Three. The main issue is
whether two groups of subjects who differ in IQ levels, require different durations of
exposure to simple visual stimuli in order to reach a given level of discrimination
performance, and, therefore, whether 'mental speed' may be directly related to
Intelligence.

The primary prediction here was that, in relation to non-retarded control subjects of
the same level of cognitive attainment (as indicated by Mental Age), mentally retarded
individuals would require longer exposures to simple visual line-length stimuli in order
to reach a required level of discrimination performance. Furthermore, it was predicted
that there would be a large and significant correlation between, the duration of
stimulus presentations necessary for individual retarded and non-retarded subjects to
reach a pre-determined level, and IQ, and that the correlation of performance with IQ
(an index of overall intellectual level) would be greater than the correlation between IT
performance and MA (an index of general developmental level).
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4.1 M e t h o d
In Inspection Time tasks, subjects are repeatedly presented with stimuli consisting of
two lines of either equal or unequal length, and they are asked to indicate which type
of stimulus they have 'seen'. Subjects are given as long as they require to arrive at each
judgement, and to make their response, but the stimuli are presented for only short
intervals. The interval of time for which each stimulus is presented to subjects is varied
over a number of trials, and a subject's 'Inspection Time' is taken to be the minimum
length of time that the stimuli need to be presented, in order for a subject to attain a
specified level of discrimination performance. This is usually set at around 95%
accuracy.

A. Subjects
The subjects were 15 mentally retarded, and 15 non-retarded children closely matched
for verbal Mental Age at the time of performing the task (See the introduction to this
section for details of matching procedures).

B. Materials
The stimuli used in this task were the same as those employed in previous Inspection
Time tasks (Anderson, 1988). Inspection Time tasks often use a computer controlled
'stepwise' method for determining each subject's Inspection Time (IT). With a stepwise
method, the exposure duration of a stimulus on each trial is determined by the subject's
performance on the immediately preceding trial. In other words, when a subject makes
an incorrect judgement the duration of the next trial is increased, and when a subject
succeeds the duration is decreased. However, as comparisons were to be made
between discrimination performance on this task and performance on tasks that involve
the recognition and discrimination of point-light displays presented on a video monitor
(see Chapters Five to Seven), it was decided that the computer-generated 'spaceinvader' stimuli would be recorded onto video-tape. This enabled the means of
presentation of the different forms of stimuli to be standardised accross tasks.
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Video recordings were taken from a computer program developed by Anderson (1988)
for presenting Inspection Time stimuli. The 'space-invader* type stimuli generated in
this manner had two vertical 'antennae' which were either equal (both long) or unequal
(one long and one short) in length. The antennae were the line-length' features on
which discrimination judgements were to be made

The lengths of the vertical

antennae, when displayed on a video screen, were 10mm for the longer antennae and
5mm for the shorter. The total height of the space-invader stimulus was 22mm. Each
trial began with the appearance of a 2.5cm 'bush-like' mask from behind which a
stimulus was revealed. A trial ended with the 'bush' backward-masking or hiding the
stimulus. The exposure duration for a stimulus was the time between the disappearance
and re-appearance of the 'bush'. Video recordings were made of three space-invader
stimuli which were presented for a number of different exposure durations. From these
recordings a test tape was constructed. The stimuli are represented in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1:

Inspection time space invader* stimuli.
Antennae are either equal or unequal in length.

Construction o f the test tape.
In total, six different durations of stimulus presentation were selected which
corresponded to the range of exposure durations that the subject groups might be
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expected to require in order to achieve the necessary discrimination accuracy. These
durations of stimulus presentation were determined by piloting, and by examination of
findings fi’om other studies employing similar stimuli with similar subject populations.
For example, Hulme and Turnbull (1983) reported that for the group of 6-7 year old
non-retarded children tested in their study, accurate discrimination was acheived with
stimulus presentations ranging from 70 to 175 msec in duration, with a mean of 98ms.
Anderson (1977) reported that in his studies the exposure durations necessary for
subjects with IQs of between 44 and 133 to acheive the required level of perfromance,
ranged between 15 and 220msec. On this basis, and on advice from Anderson
(personal communication), stimulus presentations of 60, 80, 100, 120, 140, & 180
msec duration were selected^.

To allow for any potential group differences in performance, it was decided that a
minimum of eight discrimination trials of each of the six stimulus presentation
durations would be required (48 trials in total). Thus, a chance level of performance
for each exposure duration would be 4 out of 8. For each exposure duration the
stimulus with equal length antennae was presented four times, and the two stimuli with
un-equal length antennae were presented twice each.

The 48 trials were recorded onto a test video-tape in a 'semi-randomised' fixed order.
Thus all subjects were to see the stimuli in the same order. The total of 6 x 8 trials
were distributed evenly over four 12-trial blocks, with each block containing two
presentations of each of the six exposure durations. Also, within each 12-trial block
there were an even number of stimuli with equal and unequal length antennae. Stimulus
presentations were distributed in this way to enable an examination of attentional

^
The minimum difference between exposure durations was 20msec. This corresponds to a
video fiume which contains one 'scan' of video information, and is the minimum difference achievable
when transferring from computer onto video-tape. Thus the stimulus presentations incremented by
20msecs from 60 to 140 msecs. A final exposure of ISOmsecs was also included to enable 'slowef
subjects to attain the necessary performance levels.
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decrement, bias in responding, and the effects of learning over the course of the 48
trials. Although the number of stimulus presentations of each exposure duration, and
the number of stimuli with equal and unequal length stimuli were evenly distributed
across the four 12-trial blocks, within each 12-trial block the stimuli were randomly
distributed so that subjects were unlikely to be able to 'predict' what type of stimulus
might occur next in the sequence of trials. On the test tape there was a 2-second gap
between each trial. This gap allowed the experimenter to 'pause' the tape and to allow
the subjects to take as much time as they wished to make their response.

The type of stimulus presented on each of the 48 inter-mixed trials is indicated on the
score sheet template in Appendix 4.1.

Response measures
The response subjects were required to make, was to point to the picture that 'goes
with' the stimulus presented. Subjects were asked to select, from the three pictures of
stimuli presented in Figure 4.1, the picture that represented the stimulus shown.
Consequently, responses to presentations of stimuli with different length antennae
could be scored in two different ways. Firstly, the subject could be scored according to
exact responding. That is, when a stimulus is presented, a subject's response is only
deemed to be correct if the subject has pointed to the picture that exactly corresponds
to the stimulus presented, namely the exact one of the two pictures depicting stimuli
with different length antennae. The second means of scoring, is to score subjects as
'correct' if, on presentation of one of the two 'different' stimulus, they point to either of
the two 'different' pictorial representations.

In past studies of Inspection Time (see Anderson, 1992 for a review), it has been
reported that asking subjects to point to the exact pictorial representaion of a stimulus,
rather than asking them to make purely 'same' versus 'different' responses, results in
subjects requiring longer stimulus presentations to reach the desired level of
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discrimination performance. It has been proposed that this is because the cognitive
demands of the task are increased (Anderson, 1989a). For the present task, subjects
were asked specifically to point to the picture that went with the stimulus shown, but
both methods of scoring were employed.

C. Procedure
As discussed in the introduction to this section of the thesis, subjects were presented
with this task after having previously completed the task outlined in Chapter Five.
Additionally, half the subjects were presented with the task outlined in Chapter Six
prior to being presented with this task. The task was administered using a portable
National Panasonic (AG-500B) VHS video presenter (monitor and player combined)
which has a 12” (approx. 30cm) screen. During administration of all tasks the contrast
was turned to maximum and colour to minimum with the brightness controls set to
normal. All subjects were familiar with the experimental setting. Subjects were tested
either in an empty class room in the school, the school medical room, or in a common
room used by pupils during break times. Subjects sat V2 to 1 metre away from the
screen.

Instructions
Subjects were told :
"You are going to see some 'space invaders' on the T V. These
space invaders have sticks coming from their heads. "

The experimenter (E) then pointed at the two pictures of the space invader stimuli with
unequal length antennae and said :
" Some of the space invaders have got a broken stick..."
(E) then pointed to the picture of the stimulus with equal length antennae and said:
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**...and some of them have got two sticks that are o k., and are still
the same length."
Subjects were then shown three, 5-second examples of the three space invaders and
(E) said:
" I am going to show you some space invaders on the screen. I
want you to point to the picture that goes with the space invader
you see."

If the subject failed to respond correctly, the trials were repeated until the subject
responded satisfactorily. All subjects responded adequately at this point.

Next, subjects were shown the visual 'mask'. When shown on the screen this consisted
of a collection of horizontal, vertical, diagonal and curved lines grouped in a pattern
that resembled a bush. Subjects were then shown three long (1000msec) exposures of
the three stimuli. The stimuli were masked prior to and following presentation by the
'bush'. Subjects were told:
" Here is a bush. Behind the bush will be hidden one of the three
space invaders. When the bush disappears you will be able to see
one of the space invaders, but not for long. Watch carefully, and
then point to the picture of the space invader you saw. "

Again, all subjects responded adequately. Finally, the subjects were given the task
proper. Subjects were told:
"Now I am going to show you some more bits of video where the
space invaders appear from behind the bush. This time you won't
see them for long so watch carefully. Then take as long as you like
and point to the picture of the space invader you saw."
Between exposures, the experimenter covered the screen with a piece of cardboard,
and paused the tape. This allowed subjects as long as they wished to make their
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responses, and subjects' responses were scored on score sheets as presented in
Appendix 4.1.

Scoring
For determining Inspection Time the acceptable level of performance is taken as being
a certain percentage of discriminations correct. Although a criterion level of 97.5%
correct has often been used for ascribing error-free performance, levels of accuracy of
70% and upward have also been found to be acceptable as criteria and have resulted in
similar correlations between IT and IQ (Nettelbeck, 1987). For this study, where a
comparison was to be made between this task and that discussed in Chapter Six, both
of which differed in levels of difficulty, it was decided to set the criterion to correspond
with the difficulty of the task involved. Thus for this task the shortest exposure
duration for which a subject scored ^ 7/8 (87.5%) correct for a set of trials was taken
to be the Inspection Time for that subject^. In addition to scoring according to a
criterion (which is to a large degree arbitary), one can also examine performance with
respect to the total number of correct discriminations made between stimuli when
presented at each of the six different exposure durations, and also the total number
correct over all 48 trials.

4.2 R e su lt s
A. Exploring group performance
Thus, as implied above, there were two approaches to exploring differences or
similarities in group performance. The first approach was to apply parametric statistics
to the data fi*om all 15 pairs of subjects, and to test for group differences in mean
discrimination performance across exposure durations. The second was to look purely

^
The criterion was determined as follows. The mean number of correct discriminations out of
8 over all 6 durations was calculated. This mean was 6.464. The criterion was set as the nearest
integer above this. i.e. 7 out of 8.
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at group performance based on an estimate of the minimum exposures required to
reach a set threshold of 7/8 correct.

Discrimination performance at each exposure duration.
Figure 4.2 shows the mean number of correct responses^ given at each exposure
duration for each set of eight stimuli.

8
7

I 65
o
o

- ^ - Non-retarded
- # - Mentally retarded

& 4
E
3

I

Simple effects:

2

*p<0.06
•*p<0.01

1

ns: no sig difference

0 1-

/ / H

4-

/ /

60

80

100

120

140

180

Duration of stimulus presentation (msec)
Figure 4.2:

Mean number of correct responses at each exposure
duration for groups of MA-matched mentally retarded
and non-retarded children.

A repeated measures analysis of variance^ examining the mean performance of the two
groups over the different exposure durations (exposure duration being the within
subjects factor) showed there to be significant effects of change in exposure duration
[F(5,24) = 42.86, p < 0.001], and significant differences in group performance [F(l,28)
= 47.02, p < 0.005]. Also there was a significant interaction of exposure duration by

^
It should be noted that scores are based on correct 'same* v 'different* responses (see method).
An examination of each form of scoring is presented shortly.
^
It should be noted that 'group diagnosis' was considered to be a between subjects factor even
though the two groups were matched for mental age. This constitutes a more conservative way of
assessing group differences. However, it should also be noted that a full repeated measures ANOVA
yields similar results.
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group [F(5,24) = 2.8, p < 0.05]. The source of the interaction was that the significant
differences between groups at medium exposure durations contrasted with the results
at low exposure durations (at 60msec performance of both subject groups were at
chance levels), and at long exposure durations (at 180msec performance levels
approached ceiling). In fact, an examination of simple effects with independent t-tests
(also illustrated in Figure 4.2) revealed that the non-retarded group of subjects had
significantly higher mean discrimination scores for stimulus durations of 80msec
(p<0.01, 2-tailed), 100msec (p<0.01, 2-tailed), 120msec ( p<0.05, 2-tailed) and 140
msec (p<0.05, 2-tailed).

The results suggest that non-retarded subjects require shorter durations of presentation
to accurately discriminate betweeen stimuli than mentally retarded individuals. At
60msec it would appear that both groups of subjects were performing near chance
levels, but that with stimulus presentations of at least 100msec, and probably 80msec,
non-retarded subjects were significantly more able to discriminate between stimuli than
mentally retarded subjects, who continued to perform at chance levels. In contrast, at
the longer exposure durations, both groups appeared equally able to discriminate
between stimuli, with discrimination approaching ceiling levels of accuracy.

Thus, these results suggest that the two groups differ in their capacities for processing
these stimuli, and that mentally retarded subjects need longer presentations to reach the
same level of performance as MA-matched non-retarded controls. Having said this,
there are other factors which may determine performance over and above visual
processing abilities. In the following sections we explore the influence of a number of
these factors.

B. Individuals' task performance
As described earlier, there are two ways of scoring subject responses -either in terms
of absolute correct responses, or in terms of same/different responses. Thus, a major
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initial concern is whether scoring the subjects in one way, rather than another, is likely
to affect the overall profiles of performance.

Scoring
A detailed representation of each individual's task performance when scored according
to the two methods is included in Appendix 4.2. Examination of performance suggests
that, for the majority of subjects, there was little difference between performance levels
when subjects were scored for discrimination between stimuli based on 'same' v
'different' distinctions, compared with when they were scored for exact responses.
Also, there did not appear to be any difference between the two groups in the number
of times, when a stimulus was presented which had 'different' length antennae, that
subjects responded by pointing to the wrong one of the two pictures of the stimuli with
'different' length antennae.

Having said this, there were a minority of subjects in each group of subjects (i.e.
Mentally retarded subjects 2, 5, 14 & 15; Non-retarded subjects 1, 3, 8, & 9) for
whom there was a difference between performance when scored for exact responses as
opposed to the 'same' v 'different' distinction. It is possible that these subjects
registered that a stimulus had unequal length antennae but subsequently failed to pick
the correct stimulus representation of the two 'unequal' stimulus pictures available, and
that in these cases there was a problem with responding to, rather than with the
registration of, stimulus properties. If this is the case then taking an index of
performance based on same/different responses should give a truer representation of
capacities for discrimination. For this reason all analysis is based on 'same' versus
'different' responses, rather than being based on exact responses.

The performance of each mentally retarded and paired non-retarded control subject,
scored according to the same/different distinction, are illustrated, side-by side, in
Figure 4.3(a-d). The individual graphs show each subject's discrimination performance
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for each duration of stimulus presentation (based on same/different responding), and
show the minimum duration at which each subject reached the threshold level of
performance of 7/8 correct. Also marked on each graph, are details regarding the
subject's mental age, chronological age, verbal IQ, and, where known, Performance'
IQ
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Figure 4.3:

Individuals* performance on the IT task: Number of correct same
different responses for each exposure duration. The vertical
dotted line illustrates the exposure duration for which the
threshold of 7/8 correct was reached
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Mentally retarded subjects
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Mentally retarded subjects
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Mentally retarded subjects

Non-retarded subjects
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Examination of individuals' performance data shows that 3 mentally retarded subjects
(3,9&10) failed to reach the required level of performance at any exposure duration. In
other words they did not make at least 7/8 correct responses at any point, whereas all
of the MA-matched non-retarded children reached criterion at some point. It should
also be noted that the performance of most subjects approximate a cumulative normal
ogive curve.

180
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Attention to task
Examination of Figure 4.3 (a-d) reveals that for some mentally retarded subjects there
were fluctuations in performance levels over the different exposure durations (refer to
the graphs for mentally retarded subjects 1,8,13,& 14). This could be indicative of a
general attentional deficit in mentally retarded individuals which may, potentially, be a
cause of group differences. Having said this, such a deficit might be expected to
decrease performance levels across all exposure durations for the mentally retarded
group, and, in fact, of the 12 mentally retarded subjects who reached the desired level
of performance, ten scored a maximum of 8/8 correct on at least one of the longer
exposure durations. This suggests that, in general, subjects were attending to the
stimuli adequately, as otherwise the ceiling level of performance could not have been
attained. Further support for this suggestion can be gained from examining mean
performance levels (see Figure 4.2). At 180msec - the longest exposure duration- the
mentally retarded and non-retarded groups have equivalent levels of performance even
though the stimuli were distributed evenly across the 48 trials. Thus, the evidence
suggests that a general attentional problem is not responsible for differences in
performance, as an impairment on all exposures in relation to non-retarded children
would be expected under these circumstances.

Group performance in identifying individual stimuli
Figure 4.4 presents subject responses for each of the 48 stimuli. The graph shows, for
each stimulus grouped according to duration of presentation, the number of individuals
fi’om each group who correctly indicated whether the stimulus had antennae of the
"same" or "different" lengths.
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60msec

□ Mentally Retarded

80msec

100msec

120msec

140msec

180msec

Stimulus presentations grouped by exposure duration

■ Non-retarded

Figure 4.4:

Number of correct responses made on each stimulus by subjects in
each group. The graph indicates, for each of the 48 stimuli, the number of
individuals from each group who made a correct response. The respose profiles for
stimulus presentations are grouped together according to presentation duration to
allow for appropriate comparisons to be made. Thus, stimulus presentations of the
same duration are presented together, and numbered according to the order that the
stimuli appeared in relation to other stimuli of the same duration, rather than
according to their order within the 48 trials. The overall order of presentation of
stimuli is indicated in Appendix 4.1.

The first thing to note when examining the data presented in Figure 4.4, is that the
number of individuals making correct responses over the groups of stimulus
presentations, appears to increase with increase in the duration of the presentations.
Also, the graph suggests that the rate of increase in correct responses may vary from
group to group. These observations are bom out by examination of the group means
presented in the previous section (see Figure 4.2). Of specific interest here is that, at
shorter durations (particularly at bOmsecs), there is a notable fluctuation in the number
of individuals making correct responses across the eight stimulus présentions of the
same duration.

These fluctuations may be because subjects were employing a particular response
strategy when presented with stimuli for short durations. It is possible, for example.
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that, when subjects were unsure of the veracity of their response, they tended,
predominantly, to indicate either "same" or "different". In fact, further examination
revealed that those stimulus presentations of 60msec duration where the number of
correct responses were high, were mostly stimulus presentations where the stimuli had
antennae of the same length. This suggests that subjects may have been responding by
indicating "same" for stimulus presentations of short durations where they were
unsure of the correct response. Of particular interest, is that major fluctuations in
performance across stimulus presentations of the same duration are manifested by both
groups with stimulus presentations of 60msecs, whereas, with exposures of 80 and
100msec, fluctuations are only manifested by the mentally retarded subject group.
Finally, at the longer exposure durations, both groups appear to perform similarly,
showing very little fluctuation in performance, with the majority of both groups of
subjects responding accurately across the set of 8 stimulus presentations .

Response bias.
To explore further the possiblity that a response bias may exist for presentations of
short durations, the mean number of "same" responses given by the subject groups
over the six different exposure durations were calculated. The mean numbers of
"same" and "different" responses given by each subject at each exposure duration are
plotted in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5 :

Mean number of **same** responses given at each
exposure duration by each diagnostic group.
Note that at 60msecs both groups were biased towards indicating that
the stimulus' antennae were of the same length. At SOmsecs only the
mentally retarded groiq) appeared to be biased in this way. At longer
stimulus presentations both groups gave an equal number of "same"
and "different" responses.

If subjects were unable to discriminate between stimuli, and were responding totally
randomly, then one would expect the mean number of "same” and "different”
responses made by subjects to be equally distributed - i.e. one would expect subjects
on average to make around 4 of each type of response. Also, if subjects were able to
discriminate between stimuli one would expect the number of "same” and "different”
responses to be evenly distributed, as there are an equal number of "same” and
"different” stimuli.

Figure 4.5 illustrates that, for stimuli of 60msecs, where random performance would be
most likely to occur, there was a strong bias for both groups towards indicating that
the stimulus had antennae of the same length -each group averaging around 516 "same”
responses. For the mentally retarded group this pattern also occurs with stimulus
presentations of 80msec. However, for the non-retarded control group, the tendency
to be biased towards a "same” response, decreased markedly with stimulus
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presentations of 80msec duration and, on examination of Figure 4.5 (and Figure 4.2
presented earlier), it appears that this decrease coincides with an overall increase in the
number of correct responses made. In fact, at 80msec, there was a significant
difference between the two groups in the number of "same" responses made
(Independent t-test, t=2.19, p<0.05, 2-tailed), with non-retarded subjects responding,
on average, at the 'expected' rate of around 4 of 8 "same" responses, and with mentally
retarded subjects responding, on average, with around 5 of 8 "same" responses. At the
longer durations of stimulus presentation the bias of the mentally retarded group
towards "same" responses decreased, and there was no difference between groups.

It would appear, therefore, that the two groups perform similarly at 60msecs with both
groups being similarly poor at making discriminations and sticking to a response set.
Also, with longer stimulus presentations, where both groups appear to make more
correct discriminations between stimuli, there is no bias, with both groups indicating
"same" and "different" in equal measures.

Performance across trial blocks
A further potential cause of group differences might be a differential fall-off in
attention over the course of the 48 trials -it might be that mentally retarded subjects
show poorer attention vis-à-vis non-retarded children as the test progresses. As
outlined earlier, in the construction of the test it was ensured that stimulus
presentations were evenly distributed across four 12-trial blocks, with two stimulus
presentations of each of the six exposure durations being included in each block.
Constructing the test in this way allows one to explore whether or not subjects'
attention falls over the course of testing. If a subject's level of discrimination
performance were maintained throughout the testing, then the subject would make a
similar number of correct responses out of 12 in each 12-trial block. In contrast, if a
subject's performance improved or deteriorated over the 48 trials, then this would be
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reflected in the scores over the four 12-trial blocks. Figure 4.6 illustrates mean
performance levels over the four 12-trial blocks.
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Number of correct responses given over each block of 12
trials by each group.
Each trial block contained two presentations of each of the six exposure
durations: 60,80,100,120,140 &180msecs.

The figure suggests that both groups show an slight improvement in performance from
the first trial block to the second, and that both groups maintain these levels of
performance over subsequent blocks, with the non-retarded subjects making around 10
to 11 correct responses out of 12 in each trial block compared to around 8 to 9
correct responses for the mentally retarded group. There is no group specific
decrement in attention.

As Figure 4.2 has already illustrated, the two subject groups appear to perform equally
with stimulus presentations of 60msec and 180msec duration, and, taking this finding
together with the data presented in Figure 4.6, this suggests that attentional
decrements were not responsible for determining performance levels on this task .

In fact. Figure 4.6 further illustrates how the two groups differed significantly and
consistently in their ability to discriminate between stimuli of shorter durations. The
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difference between the groups' performance levels across the four 12-trial blocks
reflecting the consistently better performance of the non-retarded subjects in
discriminating stimuli presented for the shorter exposure durations of 80 and 100msec.

Internal consistency/reliability
Overall there were high correlations between subjects' performance on each of the 12trial blocks (see Table 4.1). In fact, taking each block as a sub-scale of the overall
discrimination measure, Cronbach's alpha is 0.82, indicating that the scale has a high
degree of reliability.

Table 4.1: Correlations between performance on each
12-trial block (n = 30)
Trials 1-12

Trials 13-24

Trials 13-24

.51

Trials 25-36

.23!

.61

Trials 37-48

.60

.69

Trials 25-36

.53

t Non-significant correlation.
All other correlations are significant (p <0.005; 2-tailed)

Performance levels^ excluding subjects who failed to reach criterion.
Examination of the data presented in Figure 4.3 suggested that three mentally retarded
subjects (3,9 &10) may have been performing randomly throughout. These subjects
failed to reach the criterion at any exposure duration. In fact, these subjects, although
predominantly incorrect, were not responding randomly and showed a significant bias
(binomial p<0.05) across all exposures towards making one response ("same" or
"different" rather than the other. Subjects 9 and 10 predominantly indicated that stimuli
had antennae of the same length (41 and 30 responses out of 48 respectively). Subject
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3, in contrast, indicated a response of ''different” on 38 of the 48 trials. This subject
was the only subject of either group to be biased towards responding "different”.

It could be proposed, then, that these three subjects were over-applying a strategy
rather than attending to the stimuli on a trial-by-trial basis, and that this was the reason
for their inability to reach criterion levels of perfromance -although it is also possible
that the stimulus presentations throughout were simply not long enough to enable
these subjects to make correct discriminations. For this reason, group performances
were re-assessed excluding the three subjects mentioned above and their matched non
retarded controls. Figure 4.7 shows mean group performance with the exclusion of the
three pairs of subjects.
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Figure 4.7:

Mean number of correct responses for mentally retarded
and non-retarded children having excluded subject
pairs 3,9,&10.

Statistical tests confirm the impression given by Figure 4.7 that, even with the
exclusion of those subjects who may have been inattentive and over-employing
response strategies, there is still a performance difference between subject groups over
the middle presentation durations (80-140msec), and that subject groups are still
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equivalent at 60msec, where performance is random, and at 180msec where
performance was at ceiling. This suggests that there is a genuine difference between
groups in the minimum duration of stimulus presentations needed for subjects to be
able to discriminate between stimuli, and that non-retarded subjects are able to
discriminate between stimuli with shorter exposures than mental age matched mentally
retarded subjects.

C. Estimates of Inspection Time
The results so far support the hypothesis that MA-matched mentally retarded and nonretarded control subjects differ in the minimum duration of stimulus presentations they
require to make accurate discriminations. However, up to this point we have only
explored differences in the mean number of correct discriminations made at each
exposure duration. An alternative way of exploring the data is to look for group
differences in the exposure duration at which subjects attain the required level of
performance accuracy, namely the minimum exposure duration at which subjects score
7/8 correct. The duration of the stimulus presentations at which performance levels
reach this criterion can then be taken as a subject's estimated 'Inspection Time'. On the
basis of previous Inspection Time experiments, it would be predicted that the matched
non-retarded control subjects would have lower estimated Inspection Times than the
mentally retarded subjects when a criterion of 7/8 is employed.

In this task, the Inspection times which could be ascribed to subjects were restricted to
the six durations selected -i.e. 60, 80, 100, 120, 140 & 180msecs. Consequently, the
duration at which the set criterion level of performance was acheived may have been an
over-estimate of the actual minimum inspection time that may be obtained using
stepwise methods of assessment. One method of obtaining an IT estimate when using
fixed stimuli is to calculate the signal detection parameter d ' (Green and Swets, 1966)
for each exposure duration, then to do a linear regression of exposure duration on d* to
find the exposure duration which yields a d ' equivalent to the accuracy level required
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(i.e. 3.94 for 97.5% accuracy). However, this technique produces Inspection Time
estimates of durations to which subjects have not been exposed, and is not, therefore,
as conservative as taking the actually measured exposure at which the criterion was
reached.

Thus, for this study, in order to be prudent in estimating IT, particularly given the low
number of trials for each subject at each exposure duration and the fluctuations in
performance observed in some individuals, a subject was ascribed an estimated
Inspection Time based on the actual exposure duration at which he or she reached the
set criterion. These threshold estimates are marked for each subject on Figure 4.3 (ad), and Figure 4.8 presents the distribution of the Inspection Times ascribed to subjects
using this this form of estimation.
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Figure 4.8:
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criterion at each exposure duration.

The first thing to note when looking at Figure 4.8, is that nine of the fifteen nonretarded subjects were ascribed an IT of 80msec or less. In other words these subjects
made more than seven out of eight correct responses for stimulus presentations of this
duration. This compared with only three mentally retarded subjects who were ascribed
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ITs of such a short duration. Secondly, when comparing matched pairs of subjects, the
results were that in 10 of the 15 MA matched pairs, the control subject had a lower
Inspection Time than the mentally retarded subject (this includes the three pairs where
the mentally retarded subject failed to reach criterion where, for this purpose, an
arbitary IT of 200msec was ascribed). There were 3 pairs in which the mentally
retarded and matched control subject had the same Inspection Times, and two pairs
where the mentally retarded subject had a lower IT than the MA matched control
subject. A sign test confirmed there was a significant difference between the two
groups (p=0.019, 1-tailed).

In the two pairs where the mentally retarded subject's IT was less than the IT of their
MA- matched non-retarded control (subject pairs 1 and 12), the IT differed by only
20msec (100 v 120msec and 60 v 80msec respectively). In the case of subject-pair 1,
there was reason to suppose that the mentally retarded subject may have acheived the
criterion by chance, as overall they showed a significant bias in responding with 40 of
their 48 responses being "same" responses. In this case, even though the subject
reached criterion at 100msec, the criterion level of responding was only acheived again
with presentations of 180msec. This too suggests that the lower estimate of IT may
have been incorrect. In the case of subject pair 12, both the mentally retarded and nonretarded subject were performing near ceiling, and, if a greater number of presentations
had been given, it is possible that such a difference may not have occured. Having said
this, it is of interest that this one retarded subject appeared to process the information
as quickly as they did given the theoretical issues outlined already.

In general, explorations of the data, presented above, support the hypothesis that
mentally retarded subjects require longer exposures in order to make discriminations
than non-retarded individuals of comparable mental age.
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D. Correlations of performance with IQ and MA
An issue of theoretical importance is whether Inspection Time correlates more with IQ
or with MA. There are a number of ways in which to examine this relationship.

Estimated IT against Verbal IQ and MA
Firstly, correlations can be calculated between verbal IQ (VIQ) as represented by
BPVS scores standardised for age, verbal mental age (MA) given by the BPVS, and
Inspection time as estimated with a threshold of 7/8 (I'P^*). For these correlations,
IT7/8 for the three subjects who failed to reach criterion was assumed to be 200msec.
The data are illustrated in Figures 4.9 - 4.11. Figure 4.9 is a scatterplot of VIQ against

IT7/8.
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Figure 4.9:

Scatter plot of verbal IQ against

for all subjects.

Data points represented by an open circle represent those mentally
retarded subjects that 6iled to reach criterion throughout, and who
were ascribed an IT of 200msecs

The data presented in Figure 4.9 yielded the following correlations: There was a high
negative correlation between VIQ and IP^*: r = -0.5260, p < 0.005 (2-tailed). In
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contrast, the correlation between verbal MA and IT yielded a non-significant
correlation: r = -0.2440,ns. Of course the two groups presented together in Figure
4.9 are specifically discrepant in their IQs, and present isolated clusters. Thus the
correlations calculated may not represent the true relationship between IQ and IT,
and one must be cautious in drawing conclusions fi*om such data. However the data do
suggest that there is a significant relationship between the minimum exposure duration
required to make discriminations, and a subject's Intelligence. In contrast, the
correlation between IT and MA is low. Figures 4.10 and 4.11 show the distributions of
IT with IQ when looking at each group seperately.
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Figure 4.11: Scatter plot of verbal
IQ against
for nonretarded subjects

Taking the two groups separately the correlations of IP^* with MA and IQ are
presented in Table 4.2:
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Table 4.2: Correlations of IT^/* with MA and IQ for each
group taken seperately
IT with MA

IT with IQ

Mentally retarded

-.19

-.29

Non-retarded

-.26

-.41

Thus, when examining each group individually one also finds higher correlations
between VIQ and IT than between MA and IT, although given the small numbers in
each group none of these correlations are significant.

Total number correct against verbal IQ and MA
The second index of performance which can be used to explore the relationship
between Verbal IQ and speed of processing, is the total number of correct responses
over all exposure durations (TC). Figure 4.12 shows the relationship between verbal
IQ and overall performance.
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The data yielded the following correlations: There was a high positive correlation
between Verbal IQ and the total number of correct responses made (TC) : r = -0.6199,
p < 0.001 (2-tailed). In contrast, the correlation between verbal MA and TC yielded a
non-significant correlation : r = -0.2440,ns.

Again, of interest is whether the correlation between VIQ and IT performance (in this
case total number correct) is due primarily to the use of groups that differ markedly in
IQ Thus, the correlations for each of the groups separately were also examined.
Figures 4.13 & 4.14 are scatter plots, showing the relationship between VIQ and Total
number correct (TC) for each of the two subject groups.
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Taking the two groups separately, the correlations between the total number of correct
response made over the 48 trials, and Verbal IQ are presented in Table 4.3.
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Table 4.3: Correlations, for each group seperately, of the total
number of correct discriminations made (TC) with MA and
%

____________________________________

TC with MA ____________ TC with IQ
Mentally retarded

-.19

-.32

Non-retarded

-.26

-.59*

* significant correlation (p<0.05, 2-tailed)

Thus, when the groups are examined independently there are within group correlations
between Verbal IQ and the total number of correct discriminations (although only for
the normal group), and the coefficients are larger than those for the correlation of MA
with total number correct. It would appear, therefore, that both the correlational
analyses support the hypothesis that there may be a relationship between mental speed
and Intelligence.

4 J D is c u s s io n
The Study indicated that there were significant differences between the two groups in
the minimum exposures required to make discriminations. The differences were
manifested both when examining the total number of correct discriminations at each
exposure duration, and in estimates of IT (even with the exclusion of individuals who
failed to reach criterion). Together with the significant correlations found when
examining the relationship between peformance and verbal IQ these findings suggest
that there is a relationship between speed of visual processing and intelligence.

Of particular interest is that differences occur between groups even though the groups
were matched for Mental age, and that the performance indices (estimated IT and total
number correct) correlate more highly with IQ than with MA across and within
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groups. Thus the findings taken together tend to support the view of Anderson(1992)
that IT is more related to IQ than MA.

Further theoretical implications are discussed in Chapter Eight. In the remaining part of
this discussion I shall deal with issues regarding methodology.

A. Response measures
When responding to stimuli where antennae were of differing lengths, a number of
subjects responded by pointing to the wrong one of the two "unequal' pictorial
representations of the stimuli. It may be that these subjects were able to make a correct
discrimination in terms of whether a stimulus had antennae that were the same or
different in length, but were unable to be exact because they could not cope with the
form of response required. Having said this, it may be that they were performing
randomly, and pointed to the "wrong" one of the two by chance. Whatever the reasons
for the types of responses given by subjects in this study, it is apparent that the form of
response measure employed may affect performance levels, and that increasing the
response demands may produce longer ITs. This has already been proposed by
workers in the field, and it has been suggested (Anderson, 1989b) that such an effect is
more pronounced for individuals of lower than higher MAs (i.e. Syears v 12years).
However, in this study, subjects who made the most errors were not just those with the
lowest MAs (See Appendix 4.2, refer to Mentally retarded subjects: 2, 5, 14 & 15 and
Non-retarded subjects: 1, 3, 8, & 9). This suggests that the tendency to respond in this
manner is not specifically MA-related. If this form of responding is not related to MA
it is possible that this is not a product of "cognitive" aspects of the response measure although this is not clear, but may be due to random variance in responding, or to
individual differences in attentiveness. Whatever the reasons, in the final analysis the
different ways of recording responses, same/different versus exact responding, had no
effect on the finding that the two groups differed in overall levels of performance.
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B. Attention
Examination of individual performance profiles tends to suggest that differences found
in performance are due to differences in speed of processing rather that problems with
inattention/distractibility or decrement of attention over trials. When scored according
to same/different responding, ten of the twelve subjects who reached criterion made
8/8 correct responses at at least one longer exposure duration. Even with the exclusion
of the three subjects who failed to reach criterion and who might, therefore, have been
inattentive (although performance could easily be because the selected stimulus
exposures were not of sufficient range), there were still marked and significant
differences in the profiles of performance of the two groups ( as is evident when
examining Figure 4.7).

The finding that performance levels were maintained across all four 12-trial blocks, and
that there was high reliability, indicates that the differences between subject groups
was not due to a greater 'fall-off in performance by the mentally retarded group in later
trials.

Of course speed of processing or attention might not be the only factors which would
differentiate MA-matched groups and be responsible for producing group differences.
Groups of mentally retarded and non-retarded individuals matched for mental age may
differ in a number of other ways apart from in their mental speed and levels of
attention, even though they have attained similar scores on tests of ability. Advocates
of the 'difference' viewpoint with regard to mental retardation (i.e. Spitz, 1982) point
to the fact that mentally retarded individuals appear, even in relation to MA-matched
non-retarded individuals, to be impaired on tests requiring logical analysis, foresight,
conceptual ability and verbal abstraction. Also advocates of the 'Developmental'
postion (i.e Zigler, 1969) suggest that mentally retarded individuals may differ in their
level of motivation from non-retarded, MA-matched children. Having said this, it
would seem unlikely that group differences in processing stimuli of medium durations.
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and group similarities in discriminating stimuli of long and very short durations when
presented in a largely random order, are due to differences in capacités for abstraction,
logical analysis, foresight or motivation. Of course, there may also be other differences
between MA-matched groups apart from these, insofar as MA-matching also does not
control for all factors which might be responsible for differences in IT performance,
but it is difhcult to see what these factors may be.

In conclusion, this task provides evidence that, when discriminating between stimuli on
the basis of line length, mentally retarded and non-retarded children of similar mental
age, differ in the minimum exposures required to attain given levels of performance.
This indicates that mentally retarded individuals may be slower at processing certain
forms of visually presented information than non-retarded individuals. The results also
illustrate that this ability relates in a stronger way to intellectual level (IQ), than to
developmental level (MA). The implications of these findings, particularly in relation to
the other tasks outlined in the forthcoming chapters, will be discussed in Chapter
Eight.
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C h a p t e r 5:

A s t u d y o f t h e R é c o g n it io n o f
P o in t -l ig h t d is p l a y s o f P e o p l e a n d

_________________O b j e c t s _____________________________________

'...since the survival of humans and other primates seems to depend so heavily
on their ability to be sensitive to social interaction possibilities, it is likely that
there is a certain amount of species level preparedness for the perceptual
systems of higher primates to resonate to information relevant to social
interaction.' (Baron,1980, p 594).

The above statement suggests that humans may have an innate propensity for directly
perceiving certain social information during interactions with other people. Such
information may be specified by the bodily movements of people. Bodily movements
may convey important meanings regarding a persons actions, intentions and, to a
certain extent, regarding a person's subjective states.

The task presented in this chapter was devised to determine whether extracting
meaning from bodily movements involves some form of direct or modular perceptual
processes. The central question here was whether or not the minimum amount of
information required for naive individuals to apprehend a basic level of meaning in
presentations of unfamiliar forms of human movement (i.e. in point-light display form)
is related to individuals' capacities for central, symbolic cognitive processing as
typically measured by tests of intelligence. Theoretical considerations outlined in
Chapters One and Two suggest that, if a perceptual process is direct or modular then it
will function rapidly and autonomously, will deliver basic categories of meaning, and,
of specific importance here, will be cognitively impenetrable. In other words the
process will not be affected, or determined, by the efficiency of the rest of the
cognitive system and will not be related to general intelligence.

The second issue dealt with in this study, is whether such potentially IQ-independent
capacities are domain specific. That is, whether potentially modular processes involved
in perceiving human meanings are restricted in their application to the perception of
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meanings contained in human movement, or whether they are also employed in the
perception of meaning in the movements of point-light displays of objects.

The strategy, therefore, was to contrast the perceptual performance of subjects who
have impaired capacities for thinking and problem solving -namely mentally retarded
individuals- with the performance of subjects who are unimpaired in these areas of
cognitive functioning^ on a task designed to ascertain the minimum exposure duration
required for subjects to 'recognise' (by naming them) point-light displays of people
and objects.

Performance on the task outlined in this chapter can be contrasted with performance
on other forms of visual/perceptual tasks, in particular in relation to performance on
Inspection Time tasks such as the one outlined in Chapter Four, where it has been
proposed that individuals' performance is highly related to the efficiency of intellectual
functioning.

5.1 M e t h o d
This task was the first of the three tasks outlined in Chapters Four to Six presented to
subjects (See introduction to Section Two). It was designed to investigate the
minimum exposure duration required for subjects to recognise people and familiar
objects presented as point-light displays, a technique pioneered by Johansson (1976).
These previous studies have demonstrated the rapid manner in which information from
human point-light displays is extracted (Johansson, 1973, 1976), and the findings of
these studies suggest, that these perceptual processes may be direct, IQ-independent
and/or modular. Consequently, it was hypothesised that mentally retarded subjects
might require a similar minimum duration of presentation to human point-light displays

*
See the introduction to this section of the thesis for a detailed account and justification of this
approach.
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to achieve recognition as do non-retarded subjects matched for mental age.
Furthermore, it was hypothesised that, if recognition of people involves a truly domain
specific, modular form of perception, then this rapid form of recognition would be
restricted to perceiving meaning in human point-light displays. Consequently, if the
perception of point-light displays of objects does not employ the same potentially
modular processes, and relies on different and/or 'cognitively penetrated' perceptual
processes, then subjects may require longer durations of presentation to these stimuli
to acheive recognition than required to recognise point-light displays of people.
Indeed, if the perception of 'object' point-light displays involves more 'cognitively
influenced' perceptual process, then one might also hypothesise that mentally retarded
individuals will require longer durations for recognition of objects than MA-matched
non-retarded individuals.

A. Subjects
Subjects were 15 mentally retarded and 15 non-retarded children matched for verbal
mental age. (See introduction to this Section of the thesis for details of matching and
for subject characteristics.) Subjects were closely matched for MA at the time of
performing the 'discrimination' tasks presented in Chapters Four and Six.

B. Filming of point-light displays
Point-light displays of a person and of a selection of objects were filmed on video, and
a test tape consisting of a number of brief presentations of these displays was
constructed.

Filming o f Point-light displays o f people.
Point-light displays can be produced by a variety of means. In Maas's original films
(Maas et al, 1970,1971,) small lights were attached to the body of a person (or object)
and they were filmed moving in the dark. More recent studies have produced displays
by attaching strips/patches of reflective, 'glass-bead' tape to a person. A light source
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placed close to a video-camera is shone towards the patches. The light is reflected by
the patches back towards the camera, and appear as bright spots on a video monitor
screen. By altering the aperture settings of the camera, and the contrast settings of the
monitor during filming and presentation, the luminance of the point-lights can be
enhanced, and the background illumination can be decreased, so that when the person
moves all that appears on the video screen is a set of point-lights in motion. In some
studies the light source has been ultraviolet or infra-red. A typical filming set up is
illustrated in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Filming of human point light displays.
A bright light source is placed close to the video camera. The light reflects back off
patches/strips worn by the darkly clad person which appear as 'point-lights' when
viewed on a video-monitor.
For this task, the person (DM and one other colleague) were filmed from a side-on
view while walking from one side of a darkened room to the other. The two people
were filmed using a video camera (National Panasonic A2), with 5 point-lights, and
with the standard 10-12 point-lights attached to their body.

When producing point-light displays, past studies have tended to use 5-10cm long, and
2-5cm wide, strips of reflective tape which are placed around the arms and legs and
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attached to the shoulders and hips of the person (See Figure 5.1). Strips of this length
have the advantage that they are curved and therefore allow light to be reflected over a
large viewing/filming angle. However, it is the author's contention that the use of
reflective strips of this size and type provide additional information regarding the
contours of the body, and, therefore, that recognition of point-light displays under
these

conditions

might

not

be

based

purely

on

information

regarding

kinematic/dynamic movement.

Thus, in this study, human and object point-light displays were produced by shining a
1-kilowatt spotlight towards small, circular, concave reflective patches of glass-bead
tape (3M-Scotchlite), l-2cm in diameter. This increased the angle over which light
could be reflected back towards the camera without providing information about the
contours of the person's body. Reflectors were made by sticking glass-bead reflective
tape onto the back of plastic buttons. These small curved, circular reflectors were
attached to dark-coloured 'Velcro' strips which were placed around the arms, legs,
waist and shoulders of the darkly clothed person. The strips were positioned during
filming so that the reflectors 'faced' the camera when the person was filmed from each
side-on view.

During filming, the person walked repeatedly from one side of the screen to the other.
Then the positioning of the reflectors were adjusted and the person repeatedly walked
the other way across the screen. The distance from the camera was altered to vary the
size of the image on the screen. When filming the 10 point-light display, reflectors
were attached to each shoulder, hip, wrist, elbow, ankle and knee of the person (A
total of 12). However, as a side on view of the person was filmed, the two reflectors
attached to the shoulder and hip farthest from the camera were not visible, hence a 10
point-light display was produced. When filming the 5-point-light display, one reflector
was placed around each ankle, one was attached to a wrist (this was varied between
the near and far wrist), and the other two reflectors were attached to the shoulder and
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the hip that were facing the camera. The placement of the reflectors for the production
of these two displays, and the final image seen on the video monitor, are illustrated in
Figure 5.2.

i

□CDCD
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O

Figure 5.2:

CD CD
CD o

O

Shows the positioning of reflectors on the body for the 5- and
10-point-light displays (above), and how the point-lights
appeared on the video monitor (below).

Filming of Point-light displays of objects
In addition to filming point-light displays of a moving person, 'everyday' objects were
also filmed. Objects were chosen which are commonly moved through human
interaction, i.e.: A kitchen balance/scales; an angle poise lamp; a chair; a bicycle; a pair
of garden shears; a wheelbarrow; a ball; a chair; a cup & saucer; a tennis racket; a
book; a telephone; a dustpan & brush; a saw; an ironing board; a Hoover; a push chair;
a deck-chair; and an umbrella.

As with filming the point-light displays of people, five or ten small (l-2cm diameter)
circular, concave reflective patches were placed on the moving parts of the objects.
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Again, a light (1-Kilowatt spotlight) placed adjacent to the video camera (National
Panasonic A-2) was shone upon the objects in a darkened room and they were then
videotaped while moving. Any part of the object that was reflective was covered with
matte-black sticky tape. From the objects filmed, four were selected for inclusion in the
task. Two objects were chosen that produced relative internal movement of the pointlights when filmed in motion (a bicycle and a pair of scissors), and two objects were
chosen that were more rigid and contained no relative internal movement (a chair and a
ball).

In addition, a box, a suitcase, and an ironing board were filmed with point-lights
attached for use in the preliminary exposure to subjects. These objects were filmed as
moving point-light displays, and in a static form whereby both the objects as well as
the reflectors were visible. This was achieved by opening the aperture of the camera.
Figure 5.3 illustrates the placement of reflective patches on the four objects chosen for
the task proper.
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Figure 5.3:

Shows the positioning of point-lights on the objects and how these
displays appear on a video monitor.

Video editing
A test video-tape^ consisting of presentations of the four object displays, and the 5
and 10 point-light displays of the person was constructed by video-editing the original
video recordings.

^
Initial video filming and editing was done using U-matic video tape, which is near 'broadcast
quality'. For testing, however, a copy was made onto a tape of VHS format, as this was the format of
the video-presenter available (as illustrated in figures 5.2 and 5.3).
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The first step in producing the final test tape was to record, onto a new video tape, a
'black level'. This is a signal produced by a video-effects desk which when 'played back'
produces a uniform black screen on a video monitor. Next, sections of the original
video tape recordings of the point-light displays of the moving objects and people were
randomly selected and were 'insert-edited' onto the 'black level' tape. Insert edits of
durations from 40 through to 5000 msecs duration (1 to 125 video frames) were
executed for each object and for each display of the person. Between each 'insert', a 3second segment of 'black level' was retained to enable the experimenter to pause the
tape between segments during testing.

The final tape consisted of 14 different presentations of each of the point-light displays
of objects, and of the two person point-light displays (I shall refer to this series of 14
presentations of a given display as an 'array'). Each successive presentation within an
array showed the particular point-light display for a slightly longer duration that the
previous presentation (increments of 40msec -see later), and also presented a different
view of the moving person/object. The size in height (distance between extreme pointlights) of the point-light displays varied within and between arrays (5-10cm). With the
object arrays, the direction and angle of movement also varied within each array. In the
case of the person exposures, the direction of walking, left and right across the screen
was also varied. The 'identities' of the objects and the person could not be discerned
from still images of the point-light displays alone (As illustrated in Figures 5.2 & 5.3).

The six arrays produced were copied onto another tape in two different orders
(outlined below). In addition, preceding the target arrays, a preliminary procedure
displaying point-light displays of a box, a suitcase and segments of an ironing board
was constructed.
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C. Procedure
In this task, therefore, naive subjects were presented with point-light displays of people
and objects, and the aim was to estimate the minimum duration of presentation
required for individuals to first 'identify' these displays.

In order to estimate the

minimum exposure to a display required for recognition, each display was repeatedly
presented for increasing exposure durations on successive trials until a correct
response was given. There was a maximum number of 14 segments within each array.
The minimum increment possible between exposure durations was determined by the
duration of a video-tape frame i.e. 40 msec.

The range of exposure durations were selected in light of the findings of Johansson
(1976) who investigated the exposure duration required for recognition of human
point-light displays by young adults (Johansson, 1976). Johansson, found that (4/10)
observers 'identified' human point-light displays with a presentation of 100msec
duration, and that all subjects (10/10) identified the displays as people with a
presentation lasting 200msec. In fact, Johansson further reported that with
presentations of 400msec, observers were able to name the actions being performed.
Thus, for this study, it was decided that 10 of the 14 presentations of each display
would range in duration between the minimum exposure technically allowed when
editing video i.e. 40msec, and the exposure duration previously found necessary for
recognition of human actions i.e. 400msec. Also, as it was not clear what range of
presentation durations would be required for the recognition of object and person
displays by subjects of the ages and abilities tested in this study, four longer exposures
of 600, 800, 1000msec (0.6sec, O.Ssec & Isec), and 5 seconds were also included.
Thus, in all, exposures of 40, 80, 120, 160, 200, 240, 280, 320, 360, 400, 600, 800,
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1000, and 5000 msec were included within each array. These correspond to 1,2, 3, 4,
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 125 videotape frames^.

Subjects were tested in an empty classroom at their school. Testing took place in one
sitting lasting approximately 20 minutes. The experimenter was known by all
participants prior to the experiment, as he had previously administered the BPVS to
the same subjects. The participants were seated in front of a video presenter (around
5-lm from the screen), and asked to view a tape (See Figure 5.4). The experimenter
was seated next to the video-presenter and controlled the presentation with the aid of a
remote control. Between each presentation of a stimulus within an array, the
experimenter paused the video tape and masked the screen from the subject with a
piece of cardboard. The tape was paused to allowed subjects as much time as they
required to make a response between presentations The use of a cardboard mask
served two purposes. Firstly, it prevented any afrer-image, which might be retained on
the screen because of the phosphorescence of the screen, from being available to
subjects. Secondly, it meant that subjects would not be distracted by the 'noise'
produced on the screen when pausing the video-tape. Subject's responses were written
on score sheets (See Appendix 5.1), and subjects were video-taped whilst being
presented with the arrays. This allowed the experimenter to check the accuracy of
scoring at a later time.

^
When editing video-tape, the minimum difference in exposure durations one can accurately
obtain corresponds to one video frame and this constitutes 2 'scans' of video information. Therefore,
1 frame contains some information regarding movement.
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i
Figure 5.4:

Testing situation.

Preliminary procedure.
There was a three-part introductory procedure designed to familiarise the subjects with
the demands of the task.

In the first part, a box with point-lights attached to it was shown on the video monitor.
With this initial presentation, the box itself, as well as the point-lights, was visible to
subjects. During this part of the procedure subjects were asked :

’’What can you see on the screen?”

Invariably subjects answered that they could see a box. Subjects were then asked :
’What can you see stuck to the box?”

Again, all subjects gave a meaningful response, and said they could see lights or bright
dots.
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Next, subjects saw the background illumination dimmed so that all that was visible
were the point-lights that were attached to the comers of the box. The dimming of the
background was achieved by changing the aperture on the camera during filming. The
box was then moved. At this point subjects were asked :

**What is happening?**

Subjects invariably responded by saying, 'it's moving'. At this point the experimenter
asked:

**What is moving ?**

Subjects then, invariably, said that a box was moving.

Thus, this part of the introduction familiarised subjects to a moving point-light display.

In the second part, subjects were shown a point-light display of a suitcase moving and
asked to 'guess what the dots might be stuck to'. After subjects had responded they
were shown the suitcase fully illuminated. In this way subjects were encouraged to give
meaningful responses and taught what it meant to 'guess' what the dots might be 'stuck
to'.

In the third section of the introduction, subjects were shown relatively long (400, 600,
800, 1000, & 5000msec) exposures of a point-light display of an ironing board being
opened and closed. After each successive presentation the subject was again
encouraged to tell the experimenter what the dots might be 'stuck to'. In this way
subjects were familiarised with repeated exposures within a given array.
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Presentation o f the task proper
After the introductory task had been completed, the task proper was administered.
Each subject was shown, in turn, two object arrays, followed by the 5 point-light
person array (walking side-on across the screen), then 2 more object arrays, and finally
a 10 point-light person array. There were two orders of administration of the six
arrays (See Table 5.1).

Table 5.1: Details of the two orders of presentation of the
stimulus arrays
Order______ W ______ 2nd
A

Chair

B______ Bicycle

3rd______ 4th______ 5th______ 6th

Ball

Person (5)

Scissors

Scissors

Person (5)

Ball

Bicycle Person (10)
Chair

Person (10)

For each order, the 5-point light display of a person was presented as the third array
and the 10-point-light display as the last array, but the order of presentation of the
object arrays was reversed across the two forms of presentation.

After a correct

response was given each array was run through to the finish. If a subject failed to
identify a display after the 14 presentations, the experimenter gave a clue as to its
identity, (i.e. for the bicycle, "It is something you can ride”), and replayed the final 5
second segment. In fact, prompting only proved necessary for the object arrays. Under
these circumstances all subjects were able to name the displays apart from one subject
who was unable to name the bicycle.

After each successive exposure, the experimenter stopped the tape and covered the
screen. Subjects were then asked to name what the 'dots’ were 'stuck to'.

The critical issue concerned the exposure duration which subjects required in order to
recognise the moving object or person in each point-light display.
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5.2 R e su l t s

A. Naming of point-light displays of people
The performance of the two groups on person recognition are illustrated in Figures
5.5, & 5.6. Figure 5.5 shows the exposure duration required for person recognition, on
the first occasion subjects were shown the array (with 5 point-lights). Of note is that
ten of the mentally retarded subjects named the display as a person in 200msec or less,
compared with five of the non-retarded subjects. Also it is notable that all the mentally
retarded individuals named the array correctly in less than, or equal to, 400msec, but
that two non-retarded subjects needed 800 and 1000msec respectively to acheive
recognition. With this array, however, mentally retarded subjects did not correctly
name the display at significantly shorter durations than their paired non-retarded
controls (sign test).
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Figure 5.5:

Number of subjects correctly naming a 5 point-light display
as a person at each exposure duration.

The verbal responses given by individuals on presentation of each of the displays are
listed in Appendix 5.2. On presentation of the 5-point-light display it is of particular
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note that the responses given by individuals from both groups prior to delivery of a
correct identification, were similar in form and meaning. Also, it is notable that the
verbal responses given were similar to those given by subjects in Johansson's study
(Johansson, 1976). For example, prior to correct identification, a number of subjects
from both groups 'guessed' that the 5-point-light person display represented a
Christmas tree, and this is presumably due to the triangular shape the point-lights
mapped out on the screen, and the fact that there were lights attached. Indeed other
'guesses' also referred to the overall perceived shape of the 5-point-light person
display, i.e. subjects variously referred to the display as; a triangle; an 'X', a cross, a
letter 'g', a circle, a square, a dice, a stepladder, a compass (for drawing); a box; and a
lamppost. There were also a number of 'guesses' which referred to the movement of
the display, relating it to inanimate objects, i.e.: A door closing, scissors, a car or
other vehicle, a wheelchair, curtains, a swing, a merry-go-round, a cupboard, the
sun turning around, and a moving table. Also two subjects 'guessed' that the display
represented non-human, animate beings, i.e. a horse and a puppet. However, these
subjects were quick to realise that the display was of a person.

Most commonly subjects gave the response of 'walking', or 'a person-walking', when
they made a correct identification. When subjects gave the response 'walking' they
were asked "What was walking ?", and subjects invariably then said that it was a
person. A further note is that on the 5-point-light person array, subjects did not
suggest that the display represented an object they had already been exposed to on the
previous two sets of exposures (i.e. two from, a ball, bike, ball or scissors), apart from
on one occasion where a subject guessed that the person display might have been a
pair of scissors. Also, it was of particular interest how much enjoyment was expressed
by many subjects of both groups when they 'recognised' what the person-display was.
Their response often being accompanied by laughter.
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Figure 5.6:

Number of subjects correctly naming a 10 point-light display as a
person over increasing exposure durations

Figure 5.6 shows that there was no group difference in the presentations required by
subjects in each group to recognise the second person array (the 10 point-light display
of a person). The figure illustrates the cumulative number of correct namings by each
increasing exposure duration. On this second array of a point-light person display, all
15 of the mentally retarded subjects named the display as a person in 200msec or less,
compared with 13 of the non-retarded subjects. Again, mentally retarded subjects did
not correctly name displays at significantly shorter durations than their paired nonretarded controls (sign test).

The evident difference in the curves and distributions of the two graphs in Figures 5.5
and 5.6 illustrate how recognition was achieved significantly more quickly with
experience and with increase in the number of point-lights (Sign test; p=0.0209, 2tailed). Both Figures show how remarkably brief the exposures can be for mentally
retarded subjects to be successful on this task. Indeed the necessary exposure duration
for the majority of subjects to recognise a person in this task was similar to that found
by Johansson for non-retarded adults: 200msec. Across the two sets of exposures of
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the person arrays, 5 and 10 point-lights, there was a trend for the mentally retarded
subjects to require less (mean) exposure to the arrays for correct naming than their
matched control subjects. This was the pattern of results for 10 out of 15 matched
pairs. The same durations were required for the mentally retarded and control subject
in 2 pairings, and greater exposure for the mentally retarded than control subject in 3
pairings (p=0.09, 2-tailed, sign test). Although not significant, this result provides
suggestive evidence that the mentally retarded subjects may have needed less exposure
than younger, non-retarded subjects to attain the same recognition performance on this
task.

B. Naming of point-light displays of objects
The results on the test of object recognition are shown in Figure 5.7.
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There was no significant difference between the two groups in the duration required
for recognition for any of the objects. However, the variability in performance of
individuals on object recognition means that one must be cautious in concluding that
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there are no group differences. The objects were not selected as true control stimuli for example, their degree of familiarity to the subjects was very different from that of
people- and as it turned out, only recognition of a ball appears to be comparable to the
recognition of the 5 and 10 point-light person displays in terms of speed of recognition
and variance. It should also be noted when comparing person and object recognition
performance, that only the scissors and bicycle displays contain the same type of
relative internal movements as contained in the person displays. The ball and chair
displays present rigid point-light displays which although moving do not contain
internal relative movements

C. Correlations of naming performance with MA.
As the durations of presentation within each array did not represent a continuous scale,
when computing correlations, the number of presentations necessary for recognition
(1-14) was taken as the indicator of 'speed of recognition'. Figure 5.8 shows the
relationship between mental age and the number of presentations required for
recognition of the 5-point-light person display._______________________
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Scatterplot of mental age against 5-point-light
person recognition performance.
The plot shows the mental ages of subjects against
the presentation at which recognition of the 5 pointlight display of a person occurred.
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The correlation between the number of presentations required for recognition by
subjects of the 5-point-light display and their Mental age was positive and marginally
significant (r= .343, p=.064, 2-tailed). It is notable that this indicates that individuals
with low MAs tended to require shorter presentations for recognition than individuals
with higher MAs.

Figure 5.9 shows the relationship between number of presentations required for
recognition and mental age for the 10-point-light display.
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As with recognition of the 5-point-light display, there was a positive correlation
between MA and the number of presentations required for recognition of the 10-pointlight display, although this was not significant (r= .2128, ns). This also suggests that
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individuals with low MAs tended to require fewer presentations in order to recognise
person displays than those with higher MAs.

In contrast with correlations between person recognition and MA, the correlations of
object recognition with MA were as follows : Bicycle r=.08, ns; Chair, r=-.01, ns;
Scissors, r = -.23, ns; Ball, r = -.374, p=.042. For those objects where there was a
notable correlation (scissors and ball), the coefficient was negative - indicating that
those subjects with higher MAs generally required fewer presentations before
recognising objects than those with lower MAs, this being opposite to the finding for
people.

In addition to assessing recognition performance on each of the arrays separately one
can also average the number of presentations required for recognition over the two
person point-light displays and over the four objects.

Figure 5.10 indicates the relationship between MA and the mean number of
presentations required for recognition of the person displays._______________
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There was a significant positive correlation between the mean number of presentations
of person displays required for recognition and mental age (r = .42, p=.02)

Figure S. 11 indicates the relationship between MA and the mean number of
presentations required for recognition of the object displays.
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There was a negative correlation between the mean number of presentations of object
displays required for recognition and mental age (r = -.25, ns)

5 J D is c u s s io n
The results indicate the rapidity with which naive individuals recognise a point-light
display of a person. It appears that mentally retarded subjects were at least as able to
organise this type of percept as MA-matched non-retarded subjects. In fact they
appeared to perform as well as non-retarded adults (as reported by Johansson, 1976).
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Indeed, there is some suggestive evidence that the mentally handicapped children
tested may require slightly less exposure to these displays to achieve recognition than
matched MA-matched non-retarded controls.

It is also of interest that the exposures necessary for the recognition of people were, in
general, considerably shorter than those required for the recognition of objects. The
only exception to this was in the identification of a ball where recognition appears
comparable. Having said this, the structure of a ball - it being a rigid object- means that
it does not offer as stringent a control for the organisation into a percept of internal
relative movements, as the bicycle and the scissors. In fact, the object most similar in
terms of the complexity of movement and number of point-lights was the bicycle pointlight display, and on this, the mentally handicapped individuals appear to require
slightly longer exposures than non-retarded subjects to achieve recognition. On the
other hand, on the identification of scissors, the reverse was true, with a number of the
non-retarded subjects requiring longer exposures than the mentally handicapped to
achieve recognition. This fluctuation in performance across objects, suggests that
recent exposure or greater familiarity to these objects may play a part in recognition
between groups, although it is unlikely that the groups would differ in their access to
bicycles or scissors.

The fact that there were no significant group differences in performance on person and
object recognition, suggests that both the perception of point-light displays of people
and of objects is not related to IQ. However, this does not necessarily mean that the
two forms of perception employ the same perceptual processes. In fact, the number of
presentations required for recognition of people correlated positively with mental age low MA subjects recognising displays more quickly than high MA subjects- whereas
the number of presentations required for recognition of objects correlated negatively
with MA- low MA subjects requiring more presentations for recognition than high MA
subjects. This suggests that the perception of objects is more dependant on level of
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cognitive development than are the processes involved in the perception of people,
and that different processes are implicated.

Further theoretical issues relating to this task are addressed in the general discussion in
Chapter Eight.
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A S t u d y o f t h e D is c r im in a t io n o f
P o in t -L ig h t D is p l a y s b y M e n t a l l y
R e t a r d e d a n d N o n -r e t a r d e d
C h il d r e n .

The task presented in this chapter was devised to assess whether subjects were able to
discriminate between exemplars of a point-light display of a person moving and
exemplars of a point-light display of a moving, 'person-like', life-size dummy. These
displays were constructed to be comparable to each other in absolute and relative
dimensions, and the task was constructed so as to be similar in a number of respects to
the Inspection Time task outlined in Chapter Four.

The hypotheses were as follows. The first hypothesis was that dynamic bodily
movement patterns may contain sufficient information to specify the 'meaning' of the
two types of stimuli presented. In other words, that it is possible to tell whether a
stimulus represents a person or a dummy. The second hypothesis was that the
processing of this information may involve evolutionarily determined 'bottom-up' or
modular perceptual architecture, and that this process may deliver meanings (akin to a
basic category) in a direct and rapid manner. Finally it was hypothesised that, if the
process of delivering such meanings is direct and bottom-up, then the efficiency or
speed of such a process will be unrelated to the efficiency of more central, thoughtful,
symbolic processes which may be related specifically to 'Intelligence'.

The point here is that if the above hypotheses are incorrect then MA-matched groups
of mentally retarded and non-retarded subjects would be expected to differ in their
capacities for processing person-related information. If this were the case, then the
prediction would be that mentally retarded individuals would require longer exposures
to stimuli to be able to accurately discriminate between them, as they appear generally
to when processing information in IT tasks. If, however, both groups process the
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Stimuli employed in this task by employing direct IQ-independent perceptual processes,
as is hypothesised, then the two groups should be equally able to discriminate between
stimuli presented for short durations.

The prediction was that if this basic aspect of person-perception -the ability to perceive
these point-light displays as a person and a dummy, involves a rapid, direct form of
perceptual processing which is unmediated by central, intellectual, representational,
mechanisms, then the ability to discriminate between these point-light displays will be
unrelated to subjects' intellectual level as indexed by IQ. Consequently, mentally
retarded children should perform equally as well as non-retarded children when making
discriminations between these stimuli when they are presented for short exposure
durations.

6 .1 . M e t h o d
Subjects were presented with a task which assessed their ability to discriminate
between point-light displays of a person and a person-like, life size dummy. The
stimuli were presented for brief amounts of time over 48 different trials. The duration
of stimulus presentations ranged from 80msec to 280msec.

A. Subjects
Subjects were the same subjects as participated in the tasks outlined in Chapters Four
and Five. Thus, there were two groups of 15 mentally retarded and 15 non-retarded
subjects individually matched for verbal Mental Age.
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B. Materials

Filming o f Point-light displays.
Using the same filming techniques as outlined in Chapter Five, a number of exemplars
of a point-light display of a person were constructed. The person was filmed while
walking repeatedly across a darkened room, presenting a side-on view to the video
camera. In addition, a point-light display of a life-size, person-like 'dummy' was also
filmed while being moved across a darkened room.

The dummy consisted of a large 'boiler-suit' stuffed with cloth which was suspended by
a wire coat hanger from a right angle support frame. At the bottom of the frame were a
set of castors which enabled the frame and dummy to be moved around (see Figure
6.1). On the 'body' of the dummy were placed the same number of reflective patches, in
the same positions, as on the person display. The reflectors were attached to each of
the dummy's ankles, knees, hips, shoulders, elbows and wrists.

Figure 6.1:

Point light displays of a dummy and a person.
On the left is the way the point-lights were arranged on the dummy, and on the right
how they were arranged on the person. For the task itself, the two forms of stimuli
were filmed 'side-on' whilst moving. This maximised the dynamic information made
available to observers.
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The dummy, like the person, was filmed from a 'side-on' viewpoint while repeatedly
moving across a room. Thus, segments of film were recorded which, when presented
on a video screen, showed the display moving both from left to right and from right to
left across the room. The dummy was moved by the experimenter, with the aid of a
colleague, in a manner intended to simulate walking. To achieve this effect, the
experimenter and colleague 'wheeled' the dummy-frame across the studio while at the
same time moving the 'arms' and legs' of the dummy in an appropriate sequence. Of
course the type of walking produced did not simulate exactly that of a human and this
was not the desired effect. If fact, when 'walking', the dummy's 'joints' would often
move out of phase. I.e. the 'knee' point-light would still be moving forwards while the
ankle 'point-light' began to move backwards. It has been found that infants are sensitive
to phase shifts in point-light displays and are able to discriminate between displays on
this basis (see Bertenthal, 1993). Therefore, it was reasonable to suppose that older
children would find such displays discriminable from human point-light forms.

The two point-light images of the person and dummy, when viewed on a television
monitor, moved across the middle of the screen from one side to the other. During
filming of the dummy display the effect produced was viewed on a video monitor. On
the monitor, the area of the screen that the person-point light display had passed
through when walking, and the average height of the person display, were marked with
a pen. This allowed comparisons to be made during filming between the dimensions of
the image produced by the point-light dummy, and the dimensions of the person pointlight displays already produced. In this way it was possible to ensure that the size and
relative positioning of the individual point-lights on the 'dummy' closely compared with
the size and positions of point-lights on the person-display. In fact, the size in height
(distance between extreme point-lights) of the image displayed by the person and
dummy point-light displays, varied between 8cm and 10cm when presented on the
video screen. It was also possible to ensure that the vertical angle from which the
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dummy display was filmed was closely similar to the angle of filming of the person
point-light display.

Thus, the two displays produced were comparable in vertical angle of filming, in the
position the image presented on the screen, in the size the image presented on screen,
in the size of point-lights, and in the relative positioning of point-lights lights. Also,
both displays were similar in that they both were 'walking'.

Construction o f the test tape
As with the Inspection Time task presented in Chapter Four, exposures of 6 different
durations were edited onto video tape. On the first point-light display task (Chapter
Five), all subjects were able to identify the 10-point-light display in less than 280msecs.
Thus, for this task, exposure durations were chosen to range between 80 and 280
msecs. The six exposure durations increased in increments of 40msecs -1 video frame.
Thus exposures of 80, 120, 160, 200, 240, and 280msec were used.

Again, as with the Inspection Time task, there were eight discrimination trials for each
stimulus duration, and, for each different exposure duration, the 'Person' and 'Dummy'
displays were presented for 4 trials each. The total 48 trials were presented in four 12trial blocks (as with the IT task), and each block of twelve trials contained two
stimulus presentations of each of the six exposure durations. Half the stimuli within
each block were Person displays, and half were Dummy displays, and half the stimuli
moved to the left, and half towards the right. Within each 12-trial block the order of
presentation of the exposures was randomised. All subjects were presented with the 48
trials in the same fixed order.

On the test tape there was a 2-second gap between each trial. This gap was left so that
the experimenter could 'pause' the tape to allow subjects to take as much time as they
wished to make their response.
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Response measure
When a stimulus display of 'dots' was shown, subjects were asked, firstly, to say
whether the 'dots' were of a person or a dummy, then subjects were asked to point to
one of two arrows to indicate in which direction they thought the dots had been
moving. This latter aspect of the task was included to ensure that subjects were
attending to the stimuli, however, it also provided an index of how able subjects from
each group were in perceiving the relative motion of the displays presented. This being
assessed independently of whether they were able to name the type of display
presented.

It should be noted that the response measure selected for this task, naming the
stimulus presented, was different to that for the Standard Inspection Time task, which
involved pointing to a picture of the stimulus presented. However, the criterion used
to select the response measure was similar in each case: the response should come
naturally to subjects, and present as little as possible by way of confusing features for
the judgements required. In pilot testing of the IT task, it was found that asking
subjects to name a stimulus as 'same' or 'different' was more difficult and produced
more errors than asking subjects to point to the correct picture. All subjects who
could name a stimulus as having antennae of 'same' or 'different' lengths could also
point at the corresponding pictures but the contrary was not true.

When piloting the person-dummy discrimination task, it was found that naming did not
present any difficulty at all. Also, piloting suggested that if subjects were asked to
select pictures of the person and dummy, they might attempt to discriminate the
physical form of the pictures (e.g. more or less closely corresponding to the stimuli)
rather than attending to the meanings portrayed. The critical point was to employ
response measures that subjects found easy to cope with (as verified by pre-task trials),
so that these would not in themselves determine task performance.
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C. Procedure

Introductory Procedure
Although all subjects were already familiar with point-light displays, as they had all
participated in the task described in Chapter Five, in order to establish that subjects
understood the difference between the point-light displays of the person and the
dummy, and could meet other task demands, an introductory procedure and pre-test
were devised. The introduction consisted of two parts. In the first part subjects were
shown, in turn, a moving point-light display of a person and a dummy. Each display
'walked' from the left to the centre of the screen, then stopped and turned to face the
front. The person/dummy then became fully visible. On each presentation subjects were
asked to:

”Watch the screen carefully.**

Once the display had become fully visible, subjects were asked:

**What can you see?**

At this point all subjects identified the display of a person as a 'person' or as a 'man'.
For the dummy display all subjects named the display as a 'dummy' or as a 'puppet'.

Subjects were then told that the displays were a 'person' or a 'dummy'.

In the second part of the introductory procedure, subjects were shown four long (3-4
sec) exposures of the human and dummy point-light displays, two each of a person and
a dummy. Subjects were told:
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"You are going to see some bits of film of the person or dummy
walking. This time all you will see are the lights stuck to them. I
want you to tell me whether the lights are stuck to a person or a
dummy. Also here are two arrows, one pointing this way and one
this way. I want you to show me which way the person or dummy
was walking."

When a display of 'dots' had been shown, subjects were asked, firstly, to say whether
the 'dots' were of a person or a dummy. Subjects were asked:

"What did you see?"

If subjects failed to respond, subjects were asked:

"Were the dots stuck to a person or a dummy ?"

Next, subjects were asked to point to one of the two arrows in front of them to
indicate in which direction they thought the dots had been moving.

"Good, now I want you to show me which way the person/dummy
was walking. Point to an arrow to show me."

At this stage, if subjects responded incorrectly, they were told the correct response.

This second part of the introductory procedure was devised to ascertain that subjects
were attending to the stimuli and were able to cope with the demands of the task i.e.
were able to tell the experimenter verbally the 'identity' of the display -whether the
display was a 'person' or a 'dumm/, and were able to indicate the direction the display
was moving by pointing to an appropriate arrow.
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Following these introductory procedures, subjects were then given a pre-test which
consisted of 12 two-second presentations of moving point-light displays. Six of these
presentations were of the person (3 moving right and 3 left) and six of the dummy (3
moving right and 3 left). Subjects were told:

*'Here are some more bits of film of the person and dummy. I want
you to watch them and for each one tell me whether you can see a
person or dummy, and show me which way it is moving. Here is
the first bit of film.**

Between exposures, the experimenter covered the screen with a piece of cardboard and
paused the tape, allowing subjects as long as they wished to make their responses,
before each presentation subjects were told.
**Watch the screen carefully.**

If necessary, after each presentation, subjects were asked, :

**Were the lights stuck to a person or a dummy?**

Also subjects were asked:

**Show me the way the person/dummy was walking, point to an
arrow to show me.**

This part of the introductory procedure was included to confirm that when subjects
were asked to respond in a repeated fashion, they could meet the dual demands of the
task and could maintain their attention. All 30 subjects could correctly name the
display and give the correct direction of movement on 8 or more occasions out of the
12 pre-task exposures (75% correct).
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Principal task
The principal task required subjects to decide whether a given moving display was of a
person or a dummy, and to indicate the direction of movement. The displays were
presented for brief exposures ranging from 80 to 280 msec. Of the total of 48
presentations, 24 of the displays were of a person and 24 of the dummy. In addition,
the direction of movement of the displays was distributed evenly across all exposure
durations and the two types of display. The same verbal instructions were given to
subjects as used for the pre-test. Between each block of twelve trials subjects were
allowed to take a short, 30-second break if they wished. In general, subjects preferred
not to take a break.

Scoring o f responses
As subjects were asked to name the type of display and to indicate its direction of
movement, the 'correctness' of subjects' responses depends on whether one decides
that a response must be 'wholly' or 'partially' accurate in order to be registered as
'correct'. With the first means of scoring ('wholly correct'), for a subject's response to a
stimulus to be scored as correct the subject must have named the type of display
correctly (i.e. that the stimulus is a person or dummy), and must have indicated the
correct direction of movement of the display (left or right). This 'wholly accurate'
response measure is the most conservative. With the second means of scoring, where
subjects are deemed to be 'partially accurate', subjects are deemed to be 'correct' when,
on presentation of a stimulus, they name the type of stimulus correctly regardless of
whether or not they correctly indicate the direction of movement of the stimulus.

The two different approaches to scoring the 'correctness' of responses are dealt with
further in the results section. First, however, we must concern ourselves with the
means of assessing overall levels of performance. As with the Inspection Time task
outlined in Chapter Four, there are two means of asessing levels of performance. One
can do so either in terms of the total number of correct responses made at each
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exposure duration, or in terms of criterion levels of performance. When setting
criterion levels of perfromance, the concern was to make this task comparable to the
Inspection Time task. This was acheived by setting a criterion for determining a
'person-related' Inspection Time which was of a similar level of difficulty as that used
in the Inspection Time task. Consequently, the criterion was calculated in the same
manner as in the standard Inspection Time ta sk \ the criterion being set as the nearest
integer above the overall mean level of perfromance on all exposure durations. Thus,
for this task, the shortest exposure duration for which a subject made >6/8 (75%)
'partially correct' responses^ for a set of trials, was taken to be the 'person-related'
Inspection Time of that subject. Responses were scored on score sheets identical to
that presented in Appendix 6.1.

6.2. R e su l t s

A. Exploring group performance
The first approach to the analysis of the data was to examine whether there were group
differences in mean levels of responding over the six different stimulus presentations.
The second approach was to look purely at group performance based on an estimate of
the minimum exposures required to reach a set threshold of 6/8 correct.

Discrimination o f the direction o f movement
Before exploring the group effects in person/dummy discrimination, we must explore
performance in discriminating the direction of movement of stimuli. As outlined
already, this part of the task had two purposes. One purpose was to ascertain whether

’
The criterion was determined as follows: The mean number of correct discriminations over all 6
sets of 8 exposures was 5.544. The criterion was set as the nearest integer above this. i.e. 6 out of 8.
^
Partially correct responses were used when examining perfromance as as this form of scoring
most closely parallels the approach employed on the IT task, where a person was deemed to be correct
if th^ pointed to either of the two pictures of 'different* stimuli when a 'different* stimulus was
presented. As it was, further examination revealed that there was little difference between these types
of scoring.
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subjects could perceive the direction of relative motion in short exposure durations,
and the other was to confirm that subjects were attending to stimuli. Consequently, if
subjects were able to give the correct direction of movement then this suggested that
they had registered and perceived that a stimulus had been presented - i.e. that the
subject was looking/attending to the screen at the appropriate moment. The mean
number of correct indications of the direction of movement made by each group over
the six exposure durations are illustrated in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2:

Mean number of correct indications of the direction o
movement left/right made by each subject group

The two groups performed near ceiling in indicating the direction of movement of the
stimuli. For both groups there was a mean of at least 7/8 correct judgements in the
direction of movement of the person/dummy displays at each exposure duration. An
analysis of variance confirmed their to be no group differences [F(l,28)=1.67,ns], and
also indicated that there was a significant increase in accuracy with increase in
exposure duration [F(5,140)=7.38, p<.001]. With more errors for the shorter durations
than for the longer durations. In fact, it appears that at the shorter durations - 80 &
120msecs- the mentally retarded subjects were slightly more accurate than the nonretarded subjects, although this is not not significant. Of note, is that when subjects
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were unable to name the stimulus in terms of person/dummy, they were often able to
give the correct direction of movement.

The finding here would suggest that each group of subjects are as able in perceiving
the relative movement of point-light displays. Also, the high levels of performance in
naming the direction of movement indicates that subjects were attending to stimuli. For
shorter durations it seems that it is more difficult to tell the direction of movement of
displays.

Discrimination o f the type o f dispiay -Person v Dummy
As explained above, there are two ways of scoring responses. However, in the final
analysis both methods of scoring produce the same outcome. In the following
examination of performance on person/dummy discrimination the results are based on
'partially correct' scoring methods - i.e. a response is coded as correct if a subject
correctly names the type of display (person/dummy) regardless of whether the subject
is able to correctly indicate the direction of movement of the display.

The mean

number of'correct' person/dummy identifications made by each group at each exposure
duration are presented in Figure 6.3.
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Mean number of correct responses given by each group
at each stimulus exposure duration (all subjects).
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A repeated measures analysis of variance, examining the mean number of correct
discriminations made by the two groups over the different exposure durations,
indicated that there was no significant difference between the two groups of subjects in
their abilities to discriminate between the stimuli (F(l,28)= 1.38, ns). As expected,
however, there was a significant improvement in discrimination performance for all
subjects with increase in exposure duration (F(5,140)=7.86, p<0.001) There was no
group by exposure duration interaction (F(5,140)=1.42, ns). Thus, both groups were
equal in the level of discrimination performance attained at each exposure duration,
and the performance of both groups improved equally with increase in the duration of
stimulus presentation. This contrasts markedly with the patterns of performance
displayed by each group on the standard Inspection Time task outlined in Chapter
Four.

It is of note that taking both groups as a whole, they performed above chance at all
durations, with the observed distribution of responses given by the 30 subjects for each
exposure duration differing significantly fi"om the expected distribution of scores
predicted by a binomial distribution. For each of the six durations of stimulus
presentation, over the course of testing a total of 240 trials were administered (30
subjects X 8 trials). A binomial distribution predicts that if two responses have equal
probabilities of occurring, there is less than a 5% probability that subjects will make
more than 134 correct responses if the subjects are performing randomly. (See
Appendix 6.2 for the total number of correct responses made for each exposure
duration). Examination of the 30 subjects' responses, revealed that a total of more than
134 correct discriminations were made for each exposure duration. Also, taking
groups individually, a binomial distribution predicts that, if performing randomly, 15
subjects have only a 5% chance of making greater than 70 correct discriminations out
of the 120 made in total. Again, both groups score above this level for all exposure
durations. Thus the groups were not performing at 'floor* levels.
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B. Individual performance
As with performance on the Inspection Time task described in Chapter Four, it is
illuminating to explore the task performance of individual subjects to see whether
individual subjects performed randomly throughout the task. The performance profiles
of each subject are displayed in Figure 6.4 (a-d):
Figure 6.4:

Mentally retarded and non-retarded matched control subjects*
performance on the Person v Dummy task: Number of correct responses
for each exposure duration.________________________________________
Mentally retarded subjects
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Mentally retarded subjects
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Mentally retarded subjects

Non-retarded subjects
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Mentally retarded subjects

Non-retarded subjects
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Examination of Figure 6.4 (a-d) indicates that four mentally retarded subjects failed to
reach criterion at any exposure duration (Subjects 1, 3, 4, & 11) as did one nonretarded subject (Subject 13). It is important to note that the profiles of performance
on this task were not as uniform as with the Inspection Time task. There appears to be
greater fluctuations in performance over the different time durations.

Stimulus validity
Given the fact that the exemplars of each of the two stimuli (the person and the
dummy) were different for each stimulus exposure, it is unsurprising that there were
greater fluctuations in individuals' performance on this task than on the standard
Inspection Time task. Thus, in addition to exploring potential group differences or
similarities in overall performance it is also necessary to examine the data to determine
if any particular stimuli stood out as being consistently more difficult for subjects to
identify than any other of the same exposure duration. Subject performance on each
stimulus exposure is presented in detail in Appendix 6.2 and is summarised in Figure
6.5.
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Figure 6.5:

Stimulus presentations grouped by exposure duration

Number of correct responses made on each stimulus by subjects
in each group.
The graph indicates, for each of the 48 stimuli, the number of individuals from
each group who made a correct response. The response profiles for stimulus
presentations are grouped together according to presentation duration to allow for
appropriate comparisons to be made. Thus, stimulus presentations of the same
duration are presented together, and numbered according to the order that the
stimuli appeared in relation to other stimuli of the same duration, rather than
according to their order within the 48 trials. The overall order of presentation of
stimuli is listed in Appendix 6.1.

Examination of the data displayed in Figure 6.5, reveals that some stimulus
presentations, even though of equal duration, appear to be more difficult to identify
than others. For example, with presentations of 80msec duration, the 2nd, 3rd and 5th
stimulus presentations of this duration to be presented to subjects^ were identified
correctly by only around half the individuals in both groups -as might be expected with
chance levels of responding. In comparison the 1st, 4th, 6th and 7th stimulus
presentations of 80msec duration^ were correctly identified by around two thirds of
subjects. In fact the number of subjects correctly identifying the first 80msec stimulus
(MR: 12 out of 15; NMR 11 out of 15) was significantly greater than one might expect
by chance (Binomial, p=0.0062).

I.e of the 48 trials, the stimuli presented 12th, 18th & 29th
I.e. the 6th, 24th, 33rd & 37th stimulus presentations.
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On the last stimulus presentation of 80msec duration, the two groups appeared to
perform differentially, with 6 mentally retarded versus 10 non-retarded subjects naming
the stimulus correctly, although this did not constitute a significant difference (x^; ns)
Of particular note is that the stimulus presented on this occasion, and also for two of
the other presentations where performance was at chance (2nd and 3rd presentations),
was of the dummy, whereas all the stimulus presentations where performance was
above chance were of a person. This pattern was similarly repeated with exposures of
120msec. This suggests that, for shorter durations, where subjects may have been
uncertain of the identity of the stimulus, there may have been a tendency for subjects to
be biased towards naming the stimuli as a person.

For longer exposure durations there did not appear to be such a tendency to be biased
towards naming stimuli as a person. Also, at longer exposure durations, there appeared
to be much less fluctuation in performance between stimulus presentations of the same
exposure duration, suggesting that, in general, the stimuli presented were equivalent in
their 'identifiability'. Having said this, there were a few notable exceptions, particularly
the 6th and 8th stimuli of 200msec duration, where mentally retarded subjects, vis-àvis non-retarded subjects, appeared inclined to identify the stimuli incorrectly. Analysis
of group performance indicated, however that this difference was not significant
test, ns). The first 200msec stimulus to be presented was correctly identified less often
by both groups, as was the last stimulus of 280msecs

For the shorter stimulus presentations, it appears difficult to ascertain whether
differences in 'identifiability* of stimuli were due to random variation in chance rates of
responding over all stimuli of that duration, or were due to response bias, or, indeed,
whether particular stimuli were poorer exemplars than others. For longer durations,
however, it appears that some stimuli were notably more difficult to identify than
others - i.e. 200msec, stimulus 1 and 6, and 280msec stimulus 8. Also at both shorter
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and longer exposures some stimuli were notably more identifiable - i.e. 80msec,
stimulus 1; 120msec stimulus 6; and 280msec stimulus 1.

Response bias
An overall examination of bias in responding, revealed that the subject groups did not
differ significantly in the number of person and dummy responses made by subjects
over the 48 exposure durations, (t-test, ns). Having said this, there may have been a
number of individuals who overall were more biased towards making more 'person* or
'dummy' responses.

By chance one would expect that individuals' responses of "person" and "dummy",
would be evenly spread over the 48 trials. For short durations, where performance may
be random, one would expect there to be an even chance that subjects would say a
person or dummy. Where performance may be expected not to be random, with longer
exposures for example, one would expect, given an equal distribution of person and
dummy stimuli, that, again, subjects would respond equally with 'person' and 'dummy'.
The overall number of 'person' and 'dummy' responses made by each subject are
presented in Appendix 6.3.

Examination of the data presented in Appendix 6.3 suggests that a number of mentally
retarded and non-retarded subjects showed a bias towards making one response. In the
mentally retarded group, the subjects who were biased were not all biased towards
responding "dummy" or "person", but were biased evenly in both directions. In the
non-retarded control group, however, those subjects who were significantly biased
appear to have been biased towards responding "dummy". Three mentally retarded
subjects who failed to reach criterion at any exposure duration (as indicated in Figure
6.4), also showed a significant response bias (Subjects 1, 3 & 4). These subjects were
also those of lower Mental ages. This suggests that, for these subjects, perseveration of
response may have been primarily responsible for overall performance levels, and
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subjects may not have been engaged or attending to the task but were merely set in a
response pattern^.

In other cases a bias towards responding did not produce random overall performance
levels. This may have been because subjects were employing a strategy of replying in
one manner when unsure of the stimulus identity (i.e. at short exposure durations), and
responding otherwise only when sure of the correct response (i.e. at longer exposure
durations). In fact, there was a significant correlation between bias in responding (i.e.
predominantly naming a stimulus as a person or as a dummy) and the total number of
correct identifications given over all exposure durations (r=-0.388, p=0.017). This
indicates that the more difficult a subject found the task, the more likely they were to
be biased in their responses.

C. Group performance excluding biased respondents
This appraisal of individual performance indicated that there may have been a number
of individual subjects who were performing at chance levels (MR: 1, 3, 4 & 11, NMR:
13). Some of these subjects (MR: 1,3 & 4) were significantly biased in their
responding, giving a set response of "person” or "dummy", rather than attending to
stimuli on an individual basis. As these subjects were predominantly from the mentally
retarded group, their performance levels will have affected the overall profile of group
performance, and this may explain the apparent (although non-significant) discrepancy
in performance between groups at exposures of 200msec and 280msec. Figure 6.6
presents group means having excluded the three pairs of subjects where the mentally
retarded subjects appeared to be in a response set.

^
This bears out, to some extent, the experimenter's own view at the time of testing, that these
subjects were not 'on-task'.
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Figure 6.6:

Mean number of correct responses given by each group at
each stimulus exposure duration excluding subject pairs
where a subject performed at random and was significantly
biased towards one response (excluding pairs 1,3 & 4).

It is apparent that the exclusion of these three subject pairs brings performance levels
closer together (compare this Figure with Figure 6.3). However, there still remains a
discrepancy in performance at 280msec. Close examination of stimulus performance
indicates that this difference may primarily be due to the poor performance of mentally
retarded subjects on the final stimulus of 280msec, which was the 48th stimulus
presented. In fact, this raises an additional issue concerning attentional decrement over
trials. It is possible that mentally retarded subjects are more likely to show attentional
decrement with repeated trials on this task than non-retarded subjects.

D. Assessment of attentional decrement
The 48 trials were devised so that within each block of 12 trials there were an equal
distribution of exposure durations. This allowed one to assess decrement in total
performance over the four 12-trial blocks. Figure 6.7 shows the mean number of
correct responses out of 12 made by the two groups of subjects over the four 12-trial
blocks.
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Number of correct response given over each block of 12
trials by each group. Each trial block contained two
presentations of each of the six exposure durations.

The means plotted in Figure 6.7 suggest that there is a slight decrease in performance
over the four 12-trial blocks with mentally retarded subjects, appearing to show a
slightly greater decrement in performance. Having said this, a repeated measures
analysis of variance indicated that there was no difference between groups, no
significant decrement across trials, and no significant interaction.

£ . Reliability estimates
The splitting of trials into four equivalent blocks of 12-trials also enables one to
estimate the reliability of the measure. There were high correlations between subjects'
performance on each of the four 12-trial blocks (see Table 6.1), and taking each block
as a sub-scale of the overall discrimination measure yields a Cronbach's alpha of 0.80,
indicating that the scale has a high degree of reliability.
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Table 6.1: Correlations between performance on each
12-trial block (n = 30).
Trials 1-12

Trials 13-24

Trials 13-24

.72

Trials 25-36

.63

.62

Trials 37-48

21?

.40

Trials 25-36

.43

t None significant correlation.
All other correlations significant (p <0.005; 2-tailed)

F. Person-related Inspection Time estimates
Another means of assessing group performance is to estimate the minimum exposure
duration which subjects from each group required to reach a specified level of
discrimination performance. For this task, the performance criterion was set at 6/8
responses (see method). Figure 6.8 shows the number of subjects ascribed to each of
the six possible 'person-related' inspection times.
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^Criterion = 6/8 (75%). S ee text for details.

Figure 6.8:

Number of subjects meeting criterion at each exposure
duration.
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Almost half the subjects of each group were able to meet the criterion at SOmsecs,
indicating that these subjects were able to discriminate between displays when
presented for this brief duration. As already commented upon, there were a number of
subjects who failed to reach the criterion for any exposure duration, and it is likely that
many of these followed a set response pattern. A Sign-test, comparing matched pairs,
indicated that there was no significant difference in person-related inspection times
ascribed to subjects.

G. Correlations
Neither verbal IQ (Standardised BPVS) nor verbal MA correlated significantly with
the 'person-related' Inspection Time, or with the total number of correct
discriminations made: Correlation of'person-related IT with verbal IQ, r = .1403, ns ;
and with verbal MA, r = 0.1612, ns.

6.3. D i s c u s s i o n
The findings on this task were that both groups of subjects were equally able to
discriminate between point-light displays of a person and a person-like dummy when
presented for short exposure durations. The results suggest that the two groups were
equally sensitive to 'invariant' aspects of the movement of the two types of point light
displays. These invariants appear to have been sufficient to specify for subjects whether
a display was of a person or a dummy. Accordingly, subjects were able to make
meaningful judgements on the basis of this information. It is remarkable, given the
complex nature of the stimuli being processed, that subjects from both groups were
able to respond accurately, making, on average, around 6/8 correct response with
presentations of only 0.24 seconds duration.
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The theoretical implications of these results will be discussed in more detail in Chapter
Eight. In the remaining part of the discussion I shall deal with specific methodological
issues relating to this task.

A. Levels of performance
Overall, performance levels on the Person/Dummy discrimination task were not as high
as on the Inspection Time task presented in Chapter Four, and the average duration of
presentation required by both groups to reach threshold levels of performance was
longer than that required to reach threshold in discriminating stimuli of the basis of line
length. The difference in overall levels of performance between the two tasks may be
due to a number of factors. The first influential factor concerns the stimuli themselves.
For this task the exemplars of the two types of stimulus presented differed from each
other - no two presentations of a person were the same, whereas, on the IT task, all
presentations of each of the three stimuli were identical in form. As has already been
discussed in the results section, some of the examplers appear to have been harder to
discriminate than others. In fact, it would seem that some of the brief edited
presentations of a person appear to move like a dummy, and visa-versa, thus making
them more difficult to accurately discriminate between.

The second factor which may affect overall performance levels is the difference in
responses measures used for the two tasks. Although using verbal naming appeared the
most sensible response option on this task (not least because finding appropriate visual
representations of the stimuli presents its own problems^), it is possible that verbal
naming is more difficult for some subjects in both groups (particularly those with low
verbal MAs), and that these subjects may be more prone to error when making verbal
^
If subjects were asked to select pictures of the person and dummy, they might attempt to
discriminate the physical form of the pictures (e.g. more or less closely corresponding to the stimuli)
rather than attending to the meanings portrayed. The critical point was to employ a response
measures that subjects found easy to cope with (as verified by pre-task trials), so that these would not
in themselves determine task peiformance.
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indications of identity which would lower overall group performance levels. Having
said this, a remarkable number of subjects did perform well on this task and, in general,
subjects were able to name stimuli during the pre-test.

B. Attention and performance
In order to assess whether subjects were attending to stimuli i.e. whether participants
were looking at the screen when the stimulus appeared, the participants were asked not
only to name whether a stimulus was a person or a dummy, but were also asked to
indicate the direction of movement by pointing tho one of two arrows. It is of note
that performance levels in indicating the direction of movement were high - on average
subjects made at least 7/8 correct responses for presentations of all exposure durations.
This finding suggests that subjects were attending to the stimuli. However, the
inclusion of this aspect of the task meant that subjects may have been concerned more
with making sure they got the direction of movement correct than making sure they
correctly named the 'identity' of the stimulus. This dual processing may, therefore, have
depressed overall levels of performance. It is of particular importance to consider this
point when making comparisons between subjects' performance on this task and
performance on the Inspection Time task, which did not require subjects to make two
decisions. Having said this, the fact that under these conditions the mentally retarded
subjects performed as well as the non-retarded subjects on both aspects of the task is
remarkable, particularaly as it has been proposed that attentional problems may be a
defining characterisitc of mental retardation (i.e. Zeaman & House, 1963). Further
implications of these findings will be discussed in Chapter Eight.
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A S t u d y o f T h e P e r c e p t io n o f
A c t io n s a n d S u b j e c t iv e S t a t e s in
P o in t -L ig h t D is p l a y s .

The experiments outlined in Chapters Four, Five and Six investigated the minimum
amount of information required by mentally retarded and non-retarded children to
perceive basic meanings in a number of different stimuli. In this respect, the results
suggested that mentally retarded individuals were as able as MA-matched non-retarded
children to perceive certain basic person-related meanings in briefly presented pointlight displays. The purpose of the experiment outlined in this chapter was to ascertain
whether mentally retarded individuals were able to perceive more complex meanings in
the movement of human point-light displays than those investigated in the earlier tasks.

As outlined in Chapter Three, many studies have reported that mentally handicapped
individuals have problems in 'perceiving* emotions in photographs of faces and
schematic drawings. However, it is the contention of the author that group differences
found in these previous studies may have been caused by task specific factors, and by
the nature of the stimuli employed. It was hypothesised that dynamic point-light
stimuli, which are more ecologically valid, may convey certain emotional meanings
(and also information regarding subjective states), which can be directly perceived, and
which are processed/delivered by IQ-independent, direct, and/or modular perceptual
mechanisms. Therefore, it was proposed that mentally retarded individuals would not
be impaired in relation to non-retarded individuals in being able to perceive and identify
such meanings in these stimuli.

Thus, the aim of the experiment presented in this chapter was to ascertain whether or
not mentally retarded individuals were as able as non-retarded individuals to apprehend
complex human meanings, such as a person's actions or 'subjective states' (and in
particular their emotional states), when presented in point-light display form.
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The study consisted of two parts. The first part was devised to explore whether
emotional meanings expressed in human point-light displays would have the same
salience for mentally handicapped as for non-retarded children. In the second part, the
purpose was to explore whether or not mentally handicapped individuals have a
specific deficit in relation to non-retarded individuals in perceiving and naming
subjective states vis-à-vis naming human actions. Also the task was devised to
ascertain whether subjects had specific problems naming basic emotions, such as
happy, sad and so on, vis-à-vis naming other potentially observable 'subjective states'
such as itchy and tired (termed here 'emotion-related' states).

The prediction was that, when subjects were presented with actions and emotional and
emotion-related states using more ecolgically valid forms of stimuli, there would be no
difference between MA-matched groups of mentally retarded and non-retarded
children in their abilities to perceive and name the meanings portrayed.

7.1 M e t h o d
A. Subjects.
There were two groups of subjects, comprising 14 mentally retarded (MR) and 14
non-retarded (NMR) children and adolescents.

As in the previous experiments,

subjects in each group were pairwise matched with those of the other groups according
to verbal mental age, as assessed by raw scores on the British Picture Vocabulary
Scale. The subject details for this task were presented in the introduction to this
second section of the thesis. Note that, the majority of the subjects who participated in
this study were different from those who participated in the studies outlined in
Chapters Four, Five & Six.
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B. Filming of Point-light displays.
For this task, four people (DM and three colleagues^) were filmed while performing
ten actions, and while expressing ten subjective states, including five which were
termed "basic emotions'. A description of each of the actions and states enacted are
presented in Tables 7.1 and 7.2. The individuals were filmed, as before, with 10-12
reflectors attached to their arms, legs and body, and, when played back on a video
monitor, all that was visible were the point-lights (See Chapter Five for a more detailed
account of this filming technique). The individuals were filmed firom both side-on and
fi'ont-on angles depending on the action or state being performed. Each segment of
film lasted for approximately five seconds. From the filmed segments the single
depictions thought by the four protaganists to be the best exemplars of the actions and
states which they were intended to depict were selected and edited onto a test tape.

Thank you Peter, Tony and Jamie.
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Table 7.1: Description of human Actions depicted in Point_____________________light displays_____________________
Action

Description of actors* movements

1. Lifting

The person walks forward, bends down and lifts a noo-visible weight (box% standing iq> in the
process. The person dim leans over and puts the box down, and stands up agaia

2. Clapping

The person stands feeing the front and clap* his hands together several times.

3. Hopping

The person feces the front and hops on his left leg. After two seconds he hops on his r i ^ leg.

4. Kicking

The person walks frirward and pretends to kidi a football (ÆFthe ground with his right ftxrL

5. .Tumping

The person jumps up and down on both leg», swinging his arms by his side.

^ Pushing

The person bends down and pushes a (nan-visible) chair across the screen fitMUleft to right

7. Digging

The person pidcs up a (pretmd) qwide and digs in front (d^him, pushing; ftre spade into the ground
with his foot Using the spade he throws "soil" to the right (d'the screen (This is repeated twice).

8. Sitting

The pason walks forward and positions himselfbeside a (twn-visible) (hair on whi<h he sits down.

9. Climbing

The person climbs up a stack of (non-visible) boxes from the bottom right to the top left of the
screen.

10. Running

The person runs on ftre qx)t, at one point running with lifted krrees.

Table 7.2: Description of Subjective States depicted in Point_____________________ light displays______________________
State

Description of actors* movements

Itchy

The person scratches his body and legs vigorously.

Bored

The person stands with arms crossed, and fidgets.

Tired

The person stretches his arms sideways and above his head

Cold

The person shivas, rubs himself and wraps his arms around his body.

Hurt

The person limps along and then rubs his fboL He tries to step on h, flindies, and limps again.

Surprised

The person walks forward then suddaily (Aecks his stride and throws out arms to the side. This is
followed by a s i^ of relief.

Sad

The person walks forward slowly and then slows, and s i ^ . He then sits down on chair, lifts his
hands slowly and puts his head in his hands.

Frightened

The person steps forward feen stops and backs away slowly, with his arms held rqrart from his body
at his sides. Occasionally the person stq»/Jumps bade more (prir^dy and with a start

Angry

The person walks forward and punches downwards with sudden movemmts. The person turns left
and rig^ in an irritated and frustrated manner and stamps down a foot at the same time as punching
downwards.

Happy

The p*son jumps and skips around, and swings his arms as if dancing.

C. Validity of materials.
To confirm that the depictions selected were meaningful representations of the
'subjective states' they were meant to convey, the displays were presented to five
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adults^. Each adult was asked to view the displays and were asked to tell the
experimenter how the person was feeling. The five sets of responses are presented in
Table 7.3. The ten displays of subjective states were presented to them in the same
order that they were presented to subjects in Task 2 - the "Naming task", and this is the
order in which they are listed in Table 7.3.

Table 7.3: Validation of the meaning of the point-light displays
_____________________ expressing ^subjective states*_________________
Adult s response
M

State
(No of
’correct’

H

B

1. Tired
(2/5)
2. Happy
(5/5)
3. Scared
(5/5)
4. Hurt
(5/5)
5. Sad
(5/5)
6. Itchy
(5/5)
7. Angry
(5/5)
8. Bored
(1/5)
9. Surprised
(5/5)

Tired, itretched

Stretching, not bored,
maybe bored

Waking, boredom

Stretching, just got up, a
bit sleepy, could be a bit
bored

Stretchmg or happy.
Ended up unhappy,
hopeless, sad.

Happy-being anetgetic

Quite Jolly.

Happy,jumping

Jumping round, perhaps
happy, having a good
time.

Happy, bouncing, fiiB o f
eitsrgy.

Scared,
wiifadtawing

Frightened
jumpy

Scared,
stepping
backwards and to the
side

Frightened o f something
moving away, backing
away.

Frightened,
uncertain,
flightenedstUL

10. Cold
(5/5)

wary,

or

scared,

In pain, hinting, aoie

In pain, possibly wincing
sh^itly

Pain, hurt

Iryured his foot, or had a
stone in his shoe,
unoomibftable.

Hurt, could have been
rubbing

Bored, fed up, unhappy,
yen'unhappy, depieaaed

Miserable, bit more
miserable than bored,
depressed, sad

Sitting down, sigh, sad

Bored,
perhaps
depressed, tiled.

Uncertain, unsure, a bit
depressed maybe.

Itchy

Itchy

Itchy

Scratdiing themselves aB
over, uncomfortable hke
something was itdiy

Itchy, irritated.

Angiy, annoyed

Angry,
temper.tantrumly'

Angry, stamping

Irritated,
annoyed.
Stamping dieir feet

Angry,
anpatient,
krilafod, annoyed.

pensive, waiting, unsure,
could be bored as wen

At a loose end, waiting

waiting, impatient

Waiting.
expectant,
saying "where is the
person"

Impatient,
hriiated.

Scared,
startled, he
jumped, shocked and
threatened and then lost
confidence

Shocked

Startled, surprised

Startled angry.

Cold or scared

Cold

Cold

Given
a
flight
instantaneous, startled rdieved
is
wasn't
someflnng to worry
about
Cold, shiveting

Frightened,
shaking-ccdd

fed

up

worried,

The responses given by the adults in Tables 7.3 suggest that, with the possible
exception of the first and eighth display (tired; 1/5 & bored; 1/5), all the displays are
valid depictions of the particular "subjective state" they were intended to convey. All the
other displays were named "correctly" by all the adult raters.

2
Bill.

The adult raters were aged around 30 years of age. Thanks to Joy, Hope, Martin, Tom and
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7.2 P a r t 1: S a l i e n c e o f e m o t i o n s in P o i n t - l i g h t
DISPLAYS.
In the first part of the experiment, the 'Salience task', only the five segments of basic
emotions, that is the last five 'subjective states' listed in Table 7.2, were used as stimuli.
The focus in the first task was on subjects' spontaneous responses to the events
depicted.

The prediction here was that if retarded individuals were impaired in

relation to non-retarded subjects in their emotion-perceptual abilities, then they would
be less inclined to refer to the emotionally expressive aspect of the human movements
depicted.

A. Procedure.
There was an introductory procedure designed to familiarise those individuals who had
not participated in the earlier experiments with human point-light displays. In this part
of the procedure subjects were invited to watch the video screen, and were shown a
still image of a person where the person's body as well as the attached point-lights
were visible. Subjects were asked what they could see, and their attention was drawn
to the lights' attached to the person's arms and legs. At this point all subjects said they
could see a person with lights attached. Next, each subject was shown a point-light
display of a person walking, with just the point-lights and not the form or outline of the
person visible. The person walked from left to right across the screen and then turned
to face the front. The experimenter then paused the videotape. While the display was
moving, subjects were asked:

"W hat is happening?"

Invariably subjects commented that a person was walking. When the videotape was
paused, subjects were asked:

"W hat do you think the lights might be stuck to?".
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Again, subjects replied that the dots were stuck to a person. Finally, the experimenter
'un-paused' the tape and the person became fully visible again.

After this introduction, subjects were given the task proper. The instructions were as
follows:

*'YouVe now going to see some more bits of film of a person
moving. I want you to tell me about this person. Tell me what's
happening".

Subjects were then shown the first point-light videotape segment of the actor
expressing one of the five "basic emotions' through gesture and action. If no response
was given during the presentation, the experimenter provided a prompt by asking:

"What's happening here?"

After subjects had given an initial response, they were asked if they could say anything
else about the person. Responses were recorded verbatim. Before the presentation of
each subsequent emotion display the experimenter said:

"Here is another bit of film of a person.
here".

Tellme what's happening

The experimenter repeated this procedure with all the "basic emotions' segments. The
order of presentation of the emotion segments was fixed and was the same as the order
in which they are presented in Table 7.2 (Surprised to Happy). In each case a prompt
was given after the initial response.
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B. Coding of responses.
The recorded responses were allocated by the experimenter one of five codes^. The
codings are described in Table 7.4.

To confirm that the allocation of codes was

unbiased, a colleague (AL) who was blind to the identity of subjects also allocated
codes to responses. Of the 30 x 5 (150) responses given, there was only one
disagreement between the two raters, and this concerned whether a response should be
ascribed to category 3 or 4. On consultation after rating, this response was coded as 4.

Table 7.4: Description of the coding employed for
__________ categorising subject responses on the Salience task
Code
Q

Description of type of response
No response, or « response of 'dont know*.
A description of actions whidi were not performed by the actor, or a description of
irrelevant aspects of the stimulus.

2

An accurate description of the actions pofoimed by the actor, but no maition of the
actor's enxAional state.

^

A reference which describes the actors subjective state, but >riiich is not an accurate
naming of the particular state meant to be depicted in the display.

^

An accurate reference to the emotional state meant to have been depicted by the actor

For a description to be categorised as 'an accurate description of the emotional state
depicted' (coded 4), a subject had to refer to the emotional state by name. For many
emotions there are multiple words which can be used to describe the state- i.e. For
anger: cross, annoyed and mad. Izard (1971) and Shaver, Schwartz, Kerson &
O'Conner (1987) have listed appropriate words which can be used to refer to the same
emotional states, and these guidelines were used in determining whether a response
could be considered to be an accurate reference to the emotional state depicted by the
actor.

The codes do not represent an ordinal scale.
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The individual subject responses on the Salience task, and the codings allocated to
these responses are presented in Appendix 7.1.

1 3

P a r t 1: R e s u l t s

The main concern was whether there were group differences in the distribution of
those responses which accurately described the emotional state depicted (coded 4).
The results are summarised in Table 7.5.

Table 7.5: Number of correct references to the
emotion depicted in the five displays made by each
group.
Number of correct references (coded 4)
Group

none

one

two

three

four

Retarded

5

4

1

2

2

Non-retarded

3

3

3

5

Five of the 14 mentally retarded subjects did not make reference (correctly) to any
subjective state on any of the five presentations of basic emotions. Similarly, three of
the non-retarded group did not refer correctly to any of the emotion displays.
However, the majority of subjects referred to the emotional content of the displays on
at least one of the presentations, and around a third of the subjects did so on more than
one occasion.

An analysis of the distribution of categories ascribed to subjects'

responses indicated that the two groups do not differ significantly in the responses
they gave [y} = 4.92, (df = 4), ns].

In total there were 70 responses for each group (14 x 5) The distribution of codings
ascribed to these responses are outlined in Table 7.6.
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Table 7.6: Distribution of types of responses made to
the five 'emotion' stimuli presented
Code ascribed to each response
Group

O

1

2

3

4

no response

Wrong action

Correct
action

Incorrect
state

Correct state

1

41

8

20

-

37

9

24

Retarded
Non-retarded

-

Table 7.6 shows that the two groups did not differ in the types of'incorrect' responses
given, with around half of the total responses given by each group being correct
descriptions of the actions depicted by the person.

A. Responses to each 'Emotion* stimulus.

Surprised
Examination of the responses made to the display constructed to depict 'surprise',
revealed that no subject from either group spontaneously referred correctly to the
emotional content of this depiction, although five mentally retarded and four nonretarded subjects referred to the actor as 'scared' or '(lightened'. One non-retarded
subject described the display as 'fed-up'. The majority of subjects (9 in each group)
described, in detail, the movements of the actor -i.e. H e was walking then he suddenly
stopped, carried on walking, he waved his arms'.

Sad
Here, three mentally handicapped and four non-retarded children correctly described
the display as 'sad', 'fed-up' or 'upset'. There were five subjects (2 MR, 3 NMR) who
made reference to a subjective state which was not that meant to be depicted. These
subjects referred to the person as 'bored' (3 subjects) or 'tired' (2 subjects). One
mentally retarded subject was unable to name the emotional content in this display, but
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imitated sadness by making a sad face, sighing and putting his head in his hands. The
remaining subjects in each group adequately described the actions of the person - i.e.
Tie walked one way, then the other, and sat down'.

Scared
Five subjects from each group correctly referred to the emotional content of the
'scared' display as scared or frightened. The remaining nine in each group adequately
described the actions of the person - i.e. Tie walked forwards then went backwards
and sideways'.

Angry
Eight mentally retarded and nine non-retarded subjects correctly referred to this display
as being 'angry', 'cross', 'annoyed' or 'mad'. One normal subject referred to the display
as being 'not happy'. Nine of the other ten subjects (4 MR, 5 NMR) adequately
described the actions of the person - i.e. Tie walked and he's stamping his feet...'. The
other mentally retarded subject gave the response that the person was 'a bit funn/
(coded as 1).

Happy
Four mentally retarded, and six non-retarded subjects correctly referred to this display
as being 'happy'. The remaining subjects made adequate reference to the actions of the
display i.e. 'he is jumping up and down and opening his arms and legs'.

B. Accounting for Individual differences.
As is evident from examining Table 7.6, the total number of correct references made
by subjects to the emotional content of the five displays varied between none and four.
As the two groups did not differ in respect to the number, or distribution, of correct
responses, it is unlikely that individual differences in sensitivity to the emotional
content of these displays relates to IQ or 'intelligence'. However, it is possible that
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within-group variation in Mental age - particularly as this is a verbal measure - could
account for variation in performance. Figures 7.1 and 7.2 show the relationship
between mental age and the number of correct namings made for each group.

m 70

Number of correct references

Number of correct references

Figure 7.1:

Scatterplot of number
of correct emotional
references made against
MA
for
mentally
retarded subjects.

Figure 7.2:

Scatterplot of number
of correct emotional
references made against
MA for non-retarded
subjects.

In fact, correlations between the number of correct emotional namings made and the
mental age of the subjects for both groups were large and close to significance
[Mentally retarded, r= .53, p=.05 (2-tailed); Non-retarded, r= .51, p=.06 (2-tailed),
ns]. Overall, taking the data from both groups, the correlation between the number of
correct references to emotion and MA was significant r=.52, p=0.002, 2-tailed.

In summary, it appears that, when presented with arrays of point-light displays
depicting emotional expressions and asked the open ended question "What is
happening here?", the two groups did not differ in the types of responses given. In
terms of the salience of individual displays, the display depicting anger appeared the
most salient, with around two thirds of subjects of each group referring to the
emotional aspect of this display correctly. Overall, subjects referred correctly to the
emotional content of the displays only around a third of the time (20 & 24 occasions
out of 70 for each group).
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7.4 P a r t 2: N a m in g

of

S u b je c t iv e

st a t e s a n d

A c t io n s .

The purpose of the second part of the experiment was to determine the accuracy with
which subjects were able to name actions, and to name emotional or emotion-related
psychological states in point-light displays of people when asked specifically to do so.

This part of the experiment consisted of the presentation of the two sets of ten stimuli
described in Tables 7.1 and 7.2. The first set of stimuli consisted of ten 'non-emotional'
actions (Table 7.1). The second set of ten stimuli were ten gestures and actions that
had some emotionally expressive content. These ten emotionally expressive stimulus
displays consisted of the five "basic emotion' stimuli used in the 'salience task' which
were randomly inter-mixed with five displays of actions reflecting other human
subjective 'emotion-related states' (Table 7.2).

A. Subjects.
All 14 mentally retarded and 14 non-retarded subjects who had taken part in the first
part of the experiment participated in the second part.

B. Procedure.
During testing this part immediately followed the 'Salience' task. The two sub-tasks
(involving the presentations of the non-emotional actions on the one hand, and
emotional and emotion-related actions on the other) were presented in counterbalanced
order down MA-related matched pairs of subjects'*. However, within each part of the
task, there was a fixed order of presentation of the displays.

The non-emotional

actions were presented in the same order as they are listed in Table 7.1 (beginning with
lifting' and ending with 'running'). The expressive actions were presented in the same
order as they were presented to adults when validating the stimuli - as listed in Table

For this purpose two test tapes were constructed.
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7.3. The order was: tired, happy, frightened, hurt, sad, itchy, bored, surprised and cold.
Each display was separated from the next by a time gap during which the experimenter
paused the videotape to allow subjects to respond.

Instructions
The instructions given to subjects depended on whether the subjects were about to be
presented with the actions or the subjective states.

When presenting the part of the task which involved showing the 10 non-emotional
actions, the experimenter said:

"Now I want you to watch some more bits of film of a person
moving. I want you to tell me what you think the person is doing

If no response was given during a presentation, subjects were prompted with:
"What's happening here, what is the person doingV'

When presenting the videotape segments of expressive actions, the experimenter said:
"Now 1 want you to watch some more bits of film of a person
moving. I want you tell me what you think the person is feeling."

If no response was given, subjects were prompted with:

"What's happening here, how is the person feeling?"

Coding o f responses
As with the 'Salience' part of the task, responses were ascribed a code depending on
whether they accurately described the action or state depicted. When coding the
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responses to the presentation of the subjective states, the same coding scheme was
employed as used in coding the responses given on the 'Salience' task (see Table 7.4).
Thus, responses were ascribed to one of five categories. When coding the responses
given by subjects on presentation of the 'non-emotional' actions, responses were
ascribed to one of three categories. A code of 'zero' was ascribed if no response was
given, a code of'one' was given if subjects described an action other than that depicted,
and a code of 'two' was ascribed to a response if the subject described the action
correctly.
Each subject's verbal response to each stimulus, and the codes ascribed to them, are
listed in Appendix 7.2 (State responses) and Appendix 7.3 (Action responses).

7.5 R e su l t s .
The initial concern was to examine the data for group differences or similarities in the
total number of correct responses made with regard to the actions and states. (A
correct response having a code of 4 for states and 2 for actions) The mean numbers of
correct action and state responses given over the two sets of ten stimuli are depicted in
Figure 7.3.
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Figure 7.3:

Actions

Mean number of correct responses made
to the presentation of ten displays of
actions and ten displays depicting
subjective states
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Figure 7.3, indicates that there was no difference between the groups in the number of
correct responses given to the stimuli, and that overall the actions were easier to name
than the states. A repeated measures analysis of variance with type of display as the
within subjects factors confirmed this finding. There was no significant difiference
between the groups [F(l,26)=.29,ns], and no significant interaction [F(l,26)=.29.,ns],
but there was a significant effect of type of display [F(l,26) = 64.29 ,p<0.001]. In
addition there were no order effects.

Although the two groups did not differ in the overall level of correct responses given
to all subjective states, it is possible that the two groups may differ in being able to
specifically name the 'emotional* displays vis-à-vis the 'emotion-related' displays. Figure
7.4 shows the mean performance of the two groups on naming the five basic emotions
versus the five 'emotion-related' states.

#

• - ts '

Basic
Emotions
Figure 7.4:

Mentally
Retarded
Non-retarded

Emotionreiated
states

Mean number of correct responses made
to the presentations of 'Basic emotions'
and 'Emotion-related' subjective states
by the two subject groups.

Although it would appear from examination of Figure 7.4 that there may be an
interaction of group with the type of state presented, a repeated measures analysis of
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variance indicated that there was no overall group difference in the number of correct
responses made [F(l,26)=0.23, ns], no difference in number of correct responses
made over the two types of display [F(l,26)=0.35, ns], and no significant interaction
of group by type of display [F(l,26)=2.22, ns].

Thus, it would seem that both groups performed almost identically in naming the
emotional and emotion-related states. In fact, both groups made the same aggregate
number of correct responses to the stimuli representing states, each group collectively
making 83 correct responses of the total of 140 responses made.

Although there were no differences in the number of 'correct' responses given, it is
possible that the groups may have differed in the type or 'errors' that they made. Table
7.7 presents a total breakdown of the 140 responses given by each group on the states
task.

Table 7.7: Distribution of responses made to the
states stimuli presented
Codes ascribed to responses
Group

Retarded
Non-retarded

O

1

2

3

4

No reqxmse

Wrong actkm

Correct
action

Incorrect
state

Correct state

2

5

5

45

83

9

11

37

83

It is evident from Table 7.7 that, in addition to giving the same number and type of
'correct' responses, both groups also gave similar types of 'inaccurate' responses.
Almost all of the responses that were not deemed to be 'correct' were attempted
namings of a subjective state. For example, some subjects responded by calling the
'sad' display 'angry' or used the term 'scared' for 'cold'.

On only a small number of
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occasions (30/280) did subjects from either group respond by talking about the actions
of the person. There were two non-responses.

A. Responses to individual depictions of states.
Although overall the groups were similar in the number, and type, of responses made
over the presentation of all the subjective states, it is possible that subject groups
differed in being able to name individual states. Thus it is necessary to examine group
performance on each individual state separately. The number of correct responses
given by each group for each individual stimulus presentation are depicted in Figure
7.5.

I 1

3 ■§

£

?

s

«

m

□ Mentally Retarded
■ Non-retarded
Figure 7.5:

Number of individuals in each group making a correct
response on each presentation of a subjective state.
Note the asterisk indicates a significant group difference (chi-square).

Tired
On presentation of the first 'subjective-state' stimulus the groups were highly
comparable, with nine subjects in each group correctly naming the person in this
display as 'tired'. A further six subjects (three in each group) gave an incorrect
response in terms of some other subjective state- i.e. naming the person variously as
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•bored', 'sad', 'happy' or 'angry'. One subject (MR) merely described the person as
•twisting', and the remaining three subjects (IMR and 2 NMR) said the person was
'alright', 'sighing' or 'doesn't know what to do'.

Happy
Almost all subjects named the person as being 'happy' (13 MR, 13 NMR). One subject
(NMR) said only that the person was 'jumping'. The remaining subject (MR) said the
person felt 'alright'.

Scared
Again the majority of subjects correctly named the person as being 'scared' or
'frightened' (8MR and 1INMR). Of the remaining subjects, almost all made reference
to a subjective state when responding (5MR, 2NMR)- variously saying that the person
was 'angry', 'upset', 'happy', 'not happy' or 'embarrassed'. One person (NMR) merely
described the person's actions - 'going backwards and sideways' and another said the
person was just 'o.k.'. The two groups did not differ statistically in their distribution of
responses.

Hurt
On this display, mentally retarded subjects appeared to do better than the non-retarded
subjects in correctly and specifically saying that the person was 'hurt' or 'in pain'
(lOMR V 3 NMR),and group differences in the distribution of responses approached
statistical significance

= 7.36, (df^3), p=.06]. Of the 11 non-retarded subjects who

did not give the 'correct' responses 7 made some reference to a subjective state. For
example, saying the person was 'happy', 'excited', 'itchy', 'mad', 'not happy', or 'sad'. In
addition, three of the other four mentally retarded subjects also responded by naming
an 'incorrect' state, saying the person was 'annoyed', 'happy' or 'mad'. In general,
subjects referred to the person's foot, leg or ankle when making responses. Of the
remaining five subjects, four subjects (IMR and 3NMR) commented in an appropriate
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way about the action saying variously lie's putting his shoes on - too small to get them
on' or 'putting on his shoes to go somewhere'. Although these two responses did not
describe the depicted state, these would seem to be reasonable interpretations of the
person's movements.

Sad
Nine retarded and eight non-retarded subjects correctly named this state as 'sad', 'fed
up', 'upset', or 'grumpy*. A further 10 subjects (five fi^om each group) mentioned some
other subjective state, believing the person to be tored', tired' or 'angry'. One of these
thought the person was 'happy'. One non-retarded subject solely commented on the
action of the person - saying he was 'sitting - going to bed'.

Itchy
Twelve retarded and thirteen non-retarded subjects correctly named the person as
'itchy'. One of the remaining subjects said the person was 'washing', and another said
the person 'felt like having a bath', was 'smelly' and was 'scrubbing'. One subject was
unable to respond (MR).

Angry
Ten retarded and twelve non-retarded subjects correctly named the person as 'angry',
'cross', 'mad', or 'in a bad temper*. The remaining subjects all made reference to a
subjective state, variously saying that the person was 'fed up, stressed', 'cold', 'not
happy', 'tired', 'miserable' or lonely'.

Bored
Only two retarded and one non-retarded subject used the term tored' for the state
meant to be depicted by the person. Ten retarded and eight non-retarded subjects
named another subjective state. However, although these subjects did not say the
person was tored', subjects often said that the person was waiting for someone, was
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irritable, or annoyed in some way. For example 'he's hot and bothered - waiting for
someone', 'waiting for someone, tired a bit, moving his leg', 'standing about, might be
waiting for someone'. Thus, although both groups found it difficult to respond in the
appropriate manner, it would appear that there was a large similarity in how subjects
from each group perceived the display.

Of the remaining subjects, three subjects (2MR and 1 NMR) merely correctly
described the person's actions e.g. ' crossed his arms, hand on hips -waiting for bus'.
Four non-retarded subjects described the actions in a manner which was not apparent
in the display. For instance, 'doing his exercises', 'feels smart, thinks he's the best'.

Surprised
As with the display which was intended to convey boredom, with the 'surprised' display
only a few subjects used the term required for a response to be coded as correct (In
fact only one person said the person was 'surprised'). However, as with the 'bored'
display there was a large degree of group similarity in the responses given. A large
number of subjects from both groups used a subjective state to describe the person
(12MR and 9NMR), and the descriptions were ofren good approximations of the state
depicted. Of the 21 subjects who used 'state' terms, six subjects in each group used the
term 'scared' or 'frightened' to describe the person. The remainder of these subjects
used terms such as 'not happy', 'mad' 'fed up' or 'cross'. Three subjects (1 MR and 2
NMR) simply described the actions in a correct manner , for example 'he was walking
and lifted his knee...' or 'he stopped for some reason and then walked on again'. Two
non-retarded subjects gave an 'action' description which did not describe the actions in
an adequate manner: ' just swinging his arms - like mum said can't go out', 'he feels like
tripping over'. One mentally retarded subjects said 'don't know*.
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Cold
Ten retarded and twelve non-retarded subjects correctly named the person as 'cold',
'freezing' 'shivery'. Four subjects (3MR and 1 NMR) said the person was variously
'scared' or 'washing himself and happy*. One non-retarded subject said the person was
simply 'shivering' and did not say how they felt, and one mentally retarded subject said
the person was 1x)xing.

B. Responses to the action stimuli.
Table 7.8 indicates that the majority of responses made by subjects of both groups in
response to action stimuli CWhat is the person doing ?') were correct, and those
responses that were incorrect were similar in content.

Table 7.8: Distribution of responses made to
the 'actions' stimuli presented
Codes ascribed to responses
Group
Retarded
Non-retarded

O

1

2

No response

Wrong action

Correct action

-

29

111

22

115

Figure 7.6 shows the number of individuals of each group making a correct responses
for each individual presentation of an action stimulus.
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Jl
□ Mentally Retarded ■Non-retarded
Figure 7.6:

Number of individuals in each group making a correct
response on each presentation of an action.

There was no difference between the groups in the number of correct responses made
for all the actions presented. The stimulus depicting pushing was the stimulus least
likely to be named correctly. Here subjects who responded incorrectly said that they
thought the person was 'climbing', 'pulling' instead of pushing, 'stretching his legs'
'picking something up' or ' getting ready to run'. It is clear that this particular depiction
of the action 'pushing' was somewhat ambiguous. With the other stimulus
presentations, performance approached ceiling levels, with all subjects able to correctly
name the action 'kicking'.

C. Individual differences in responding.
Figures 7.7 and 7.8 show the distribution of the number of correct responses made by
members of each group when responding to depictions of'states' and 'actions'.
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□ Mentally
Retarded
B Non-retarded

Number of correct namings of acttom

Figure 7.7:

Distribution
o
number of correct
responses to
the
'States' stimuli.

Figure 7.8:

Distribution
of
number of correct
responses to the
'Action' stimuli.

As can be seen in Figures 7.7 and 7.8, there is a certain degree of variance in the
number of correct responses given by individuals. With naming 'States' stimuli, the
number of correct responses range, for the mentally retarded individuals, from 3 to 9
out of 10, and for the non-retarded subjects the number of correct responses ranged
from 4 to 8. Overall, the two groups do not differ in the mean number of responses
made on either task. Thus, individual differences in 'naming ability' do not seem to be
due to differences in Intelligence. However, as with the salience task, individual
variation may be due to individual differences in verbal ability as indicated by verbal
Mental age. Thus it is important to see whether there is a relationship between the
number of correct responses given on the different elements of the task (States and
Actions) and the Mental age of the subject.

Figures 7.9 and 7.10 are scatterplots which show the number of correct responses by
individuals from each group on each of the two tasks, against subjects' Verbal Mental
age.
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Figure 7.9:

Scatterplot
of
the
number
of correct
responses made on the
'States* task, against
mental age.

Figure 7.10: Scatterplot
of
the
number
of
correct
responses made on the
'Actions' task, against
mental age.

There was little or no correlation between the number of correct naming of actions
made by subjects and their Mental age, and there was only a small non-significant
positive correlation between 'states' performance and mental age (r= .26,ns). The lack
of correlation of the actions performance with MA may be due to the ceiling levels of
performance obtained by both groups.

7 .6 D is c u s s io n
Overall, the two parts to this task illustrate a striking degree of similarity in the
performance of MA-matched retarded and non-retarded subjects. Both groups were
similar in the degree to which they spontaneously commented on the emotional content
of the five 'basic emotions' presented in the 'Salience task', and were closely
comparable in their capacities for naming 'basic-emotions', 'emotion-related states' and
actions when specifically asked to do so. In fact, both groups had little trouble in
naming these stimuli, and levels of performance were remarkably high. The fact that
both groups were able to perceive 'emotional' meanings in these point-light displays
suggests that such displays may be a particularly ecologically valid means of testing
subjects' capacities for person-perception.
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Of further interest, was that on the salience task there was a correlation between
correct naming of the stimulus presented and Verbal Mental age. This could have one
of two possible causes. The first, is that the perceptual process involved in extracting
meanings fi'om point-light displays is related to mental age. For instance it may be that
certain

inferential

or

conceptual

abilities

are

necessary

for

constructing

'representations', or schema, which relate specificially to a level of cognitive
competence or Piagetian-like stage as indicated by MA. The second possible cause,
and the one favoured by the author, is that verbal mental age does not determine
perceptual capacities, but determines subjects' abilities to apply appropriate verbal
labels to stimuli. In fact, on the salience task there were a number of responses given
by less verbally able subjects which although not strictly accurate could be considered
to be reasonable descriptions of the state being portrayed. For instance 'scared' for
'surprised', or 'bored' and 'tired' for sad. It may be that the individuals with lower verbal
MA do not possess the verbal skills required to respond correctly, and confuse labels
even though they can perceive the meaning of the displays. Unfortunately, however,
these subjects were not tested subsequent to performing the task to see whether or not,
in a forced choice paradigm, they would be able to indicate the correct emotional term
for the states which they had initially been unable to name.

The findings indicate that mentally retarded individuals are not specifically impaired in
person perception compared with non-retarded individuals of similar MA. The finding
that both groups are equally able to name 'emotional' stimuli suggests that many of the
conclusions of earlier studies in this area need to be re-evaluated (See Chapter Two).
The implications of these findings are discussed further in Chapter Eight.
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C h a p t e r 8 : S u m m a r y o f f in d in g s a n d G e n e r a l
D is c u s s io n

This final chapter will discuss the results of the tasks described in Chapters Four to
Seven, and will relate these findings to the theoretical concerns raised in Chapters One
to Three. Thus, the first part of this chapter presents a brief summary of the results of
the experimental tasks, and discusses whether or not the findings confirm or disconfirm
the hypotheses presented in the introduction to Section Two.

The second part

discusses these findings in relation to the theoretical and methodological concerns
outlined in Chapters One to Three, and the final part discusses possible future
investigations.

8.1. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
Below I give a brief summary of the hypotheses and predications which were outlined
in the introduction to the experimental tasks (see introduction to Section Two). Also, I
review the relevant experimental findings in order to determine whether the results
confirm or disprove these hypotheses.

A. Inspection Time task

The hypothesis and predictions for the Inspection Time task were that:

Inspection Times will be significantly longer fo r mentally retarded
individuals than fo r MA-matched non-retarded individuals.

The study of inspection time outlined in Chapter Four revealed that on this task there
were significant differences between groups of pairwise, MA-matched retarded and
non-retarded subjects in the minimum exposures required to make discriminations
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between stimuli on the basis of line length. The differences were manifested both when
examining the total number of correct discriminations made for each different duration
of stimulus presentation, and when taking estimates of Inspection Time based on a
criterion of 7/8 correct responses. Overall there was a strong correlation between
performance and verbal IQ. These findings suggest that there is a relationship between
this form of visual processing and intelligence. The initial hypothesis and predictions
appear, therefore, to have been confirmed.

B. Recognition of point-light displays of people and objects

The hypotheses/predictions which related to the first point-light display task (Chapter
Five) were as follows:
i) Recognition o f human meaning in point-light displays will be
achieved as rapidly by naive mentally retarded individuals as by
naive MA-matched individuals o f normal IQ,

ii) In contrast to the recognition o f people, speed o f recognition o f
objects may be related to individuals^ IQ and to central cognitive
processes.

The results on the task indicated that mentally retarded subjects were at least as able to
rapidly organise human point-light displays into a coherent percept as MA-matched
non-retarded subjects, and, in fact, appeared to perform as well as the non-retarded
adults who participated in Johansson's original experiments (1976). Thus, the findings
appear to confirm the first of the two hypotheses above.

An important point to note when assessing whether the findings confirm the second
hypothesis (regarding domain specificity) was that there was no relationship between
the speed of recognition of objects and IQ. This finding suggests that apprehending
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the 'identity* of objects presented as point-light displays may involve processes that are
similar in some respects to those employed in processing point-light displays of people,
in that they may operate independently of central thought processes. Having said this,
it was found that the exposures necessary for the recognition of people were, in
general, considerably shorter than those required for the recognition of objects (The
only exception to this being identification of a ball where the minimum exposures
required for recognition were comparable to those required for recognition of a
person). This suggests that both when apprehending that a display is a person or
particular object, individuals may be employing IQ-independent, domain-specific
perceptual processes. Having said this, one can not be sure of the validity of the
findings with respect to the object displays given the large group variance and the large
differences in performance across objects. It might be that récent exposure or greater
familiarity to objects also play a part in determining recognition performance. It would
appear, therefore, that a more detailed experiment is necessary in order to be able to
definitively state whether or not there are group differences in this form of perceptual
processing.

Overall, therefore, the findings appear to disconfirm the second hypothesis/prediction
for this task. This finding will be discussed at greater length in the second part of this
chapter.

C. Discrimination between point light displays of a person and a
person -like dummy

The hypothesis/predictions for the point-light discrimination task were as follows:

In contrast to performance on the Inspection Time task, mentally
retarded subjects will he equally able to make discriminations based
on the meanings contained in closely similar configurations o f
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person and person-like point-light stimuli when they are presented
fo r brief durations.

On this task both groups of subjects were equally able to discriminate between pointlight displays of a person and a person-like dummy when presented for short exposure
durations. In addition, both groups were able to discriminate the direction of
movement of the displays at well above chance levels, even with the shortest stimulus
presentations. The results suggest, therefore, that the two groups were equally
sensitive to potentially invariant aspects of the movement of the two types of pointlight display. With longer presentations these invariants appear to have been sufficient
to specify, for most subjects, whether a display was of a person or a dummy, and at
shorter exposures subjects were able to accurately perceive the global motion of the
arrays (i.e. the direction of travel). Thus the findings support the proposal that the
processes involved in perceiving and discriminating between point-light displays are
IQ-independent and that they may be direct.

D. The salience and naming of actions and states presented in pointlight form.

The hypotheses/predictions for the two tasks presented in Chapter Seven regarding the
perception of actions, emotions and subjective states in point-light displays were as
follows :

Mentally retarded subjects will be equally as liable to spontaneously
comment on the emotional nature o f point-light displays devised to
depict emotions as non-retarded individuals matched fo r verbal MA,
and will also be equally able to name the actions, emotions, and
other subjective states depicted in point-light displays when
specifically asked to do so.
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On the two tasks presented in Chapter Seven there was a striking degree of similarity
in the performance of MA-matched retarded and non-retarded subjects. Both groups
were similar in the degree to which they spontaneously commented on the emotional
content of the five 'basic emotions' presented in the 'Salience' task, and were closely
comparable in their capacities for naming 'basic-emotions', 'emotion-related states' and
actions. The fact that both groups were able to perceive 'emotional' meanings in these
point-light displays strongly suggests that these displays are an ecologically valid
means of testing subjects' capacities for person-perception. The findings thus not only
demonstrate that mentally retarded individuals have relatively intact person-perceptual
processes, but also illustrate the importance of using ecologically valid stimuli, and of
using appropriately matched control groups when attempting to explore personperceptual capacities.

8 .2 . T h e o r e t i c a l c o n s i d e r a t i o n s

In this section we will consider each of the areas of theory addressed in the opening
chapters of the thesis. Thus, firstly we will consider the evidence these studies provide
for or against the differing accounts of perception outlined in Chapter One. In
particular the theories of Fodor and Gibson. Secondly, I will discuss these findings in
relation to current accounts of the social, and person- perceptual capacities of mentally
retarded individuals. In addition, I will consider the pertinence of these findings when
contemplating the nature of the relationship between 'mental speed', as measured by
visual processing, and 'Intelligence' as indexed by IQ.

A. Perception and Cognition
Chapter One discussed issues to do with perception and cognition. The main
theoretical concern was whether there are certain perceptual processes which are not
affected by, or related to, higher cognitive processes - i.e. whether perception is direct
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and/or modular in form. Cribson (1979) proposed that an organism's perceptual system
has evolved to 'resonate' to stimulus properties, and that an organism perceives
meaning (affordances) within these properties in a direct and unmediated manner. The
findings of this thesis suggest that a certain aspect of person-perception - the
perception of certain basic social meanings in human bodily movements, may indeed
involve such direct perceptual processes. However, also presented here is evidence
that certain potentially low-level' perceptual processes involved in discriminating
between stimuli on the basis of line length do appear to be related to central cognitive
processes (In this case it is assumed that Intelligence or IQ offers an index of such
central cognitive processes).

Modularity
Thus, there is some suggestive evidence that certain perceptual process are direct,
whereas others may not be, and, therefore, the experimental findings appear to provide
some evidence for 'modularisation' of perceptual processing. Fodor (1983,1985) has
proposed (again see Chapter One) that certain perceptual processes may be stimulus
driven, encapsulated, reflexive, and innately specified. He has also proposed that these
modular capacities may have been evolutionarily determined and may have specific
foci in the brain. It was proposed in Chapter Two that the perception of meaning in
bodily movements has particular adaptive importance for humans, and there is evidence
that very early in life (between 3-5 months) infants are able to discriminate between
stimuli on the basis of this information alone (Bertenthal, 1993). Although early
evidence of discrimination abilities and sensitivity to such stimulus properties has been
used, both in this area and in other areas of person-perceptual functioning (i.e. for face
perception also), to support the notion of modularised perceptual functions, such
evidence does not establish the independence of such functions from 'higher-order*
intellectual/representational processing. It is still possible that perceptual processes
that are manifested early in development are not entirely encapsulated and are not
cognitively impenetrable. Thus, the findings presented here, that individuals with
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mental retardation who are 'cognitively impaired', are as able as non-retarded
individuals to apprehend and discriminate between briefly presented human point-light
displays, serves as an additional, and potentially important source of evidence that such
perceptual processes are cognitively impenetrable and potentially modular. In addition,
the evidence that on an apparently less complex perceptual task - involving the
discrimination of stimuli on the basis of line length- these same subjects groups differed
significantly in their 'efficiency' of perceptual processing provides further evidence that
there are modularised perceptual processes. Of course, however, one must recognise
that there may be other aspects of the tasks which would account for the differential
performance of the groups on the two tasks, and that additional studies are required to
ascertain whether such processes are truly domain specific.

Ecological psychology
The findings also support, to some degree, the position which ecological psychologists
take on person perception (i.e. Knowles and Smith, 1982; Valenti and Good, 1991,
Zebrowitz, 1990). Ecological psychologists propose that there are 'invariants' which
may specify social meanings, and consequently that certain social meanings may be
directly perceived. The findings here tend to support their suggestions, as their appear
to be 'invariants' that specify the 'humaness' of displays aswell as invariants which may
specify actions and subjective states. Having said this, the findings on the Inspection
Time, line-length discrimination tasks might be used to argue against the notion that all
perceptual processes are direct and unmediated by higher order symbolic processes. Of
course the counter argument would be that the stimuli used in the line-length
discrimination task are not 'ecologically valid', and therefore it may be wrong to
assume they give insight into 'standard' perceptual functioning.

Certainly it would

appear that certain social meanings such as those conveyed in emotional expressions
are privileged, and of primary importance for humans. Indeed it has been proposed that
the ability to perceive emotions and attitudes is a basic and necessary condition for the
development of a complete understanding of other people's non-observable mental
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states (i.e. beliefs, desires etc.), and, indeed, that the perception of the emotion, and
therefore attitude, that a caregiver has in relation to an object in the world early in life,
may be crucial for the development of representational and meta-representational
abilities (Hobson, 1993).

Seperate modules for people and objects?
The finding of no group differences in capacities to apprehend point-light displays of
objects could be used to suggest that this too involves certain direct perceptual
systems.

Fodor (1983) has suggested that it might be possible for two separate

'perceptual systems' to employ similar algorithms for processing information whilst still
being modularised and functioning independently of each other. Thus, the suggestion
might be that there is one system for extracting meaning from point-light displays of
moving objects, and one for extracting meaning from moving people, and that the
latter operates more rapidly than the former. Another suggestion could be that the
perception of the meaning of objects and human displays use a number of modular
abilities and that one or more of these may be common to both forms of perceptual
process, but that there are other additional processes which aid in processing human
displays and which enable these to be perceived more rapidly than object displays. The
fact that in general person displays were perceived with much less exposure than object
displays, tends to suggest that different processes apply, as does the finding of positive
correlations with MA on the one hand, and negative correlations on the other (see
Chapter five), but a more detailed study is required to reveal whether this is indeed the
case. It is of interest however, that the original hypothesis, that the naming of moving
point-light displays of objects may relate to IQ-levels was not supported. This suggests
that, at least with individuals of this level of MA (i.e. over 6 years), there is no
perceptual deficit with extracting meaning fi'om degraded or abstract moving stimuli.
This is surprising given other studies with mentally retarded adults which have
reported that with moving and degraded stimuli - i.e. random element kinematographic
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forms and stereoscopic forms, mentally retarded individuals show 'large qualitative
deficits' in their perceptual capacities (Fox & Gross, 1988; 1990).

Neuronal structures
Although the primary function of the part of the person/dummy task involving the
indication of the direction of movement was to ascertain that subjects were attending
to the stimuli, the fact that there was such high degrees of accuracy is also of interest.
The findings sugest that the integration of the moving lights into a percept which
reveals the global motion of the displays may occur very rapidly. In fact, this finding
tends to support the conclusions of Perrett et al (1990) that there may be specific,
rapidly acting neuronal configurations sensitive to the orientation and direction of
human movement. Indeed Perrett et al propose that separate neuronal clusters may be
involved in detecting one direction of movement (i.e. walking to the right) from that
which detects another (i.e. walking to the left). These neuronal clusters, in monkeys,
have been demonstrated to respond rapidly with latency of response being around
lOOmsecs, which also suggests that some bottom-up process, rather than a higher
cognitively influenced process is involved in this form of perception. Interestingly,
Perrett et al have also found that macaque monkeys have neurones which are
specifically sensitive to goal-directed versus non goal-directed human movements as
well as direction of movement. This finding is of particular relevance for this thesis, as
if such processes are hard-wired in some way, then this would also support the notion
of the direct perception of higher order social meanings (or affordances). Having said
this, just because certain neurones in macaque monkeys are sensitive to particular
patterns of movement does not necessarily mean that such capacities are hard-wired
and innate, although it does suggest that they may be cognitively impenetrable. It may
be that such cells become sensitised to particular patterns of movement over time, in
much the same way as artificial neuronal networks enter a stable state after training.
Thus it is possible, as Karmilloff-Smith (1992) has proposed, that particular perceptual
processes come to be located in a particular part of the brain, or within specific
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neuronal structures, because such processes are repeated in that particular area. The
point being that the particular location of such functions are not fixed, and could - if
lesions occur early in development- become located in alternative neuronal structures.

Regardless of issues surrounding dedicated neuronal architecture, the results of this
thesis, and of other studies suggest that there are invariant patterns of visual
'stimulation' within human bodily movement that can be consistently 'picked-up'. The
fact that goal-directed behaviour is one of those meanings to which these cells are
sensitive, suggests that these meanings may also be specified in human movements.
Thus, regardless of whether such invariants come to be 'learned' or whether the
loiowledge constraints' and neuronal architecture are hard-wired, it is interesting that
mentally retarded individuals were as capable as non-retarded individuals, not only in
perceiving whether a display was a person or an object or a dummy, but also were
equally able to name people's actions and subjective states, and that the basic
perceptual processes involved in these tasks appear unaffected by and unrelated to
central processes of thought.

Of course this raises the question of whether such processes are merely learned
perceptual 'skills', or to put it another way, that one becomes (as has also, in fact, been
suggested by some ecological psychologists, see Zebrowitz, 1990), more sensitive to
subtleties in invariant movement patterns. It may be the case that these experiments
are not tapping direct perceptual processes, but are studying highly automated
perceptual skills. A counter argument would be that if the process were a skill then one
would expect that mentally retarded individuals may be impaired in this regard as skill
acquisition may relate to IQ. However, it may be that learning of this skill is related to
MA, and thus the 'skill hypothesis' would make the same prediction regarding
similarities in group performance as the 'direct/modular' hypothesis, i.e. no difference
between MA-matched groups. Having said all this, when one examines within group
variation in recognition performance in relation to MA on the person-recognition task
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presented in Chapter Five- i.e. one looks at the correlations between the duration of
exposure required for recognition and subjects' MA, one actually finds an inverse
relationship between them, that is those individuals with low MAs tend to require less
exposure to displays to be able to name them than those who had higher MAs. This
finding can be used to counter the 'skill' hypothesis and, if anything, tends to support
the direct/modular approach.

B. Defining mental retardation
Having addressed a number of issues regarding perceptual theory we now turn to
issues concerning the nature of mental retardation and the 'developmental' versus
'difference' debate. The MA-matched groups used in this study showed both similarities
and differences in performance on these tasks. Mentally retarded subjects
demonstrated abilities on perceptual recognition tasks that were formally similar to the
IT task on which they performed less well than control subjects. Regardless of
theoretical considerations about the content of these tasks, this finding would seem to
support the view of a qualitatively abnormal profile of abilities and disabilities in mental
retardation, and suggests that the view that mentally retarded individuals suffer from a
general delay or deficit may not be correct. Of course, having said this group
similarities and differences on different tasks may be caused by the differential
influence of motivation or attention when moving from task to task. However, on
these tasks, as outlined in Chapters Four and Six, attentional factors did not appear to
be responsible for observed differences, and subjects did not appear more or less
motivated from one task to another. The findings therefore tend to support the position
of Spitz (1976), and the conclusions of Weiss et al (1986) that genuine differences do
exist between mentally retarded and non-retarded individuals matched for MA over
and above rate of development, but that in other important ways mentally retarded
individuals are fundamentally 'normal'.
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C. Person perception and mental retardation
Previous studies (reviewed in Chapter Two) investigating person perception in
mentally retarded individuals have reported that mentally retarded individuals have
impaired person-perceptual capacities in relation to CA- and MA-matched control
subjects (Gray, Fraser, and Leudar, 1983; Brosgole, Gioia and Zingmond, 1986;
Maurer and Newbrough, 1987; Hobson, Ouston and Lee, 1989; Adams and Markham,
1991; MeAlpine, Kendall and Singh, 1991). In these investigations, researchers have
often 'reduced' the form of person-perceptual stimuli to 'simpler' forms, such as stillphotographs or schematic drawings. It is supposed that this distils out the essential
information or 'cues' necessary for person perception and may even make perceptualprocessing of the stimuli easier for subjects. When perceptual capacities have been
tested using such materials, usually with verbal naming or picture-matching as
responses, mentally retarded individuals have performed poorly in comparison to nonretarded control subjects. It has been concluded that mentally retarded individuals
have poor capacities for person perception and that these problems are further
compounded when the stimuli are more lifelike. For instance Maurer and Newbrough
(1987) have suggested that in real life, human expressions ' ...are likely to be short
lived and complex and even more difficult to perceive than in pictures...[and as a
consequence]...It is therefore likely that retarded people are less adept in interactions
with others, interpret situations incorrectly... [and] ...react wrongly ' (p508).

The

findings of the present study suggest that these assumptions may not be valid.
Contrary to the proposals of Maurer and Newbrough, mentally retarded individuals are
as able as non-retarded individuals to apprehend such short-lived and seemingly
complex stimuli as those used in this study. In fact, the act of 'simplifying' personrelated stimuli by the removal of dynamic and temporal components of social
stimulation may actually disadvantage subjects of lower IQ, by removing information
which can be perceived in a more direct manner. In non-natural circumstances where
the stimuli are static, tasks which are devised with the intention of assessing perceptual
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capacities may be inadvertently measuring the deployment of more inferential,
cognitively based capacities.

D. Point-light displays
The findings of the studies presented here demonstrate further the usefuUness of pointlight displays in investigating the perception of human meanings. Such displays appear
to provide a particularly helpful way of presenting ecologically valid information
regarding human movement patterns whilst removing other cues which might normally
be used to supplement this information. Thus, they allow one to explore the dynamic
aspects of social meaning in a controlled manner.

E. Inspection time
Finally there is the issue of the relationship between Inspection Time (IT), IQ and MA,
and the competing theories of Anderson (1992) and Nettelbeck (1987). If the basic
speed of 'central' information processing is MA-related, as Nettelbeck and colleagues
propose, then there should be no group differences between MA-matched groups of
retarded and non-retarded subjects. In contrast, if the speed or efficiency of a basic
central-processing-mechanism, and consequently mental speed, is constant and related
to IQ, as Anderson suggests, then differences between groups of differing IQ would be
expected.

The finding of a significant difference between MA-matched, but IQ

discrepant groups of subjects on the standard IT task (and large effect sizes) weigh in
favour of Anderson's thesis. Additionally, the correlation of IT with IQ was greater
than that of IT with MA (even within individual groups) and overall were similar to
those previously reported. Therefore this study has yielded evidence for a close
relation between IT and IQ. As I have pointed out, however, MA-matching and the
inclusion of our person/dummy task does not control for all potentially influential taskrelated factors which might influence performance on the IT task, so further studies are
warranted.
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8.3. P o ssib l e

f u t u r e I n v e st ig a t io n s

Although the studies presented in this thesis go some way towards providing evidence
for modular or direct perceptual processing of human movement, they suffer a number
of limitations, and do not allow one to make Airther definitive statements. Below I
outline a number of methodlogical, mostly technical, points which would improve the
studies reported, and also list a number of additional potential studies which might
shed further light on the issues raised herein.

A. Technical issues
The tasks in this thesis were all devised to be presented on video tape. Although this
has advantages, in that it is a familiar form of presentation to subjects, and it is
relatively easy and cheap to obtain video equipment, the use of video limits the control
one can have on experimental variables such as duration of presentation, size of image
etc. There is a strong case for the use of computer presentation of stimuli in future
studies - particularly those which explore the speed of processing of such information.
There are a number of programs which can be used to generate synthetic point-light
walkers, and it would be of interest to use these to test further the minimum duration
required for naive mentally retarded and non-retarded individuals to identify these
displays as human. Of course the limitation of synthetic generation of displays is that
there is a danger that one may be losing information which is availabe in real-life.
Another alternative, therefore, is to use digital video techniques, and to digitise moving
video films which can then be presented and controlled on computer. The hardware
and software are now generally available on Apple-Mac computers to acheive this.
This would also be a useful means of presenting information-rich displays of actions
and emotions such as those used in the experiment outlined in Chapter Seven, where
synthetic programs would not be able to produce convincing displays.
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B. Inspection time tasks
A valid critisism of the studies presented here ae the confounding influences of static
(Inspection Time task) versus non-static (the point-light display tasks) stimulus
attributes. The difference between the point-light display stimuli and Inspection Time
stimuli constitutes more than a difference in meaning or ecological significance. It is
also the case that the IT stimuli are static whereas the person-dummy displays were
moving. Furture investigations may, therefore, wish to explore the perception of
moving IT stimuli. The stimuli may either move across the screen, or it may be of
interest to present stimuli where the antennae of the stimuli themselves move - i.e. they
move fi'om side to side or oscillate. It would be of interest to see whether differences in
processing speed would still be apparent- although there is no reason to surpose they
would not.

C. Perception of point-light displays.
Ideally, future studies employing the technical modifications above, namely the use of
computer digitisation and control of presentation of stimuli, would allow one to more
fully determine the minimum duration required for the discrimination of point-light
displays of people and objects. In particular this would allow for stepwise estimates of
discrimination 'thresholds' to be determined. That is one could adopt the methods of
computer controlled Inspection Time tasks where the duration of a currect stimulus
presentation is determined by the accuracy of discrimination of previous presentations.

In addition to these methodological aspects of the tasks, there are a number of
alternative studies which could also be done with mentally retarded individuals and
matched controls which also could take advantage of the controlled presentation of
stimuli on computer. For instance, it would be of interest to see how mentally retarded
individuals perceive point-light displays of faces when presented on computers, and see
whether they are as capable of perceiving meaning in briefly presented displays of faces
as they are in perceiving meaning in bodily displays. Similar techniques might be
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applied in testing this perceptual capacity. For example, one could examine the speed
of apprehension, and the abilties to discriminate between displays, using human and
non-human displays as was done with the bodily movements. Also, one could ascertain
whether mentally retared individuals are as capable as non-retarded individuals in
naming such displays, and examine the effects on perfromance on having to match such
displays with emotionally expressive voices or static photographs. As Hobson, Ousten
and Lee, (1989) have demonsrated mentally retarded subjects may well show
impairments in perfromance when required to match emotional stimuli which are not
present when only 'naming 'is required.

D. Clinical issues
In fact this area itself, the effects of language or cognitive tasks demands on personperceptual performance, is probably the most important area to consider when
assessing the clinical implications of the findings presented here. If, as the results here
suggest, mentally retarded individuals are able to perceive/process certain dynamic
information as ably as non-retarded subjects, then one must question why it is that they
often appear to have difficulties in social situations. One aspect may be that language
difficulties serve to inhibit their capacities to express their own, and describe others'
states, and that this leads to misunderstandings. Alternatively one might suggest that
mentally retarded subjects come to be socially impaired because of the expectations of
non-handicapped individuals, and not because of any inherent deficiency in themselves.
If individuals have low expectations of the capabilites and worth of mentally retarded
individuals (which unfortunately appears often to be the case - this even being reflected
in the labelling of the condition), then it would be unsurprising that they inhabited a
less socially rich world that that inhabited by individuals who are not stigmatised by the
condition. Consequently, it would be surprising if they were as socially able given the
social conditions in which they develop. In fact, to take this point further, one might
suggest that social-senstitivities serve to make the situation worse. If others treat
mentally retarded individuals as socially undesirable, and mentally retarded individuals
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are as sensitive to non-verbal communication and so on as as suggested by these
studies, then this would undoubtedly affect their own self worth and self development,
making them less confident and more defensive.

The conclusions in this regard would be that it is important not only to emphasise the
capapabilites of mentally retarded or learning disabled people (or whichever term is
currently in vogue) in order to educate people about their worth, but it is also
important as practitioners that we are aware of the expectations put upon mentally
retarded individuals by ourselves and that mentally retarded individuals are not blind to
these social signals.

8.4. C o n c l u d in g

c o m m en ts

This thesis attempted to explore whether certain aspects of person perception are
related to intellectual processes. In this regard it was found that mentally retarded
individuals, although aparently 'slower* in processing non-meaningful static stimulus
information, were as able as non-retarded individuals in being able to perceive and
discriminate meanings contained in briefly presented, unfamiliar human and non-human
point-light displays. These findings go against those of other studies that have
investigated person perception in the mentally retarded, and suggest that other studies
may have not been exploring purely the perceptual components of perfromance. In
fact, these findings illustrate the importance of using ecologically valid stimuli to
explore these issues.

In general the thesis findings support the views of Fodor, that there may be
evolutionarily determined modular perceptual processes which operate in a reflexive
manner to directly deliver meaning, in this case social meanings, to higher order
'horizontal' cognitive processes. Having said this, the findings may also be used to
support the long term position of ecological psychologists, particularly their claim that
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there may be invariant structures/information within social interactions which can be
directly picked up.

Unfortunately the findings themselves do not provide enough information to be able to
determine what form the outputs of such percpetual processes might take, that is
whether these perceptual 'primitives' correspond to basic categories of meaning, or are
a lower level representation - like Marr's sketches, or higher order representations.
Also further investigations are required to determine what other levels of meaning,
apart from whether a display is a person, object or dummy, or what a person is doing
or feeling, can be perceived in a relatively direct manner. For instance are humans, as
Premack proposes, 'hard-wired' to perceive 'intentions' ? Such questions are left for
future studies.
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A p p e n d ic e s
O u t l in e
Appendices are numbered in relation to the Chapter in which the reference to them was
made. For instance. Appendix 4.1 is the first appendix refered to in Chapter Four.
Consequently, as for some Chapters there are no appendices, the numbering is not
continuous.
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A p p e n d ix 4.2 :

I n d iv id u a l s ’ p e r f o r m a n c e o n t h e I n s p e c t io n
T im e t a s k w h e n s c o r e d a c c o r d i n g t o
s a m e / d if f e r e n t v e r s u s e x a c t r e s p o n s e s .

This is a graphical representation of subject's performances when scored according to 'same v
different' responding, versus number of correct responses when scored according to exact
responses.

I (a-d) : Mentally retarded subjects' levels of performance at each exposure duration as assessed
by the two diferent means of scoring. The graphs on the left give the number of correct responses
when scored according to 'same v different' responding. The graphs on the right indicate number
of correct responses when scored on exact responses, (the dotted line indicates the pre-set
threshold of 7/8 correct)
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Same v difTerent (scoring)

Exact response (scoring)
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Same v difTerent (scoring)

Exact response (scoring)
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Same v difTerent (scoring)

Exact response (scoring)
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n (a-d) : Normal subjects' levels of performance at each exposure duration as assessed by the
two different means of scoring. The graphs on the left give the number of correct responses when
scored according to 'same v different' responding. The graphs on the right indicate number of
correct responses when scored on exact respondes (the dotted line indicates the pre-set threshold
of 7/8 correct)._________________________________________________________________
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Same v difTerent (scoring)

Exact response (scoring)
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Same v difTerent (scoring)

Exact response (scoring)
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Exact response (scoring)

Same v different (scoring)
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A p p e n d i x 5.1:

Sc o r e

s h e e t s f o r t h e p o i n t -l i g h t

RECOGNITION TASK.

Score sheet
Point Hght display recognition tadi
Order B
Clasa/Schotd:

Name:

Introduction
Box with limits attadied.
Named as a box:
yes/no
Named the lights attached:
Case:
What did they describe the still image as?:
What did they describe the moving image as?:
Ironing board:
Guesses with various exposures:
5 frames
10 frames
IS frames
25 frames
SO frames
10 seconds
First object:
Guesses with various exposures:
1 frames
2frames
3 frames
4frames
S frames
6seconds
Tframes
8 frames
9 frames
10 frames
IS frames
20 seconds
2S frames
S seconds

yes/no
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Second Array:
Guesses with various exposures:
1 frames
2 frames
3 frames
4fiames
5 frames
6 seconds
Tframes
8 frames
9 frames
10 frames
IS frames
20 seconds
25 frames
S seconds

Third Array:
Guesses with various exposures:
1 frames
2 frames
3 frames
4fiames
S frames
6seconds
7 frames
8 frames
9 frames
10 frames
IS frames
20 seconds
2S frames
S seconds

Fourth Array:
Guesses with various exposures:
1 frames
2frames
3 frames
4 frames
5 frames
6 seconds
7 frames
8 frames
9 frames
10 frames
IS frames
20 seconds
2S frames
S seconds
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Fifth array:
Guesses with various exposures:
1 frames
2fiames
3 fiwnes
4frames
3 fiwnes
6 seconds
7 frames
Sframes
9frames
lOfiwnes
IS frames
20 seconds
23 frames
3 seconds

Sixth array:
Guesses with various exposures:
1 frames
2 frames
3 frames
4fiames
3 frames
6 seconds
7 frames
8 fiâmes
9 fiâmes
10 fiâmes
13 fiâmes
20 seconds
23 fiâmes
3 seconds
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A p p e n d i x 5.2:

V erbal

r e s p o n s e s g iv e n b y s u b je c t s o n t h e

POINT-LIGHT RECOGNITION TASK.

5-point-light person display
Mentally Retarded subject responses
Matchno
Verbal responses

recognition
point
(frames)
4
4
8

1

A wardrobe, closing up, walking, a man .

2

People, someone, scissors, door, someone doing the splits, someone closing door.

3
4
5

Ahorse, a man running, throwing, definately a man.

2

Dots flashing, a square, something running, walking.

6

A rake for garden, wider a dice, its a man-a person walking.

7
8

Cross, Christmas tree, a chair, a person- walking.
A T.V., a board, a door, remote control, a tissue box, a car, a person.

5
7
4
7

9

A house, a letter g, a wheelchair, somebody walking.

10

A butterfly, a person, swneone walking.

3

11

A person, a stepladder, a bottle, curtains, a swing, a merry-go-round, a person.

1

12

A puppet, compass (for drawing circles), blackboard, a man walking.

Coach, car, taxi, minibus, box-walking-anything, Sandy, a human.

Someone on stilts - walking on stilts.
13
Am
an walking.
14
A person walking.
15
Normal subject responses
Matchno
Verbal responses

10

10

4
4
3
recognition
point
(frames)
3

1

a house, a castle, a man walking.

2

a tre e , a door, a cupboard , a man walking.

6

3

Christmas tree, person running.

2

4
5

a doll's house, a b o x , a ballet girl on a music box, someone skating, dancing.

6

6

something rolling around, the sun turning around, a square, someone walking.

20

7
8

something twisting, turning around , like an X , a persim.
a somersault, a dancer, a bike, someone walking.

9

a long high thing, a lampost, something that went round, a lollipop lady, a person

10

a circle shape going round, a case, a girl skipping, a person.

11

a rocking Christmas tree, across.

12

am an walking.

13
14
15

a rectangle, a prism, a boomerang, a planet, a shoe, a table, a wall/door, a person.

7
4
7
7
6
2
25

straight line & triangle, piece of paper, a radiator, a moving table, a door.

10

something tall, six dots, somebody walking.

9

a Christmas tree, someime walking.

2
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10 point-light display o f a person.
Mentally Retarded subject responses
Matchno
Verbal responses

aman.
1
aeroplane, people running, someone walking over the road
2
a box, dancing, walking, a lady, a man.
3
a table, a man, a man walking
4
a
chair, a person going sideways, swimming
5
a person just standing
6
a person
7
Sunglasses, an animal, a bear, am an
8
A
bird, a person walking
9
a footballer - kicking a ball, a tree someone walking.
10
A
cot, a bottle, a climbing frame, a star, a person.
11
Its a man !
12
Too quick, it cant be a man, or is it someone walking? it is a man
13
Something walking - you, a man, anyone
14
Someone walking fast
15
Normal subject responses
Matchno
Verbal responses

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

a castle, a tree, a lady walking
boxes, a man on a cycle, a roundabout, a man walking
Christmas tree, toy, bear, puppet jumping, woman dancing, person walking
a person, am an
someone putting up a Christmas tree, someone walking
a person
a square at bottom with a bit sticking up, it's twisting, another person
a castle, a person
round at the top, a rope, a stool, something walking, a stick, a person walking
someone walking
someone pulling a toy house, a kite, a time bomb, someone turning, a person
a square, another person walking
a person
"n' shape, a case, a handbag, something walking - a duck, a walking person
high chair, leaning tower of piza ! a man walking

recognition
point
(frames)
1
3
3
3
3
1
3
3
4
2
5
4
3
5
3
recognition
point
(frames)
3
5
5
1
3
2
3
6
7
3
5
3
2
4
4
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5~point4ight display o f a ball
Mentally Retarded subject responses
Matchno
Verbal responses

1
2
3
4
5

4 dots, a circle, jumping up, rolling around, a wheel, it bounced - a ball
a ball, a disco light, a cat, a ball bouncing
a sta r, a coach, spinning wheel, jumping, smiling, a car jumping, car wheels

recognition
point
(frames)
10
1
needed prompt

cats eyes, a dog, a worm, a snake, a circle, turning-a disco light, a circle

10

a torch, a torch, a wheel, a torch, a wheel, a wheel, legs, jumping, skipping

25

6

a football

2

7

a football - something round

1

8

a dice, a cup, a plug, a barrel, a box, a bike, a shoe, a finger, a dice, a ball

9
a dice, a ball
10
a dice, a ball
11
a ball
12
a round circle - a ball
13
a ball
14
a football
15
Normal subject responses
Matchno
Verbal responses
a ball

1
2
3
4
5

box, tv, door, car, blackboard, bike, button, dice, tape, turning over, tennis ball

6

25
1
2
2
2
2
2
1

recognition
point
(frames)
25

a ball, a bouncing ball

1

toy bear, a ball 7 puppet, a bouncing ball

2

a tiny box, a tiny football

2

a video box, lifting out a plug, tripping over a stone, rolling a wheel barrow, a ball

9

a ball

1

7

a circle, spotlight, a circle, an apple, a ball, - it was bouncing

4

8

a ball, a disco light, a football

1

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

a small football

2

a ball

2

a box with dots, circle, teeth, awheel, a tyre, a rolling circle a bouncing triangle

25

a square, awheel, a ball

3

a circle, a rocket a bouncing ball

4

a ball shape, a ball

1

a ball

2
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10-point-light display o f a bike
M e n ta lly R e ta rd e d s u b je c t re sp o n se s
M atchno
V erbal responses

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

a plate, a car, a mat, a dog, a cat, a dog, boy running, it has viieels - a car?
an aeroplane, a car, a bird, someone running,- scissws boxcart, wheel, spider, car
drawing people, box, people, disco, smiling, crying, swimming ,cutting, writing.
a car, a tree, a bird, an aeroplane, a house, a man running, a bicycle
pencil, paper, scissors, running, jumping, horse, legs, spider, grasshopper, fingers,car
a bike, a bike, - wheels
an animal, a horse, a dog, jumping, a bike
an animal, a toy animal, a shoe, a panther, a tiger, a toy truck, a fish, a dog
a tortoise a firework sparks a rat a jelly-fish a bird a bike
a box a car - motorbike* a spider, agirafTe, two circles, butterfly.
a chair, a dog, a pencil, a person, a dice-rolling, a plane, a deckchair, a cat
a tent, a dog, cat, a puppet, a train, a car
an animal, a person, a ball, dice rolling, stretching their arms out, a bike
a dog, cat/dog, spider, crawling, bicycle
a remote control car, dog, rolling along, wheels moving, wheelbarrow, machine, a
bike

N o rm a l s u b je c t re sp o n se s
M atchno
V erbal responses

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

car, child running, racing car, bike
ahorse, a dog, a see-saw, a car, abike
car, giraffe, spring, jumping up, kangeroo, tractw, trainbike
a motorbike, abike
a dog, a cat running, an animal running, two children running, footballs rolling
an animal, a balloon floating, a dog, someone sprinting, a bicycle
a crocodile, abike
a dog running, someone running, a ballet dancer, a runner, an athlete, a tiger
a funny shape, a present wrapped up, like walking, a bike
wheels with circles , a car, a dog , a skateboard, someone pushing a table , a bike
the wind, a time bomb, a leopard, the wind, a cat, a bike
a toy, a bear, a ball, a big spoon , a box, a toy car, a bike
a hula hoop, a ball, a tennis ball, car wheel, a dog, a square , a baby, a bike
a horse , a table , smnething jumping, dog, cat, animal, running, legs, running.
swimming
something jumping, something big , a bike

* This was taken to be an incorrect response

recognition
point
(fram es)
needed prompt
25
needed prompt
20
125
2
5
needed pronq*
15
25
15
needed prompt
20
15
20

recognition
point
(fram es)
4
9
9
1
needed prompt
125
2
needed prompt
8
15
7
20
25
25
20
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5-point-light display o f scissors.
Mentally Retarded subject responses
Matchno
Verbal responses

1
2
3
4
5

S dots, closing up a go-cart, diving, opening, clapping hands, scissws- excl!
a case, folding together, an aeroplai^, car lights, motorbike lights, a bird
washing machine, box, people dancing, cooking, tap, disco dancing, box, dog,
clapping s
lines fire a cross a box a circle a diamond d i 1cutting the grass
flashing 4 dots 5 chair man star triangle shape tape animal-boar clothes peg

recognition
point
(frames)
15
15
needed prwnpt
125
needed jxmnpt

6

a pair of scissors

3

7

moving about - six dots scissors

2

8

two hands making an X a go-cart a bird a letter scissors

7

across scissors
9
S dots in a cross circles triangles crossing fingers 4 circles a car sciss
10
a star a dog a shape an iron a stepladder a bottle a roof scissors
11
scissors
12
an easel ironing board again scissors
13
something closing jumping someone clapping and kicking (hands above head) scisss
14
3 dots a torch like a fan scissors
15
Normal subject responses
Matchno
Verbal responses

1
2
3
4
5
6

radiator jumper car mirror scissors

5
7
7
2
7
5
5

recognition
point
(frames)
5

box spinning needle collapsing board peg shark clapping bird mouse

needed prompt

small case folding jumper 6 dots iron board watch puppet square clappinghands

needed prompt

spinner a folding board across
two people banging into each other a see-saw a pair ofscissors
a person a windmill the letter x persjumping-a star jump clappingaeroplane

7
7
125

7

like an ironing board a light moving round if s opening a slide shears

15

8

a person jumping up and down acrobats excersise person sticks gardenshears

25

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

5 dots egg timer like a cross a pair ofscissors

25

a flower a table with wheels someone exercising an ironing boardswimming
a washing machine an aeroplane across a bird scissors

needed prompt
5

blinking lights a pair of scissws

8

a triangle a dog abike an ironing board a circle hands clapping aface

2

going past each other a tape going round going together and apart scissors

5

S dots square umbrella folding spinning a plate cards bag coat clothesbutterfly

125
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10-point~light display o f a chair.
Mentally Retarded subject responses
Matchno
Verbal responses

1
2
3
4
5

oblong a shape a handle straightening out a square thing rocking - achair

recognition
point
(frames)
125

some car lights suitcase rolling out of bed a bag moving boat case birdpom

needed prompt

juggling dancing hopping football dancing singing a tv a box juggling a tv box

needed prompt

drew h a car a box diamond right angle a dice a cot

needed pronq)t

square an h a rectangle achair

6

a door letter a a table a sideboard a deck-chair a big ^ e e l a high-chair

7

two lines h a box goes round a pram a chair

8

an h a n a a dice a box a table a shoe a window achair

an h football h drink tv bed somebody walking jug thing on wall pram c
9
rugby posts an h an 8 a cartwheel a chair - a rocking chair.
10
a ladder apers(Hi a bean bag a box flats camera table bath car tvchhnney
11
two lines blackboard a chair
12
dice
box someone walking** square shape tv two lines three lines a handstand ch
13
a table a chair
14
video square moving about domino big box-someone in it fairground ride
15
Normal subject responses
Matchno
Verbal responses

1
2
3
4
5

a coat hanger a car at.v. a ball achair

6

a rectangle a television a little suicase a rockingchair.

7

long a lamppost bouncing side to side pillar rocking high chair rockinghors

a door abigwiieel a box a big wheel turning a truck wheel see-saw cot
a big box rolly-polly a big wheel see through box little car horses carriagecha
a fridge a clock,a t.v a box a loaf of bread a rocking horse a bab/scot
a door a front door a curtain a cat flap locking a shed building a newtable

8
10
9
125
needed prompt

7
25

8
125

8
needed prompt

recognition
point
(frames)
4
needed prompt

125
20
125
125
15

8

ladder cartwhheel climbing frame a push chair a car a wheel barrow

needed prmnpt

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

telephone box it rolls a tree stretching a door a buggy collapsing aladder

needed prmnpt

a box a suitcase a square moving about a box with if s lid open achair
long box long clock two boxes falling see throughbox a rocking chair

9
25

a rectangle front door milk carton a long suitcase a coffin a kite rolling

needed prompt

a n h a rectangle a suitcase abed a square a circle a plug abook/shelf

20
15
20

a triangular thing thicker a box shape suitcase drawers put down atv^w .w m
turning in a circle a kite a big box a cupboard a climbing frame achair

§

I

VO

I

Score sheet for Person v 'Puppet' Discrimination

s
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u
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>
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A p p e n d ix 6.2:

B r ea k d o w n o f Su b je c t R e spo n se s o n
THE P e r s o n v D u m m y t a s k .

The tables below give details on the number cS correct responses given for eadi individual stimulus hem. The responses to each
stimulus are grouped together according to the exposure duration of eadi stimulus. Correspondingly tb m are 6 tables, one for eadi of
the six difident e;q)osure durations employed-SOmsec to 280mesc. The tables list the total number of correct responses for eadi
individual stimulus hem, and also show the total number correct reqxmses for eadi exposure duration as a whole. In addition, the
tables give the number of correct responses by group and also indicate the nature of the incorrect responses given. Below is a more
detailed description the table contents.
The first column of eadi table tells wbidi type of stimulus -pason or dummy- was presented and the direction movanent In
brackets is the point at idiidi the particular stimulus hem was presented m the 48 fixed trials. Le. (6) means that the stimulus was the
sixth to be presented. The second column gives the total number of conyletely correct reqxmses -correct in tfie type and direction c i
the stimulus- given by all subjects of both groups (i.e. max. = 30). Columns 3 and 4 show the total number correct for each group
separately (i.e. numba correct out of 13). Note that column 2 is the sum of columns 3 and 4. Columns 3-7 show the distribution of
ahemative responses - Column 3 shows the number of times subjects indicated the correct direction, but named the stimulus
incorrectly, column 6 shows the number of times the subject named the stimulus correctly but indicated the wrong direction of
movement; and column 7 shows the number times subjects both named the stimulus and indicated the direction incorrectly. The
final column, column 8, lists the number of correct namings of the stimuli regardless of whether the subject correctly indicated the
direction h was moving. This column is equivalent to the sum of columns 2 and 6.
The last row of each table shows the total reqxxises for each e:q>08ure duration. For columns 2 and 3 to 8, the totals given are out of a
possible 240 responses. For columns 3 and 4 the totals are outras possible 120 reqxmses.
Stimulus items shown in bold type are those hems where paformance of <me or more groups appeared to be near chance, i.e. only half
the subjects of a group correctly named the stimulus.

Table li Subject responses for stimuli of 80msec duration
Stimulus type and
direction

correct id and
direction

mr

normal

(6) person-left
(12) dummy-left
(18) dummy-left
(24) person-right
(29) person-right
(33) person-left
(37) person-left
(44) dummy-right

23
15
12
21
15
20
19
16
141

12
7
7
11
8
11
10
6
72

11
8
5
10
7
9
9
10
69

Total;

right
direction
wrong id
4
9
10
9
13
7
11
13
76

right id but
wrong
direction
1
1
3
1
1
7

wrong id
and
direction
2
5
5
2
2
-

16

correct id/
either
direction
24
16
15
21
15
21
19
17
148

Table 2: Subject responses for stimuli of 120msec duration
Stimulus type and
direction

correct id and
direction

mr

normal

(2) dummy-left
(7) dummy-left
(15) person-left
(23) dummy-right
(30) dummy-right
(35) person-right
(42) person-right
(48) dummy-right

12
18
18
21
14
25
14
14
136

8
11
7
10
9
12
6
7
70

4
7
11
11
5
13
8
7
66

Total:

right
direction
wrong id
12
10
11
9
9
5
16
13
85

right id but
wrong
direction
1
1
-

4
3
9

wrong id
and
direction
5
1
1
3
-

10

correct id/
either
directimi
13
19
18
21
18
25
14
17
145
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Table 3; Subject responses for stimuli of 160msec duration
Stimulus type and
direction

correct id and
direction

mr

normal

(3) dummy-left
(ll)pers(m -nglit
(16) pers(Hi-right
(19) dummy-right
(26) dummy-right
(36) person-left
(41) dummy-left
(47) person-left

21
20
23
19
17
19
18
21
158

11
10
10
9
9
10
10
8
77

10
10
13
10
8
9
8
13
81

Total

right
direction
wrong id
6
10
7
9
12
11
12
8
75

right id but
wrong
direction
3
1
1
5

wrong id
and
direction
2
2

correct id/
either
direction
24
20
23
19
18
19
18
22
163

Table 4: Subject responses for stimuli of 200msec duration
Stimulus type and
direction
(5) dummy-right
(9) person-right
(17) dummy-left
(20) person-left
(28) person-left
(31) dummy-left
(40) dummy-right
(43) person-right

correct id and
direction

mr

14

8
11
12

22
20
25
24
17
25
23
170

Total

6

IS

11
9

11
8
14
15

8
10
5
6

right id but
wrong
direction
-

6
14

11
11

11
4

1
1

8

15
91

7

-

-

66

2

2

79

normal

right
direction
wrong id

wrong id
and
direction

1

correct id/
either
direction

1

14

-

22
20
25
24
18
26
23
172

Table 5: Subject responses for stimuli of 240msec duration
Stimulus type and
direction

correct id and
direction

mr

normal

(4) person-right
(8) person-left
(13) dummy-right
(22) person-left
(25) dummy-left
(34) dummy-right
(39) person-left
(45) dummy-left

25
26
24
27
19
19
18
23
181

12
12
12
13

13
14
12
14
10
10
10
10
93

Total:

9
9
8
13

88

right
direction
wrong id
5

4
5
3
10
10
10
6
53

right id but
wrong
direction
-

1

wnmgid
and
direction
-

1
-

1
1
1

1

-

2

4

cmrectid/
either
direction
25
26
24
27
19
19
19
24
183

Table 6: Subject responses for stimuli of 280msec duration
Stimulus type and
direction

correct id and
direction

mr

normal

(1) person-right
(10) dummy-right
(14) person-right
(21) dummy-left
(27) person-right
(32) dummy-right
(38) dummy-left
(46) person-left

28
20
21
25
25

13

Total:

185

15
11
10
13
14
12
14
12
101

9
11
12

11

22

10

25

11

19

7
84

right
direction
wrong id

wrong id
and
direction
-

9

right id but
wrong
direction
-

4

1

5
5
5

-

-

1

2

-

-

2
10

10
50

-

2

-

1
3

correct id/
either
direction
28
20
21
26
25
23
25
19
187
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A ppendix 6.3:

B ias in responses G iven on the
P erson / D um m y D iscrim in atio n

ta sk .

Table 1:
Number of times subjects 'identified* the point-light stimuli as a
'Person* and as a 'Dummy', and the total number of correct

Subject
number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Mentally retarded
Person' 'Dummy'
Total
responses responses Correct
8
40
24
21
27
33
17
21
31
37
11
21
33
11
37
12
34
36
23
25
45
29
19
37
17
29
31
15
29
33
28
20
22
28
20
40
29
19
31
25
23
37
18
42
30

Non-retarded
Person' Dummy'
Total
responses responses Correct
30
22
26
22
38
26
39
17
31
20
28
28
44
22
26
28
20
28
38
22
26
14
36
34
29
19
33
17
35
31
13
33
35
41
27
21
25
23
25
36
28
20
36
22
26

Bold denotes a significant bias in responding towards responding 'person*, or
'dummy': For 48 trials, and two responses of equal liklihood (p=0.5), a binomial
distribution predicts that the probability of a subject making 30 responses of one
particular type by chance, is less than 5%).

Shading indicates that, overall, a subject failed to reach threshold
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A p p e n d i x 7.1:

R e sp o n s e s G iv e n b y s u b je c t s t o e a c h
'E m o t i o n * d is p l a y p r e s e n t e d o n t h e
SALIENCE TASK.

Responses made by each mentally retarded subject to each emotion display on
the 'salience' task
Sad
(code)
Surprise
(code)
Scared (code)
Angry (code)
Happy (code)
Ss
He was walking and ttwn
he suddenly stopped •
earned on walking • he
waved his amis

2
3
4
5
6

someone was walking he
jumped someone scared
him he went back a bit
and then walked on
He was walking and he
jumped beck - canied on
walking

He needy tripped - he
stopped
he was moving & went
Uce that (Showed E
movements) • he was
scared
He was walking and he
jumped

7

A man walking & he
trqiped over a bit • then
cvried on walking

8

he walked and he
stopped then he walked
again ^ he was walking •
and someone scared him
He walked and then he
jumped - he walked
again and his aims were
an floppy

9
10
11
12
13
14

He waflced once then he
jumped- the head was
moving
he waUced along • he
stopped - he tiqiped
he was walking then he
jumped then waUdng
again
he went bke that
(showed E jump - with
aims out to the t ^ ) -he
was scared
the man is walking somebody scared him

he
was
walking
badcwaids - he didnt tun
off • he just walked
backwards

angry

4

he was jumping up and
dorvn • side to side

he saw somefliing he
went back like he saw a
dog - he went back
scared
He
was
walking
backwards
and
like
jumping sideways ^ he
looked scared

someone IS angry

4

someone
is
happy
jumping up and down
waving arms and legs

He looked cross cos he
was stamping his feet

4

He is doing exercises
he is happy

he is scared

he's fed iq) annoyed

4

he culled into a bafl - he
was walking and sat
dow nonachair

he was backing out of
ttie way ^ ftightened

stamping his feet in a bad
temper

4

he’s jumping he is happy
he is dancmg
doing exeroise

he lifted his aims up and
he croudied down and
turned smaD

He was going forwards
and was looking straight
ahead and then he
walked foiwaids
he walked • stood still
then walked sideways ^
he stiD had dot# around
him
waDdng backwaids ^ he
is getting scared

when he was waDdng
around (S aighed) he
stopped he huflTed hands at side and then
sat down
someone he was bored
he didnt want to do
anything
he
was
waUdngshiugged his shoulders sat down - like this
(showed E head in
hands) ^ Fed up
he is upset

he went that w ay -h e sat
down • he put his aim on
his dim ^ he had all dots
around him
He was walking (showed
E aims out) then he sat
down ^ he had lights all
over him
He walked sideways St.
then crawled down - he
put his aims behind his
head
he walked one way then
another then sat dmwn

he is bored - he sat down
bored

waDdng - sitting on flie
dwir

walking backwards on
the chair

Hefsinatemper

jumping and dancing

he waDced and he’s
stamping his feet - he^s
StiD got dots around him
^ he’s a little bit difkrent
he is waiting - he was
dancing • he was moving

the man ke|4 on jumping
up and down ^ he stiD
had dots ssownd him
He is jumping • he is
head butting a fiwtbaO

HE
was
waDdng
backwards St, he was
putting his anns out and tiying to kneel down
he was jumping up
he is getting mad

2

he was jumping up and
downaD tlie time m l he
kept going sideways

4

2

stamping his fl%t

2

he is jumping srawid
one leg to other moving
his arms
jumping ttnowing his

2

he was mad

4

jumping with this hands
-happy

2

hew asabitfuniiy

1

jumping - spreadwig his
legs

2

stamping his feet

2

he was ju m ping-hitler

He waDaed backwards
and he jumped he was
waDdng sideways

he waDced ftnward then
went backwards and
sideways
moving backwards went
flds way - sideways
waDdng forward first ten
he go badawards flien
looked at floor
he was moving along - so
no one can see him

(mûtated actions - head
bi hands - sad Ace)
walking • moved sad

2

2
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Responses made by each non-retarded subject to each emotion display on
'salience* task
Surprise (code)

he was sraDdng and then
he walked sideways and
he was bored ' he put his
arms up A down A sat
down
he was sraDdng- He bent
down • he went to a chair
A sat d o w n ''h e sdD had
lights on him
he waDced up and moved
his arms up and down
and then he bent down
he was waDdng along put
his arms out to strtich
like he was tired he sat
down to go to sleep
he's fed up

3

he was waDdng forward
(showed
E
arm
movements) and then he
sat (showed E head in
hands)
he was waDdng
and
doesn't Imow what to do
so sat down and thinks
he got fed up

2

3

he WH walking and he
bumped into eomelhing
and then he atarted
walking again

2

he was walking A he fen
down & he started
ataDdng again ^ he stiB
had lights on
he kept walking and then
he speeded up and then
he waDced again
he was ivaDdng • then
something happened and
then he stopped and then
went away
he's waDdng and he
bumped and someone
booed him and they
scared him
he's fed up • and he was
waDdng fonvard and
bent his knees

2

7

he
was waDdng and
something scared him

3

8

If s like he was about to
try on something he kept
on walking
the man was walking
fixwaid - he suddenly
saw somediing • he aras
fiightened - waDced on
like bravely
He
came out o f the
semen he stopped fimny
(showed E raising of
arms) and then carried
on
he was waDdng forward
A stopped and then kept
araDdng foraraids again

2

3
4
5
6

9
10
11

Sad (code)

Scared (code)
1 think he was dancing

4

and then he looked a bit
scared and he waDced
away

2

4

he is waDcing and he is
angry with someone

Happy (code)
I think he was junqring
about because he was so

4

happy
4

he was doing his
exercises - jumping left
and right and up and
down
first the man started
jumping and then he did
star jumps
he^s just jumping* so Dke
he's happy

2

2

he's mad • he kept on
stamping his feet ''
Angry

2

foe man skipped

4

he's angry with someone
- arants to get foem back.

2

he's mad

he's rurming back ' 'h e
was scared

4

he's mad '' he's stamping
on the Door

4

he's jumping up snd
down A opening Ms
arms artd legs

2

2

he's scared - so he's
waDcing back to get out

4

he's really armoyed with
something

4

he's so happy so hefe
jumping about

4

4

Dice he had a shock and
he went backwards

2

he's getting
angry
stamping his feet

-

4

he's jumping Dice hefs
happy

4

he was waDdng he meant
to waDc forward A he
went side A then sat
down - maybe fed up

4

4

maybe he
lost his
girlfiiend - kicking the
Door cos he lost h e r ''h e
is not happy

3

he was having Ms
jumping practice-side to
side

2

2

he was waDdng and then
he went to sit down and
he looked fed up

4

It was like he
was
araDcing - he saw
someone he waDced
backwards cos he was
scared
he was araDcing side to
side and went back and
off the screen

2

he araHoed in and he kept
stamping his feet and

2

he came in and started
dancing with Ms asms
and then he started
dancing again

2

2

he was walking on one
side - he sat down ' ' he's
invisible (showed E head
in hands)
he
is waDdng and
stretching then sat down
' ' (Showed E head in
h ands)''heis tired

2

he came forward and
then went backwards
stopping and starting

2

he was in a bad mood he
arasbarrging

4

hefs jumping * he's h v p y
he^s doing Ms star junqrs

*

3

WaDcing backarards cos
he^s seen something jumping backarards as if
scmething trying to get
him
He was tryirig to get
across somrthing and he
was waDcing sideways

2

looks Dice he is angry

4

he is jumping up snd
down • putting Iqgs up
moving arms as weft

2

2

2

He was jumping snd
moving Ms srrrts snd Ms

2

He waDced too dose and
then he arsDced sidearays
and back

2

He stamped bofo his feet
and he moved his arms
artd he came forward and
then went back
He came dose foen he
started stomping his feet
- he turned arourrd and
he stamped

HE came ftten he started
jumping and did star
jumps and jumped on
one leg to the other

2

2

2

3

3

2
3

4

12

He is waDdng and foen
he got scared

3

13

he was waDdng along he
nearly
feO
over
something

2

He sat down and he
waved his arms and he
walked up first

2

14

He was waDdng too dose
to something

2

He waDced too dose he
moved his hands and
then went smaller

2

he
started
walking
backwards " the screen
went blank ' ' he nearly
fell over
the man came on and
waDced sideways and be
aras araDcing to the right
he aras araDdng back 'cos
something scary ares
happening - somebody
with a knife aras there
1 think someone aras
tdhng him to get out and
he stepped out

Angry (code)

4

2

4

he's happy snd he wa
boutvcing up and down

iv
2
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A p p e n d ix 7.2:

V e r b a l r e spo n se s m a d e b y su b jec ts
TO THE STIMULI PRESENTED ON THE
’S t a t e s ' t a s k .

Table la
Responses made by each mentally retarded subject to the first 5 state'
_____________________ displays on the 'Naming* task___________________
Ss

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

1. Tired

(code)

2. Happy (code)

3. Scared (code)

4. Hurt

(code)

S.

Sad (code)

Tired

4

Happy

4

Scared

4

in pain

fed up

jiwt got up tired

4

happy

4

scared

4

hurt his leg

bored

he looked tired

4

happy

4

scared

4

hurt his friot

bored and fed up

tired

4

happy

4

scared

4

annoyed
about
Ms
shoelaces
putting his shoes on - too
smaD cant get em on
hurt his ankle

fed up

feding tired

4

happy

4

scared

4

tired

4

happy

4

scared

4

stretching his amishappy^got out o f b e d ''
tired
bred

4

jumping up and dow n''
happy

4

walked front - sideways
backwafds - felt angiy

3

the man hurt his leg or
ftxit

he felt sad

4

happy

4

3

He hurt his k g

tired - he is sitting down •
havingaiest

9

Happy • he was doing his
anns back

3

happy jumpn% up and
down

4

3

sad

10
11
12
13
14

stretching
getting up
abight

3

happy

4

angiy (E repeat- poor
attenbon)42
response
scared
walking backwards and
was happy and jumpinghked
scared

8

bied
crying sad

1

alright

1

ok

1

pulling his socks up tyh% his shoelaces^
happy
cant put his shoes on mad
hurting his fix)t

twisting

2

happy

4

3

hurting

angiy or sad

bred

4

happy

4

sad moving backwards
so no one can see
not happy

3

oh my fimt • he's saying

not happy -grumpy

feds angry

3

happy

4

scared

4

hurt

happy

sad

yawn

4

angiy
sad
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Table Ib
Responses made by each non- retarded subject to the first 5 'state* displays
2. Happy (code)

Ss

1. Tired

1
2
3
4
5
6

he*i sibling cot he hetnt
•nyfiiends
tired

4

happy

tired

4

happy

tired

4

happy

he's fiwhng down • like
bored
he put his aim up and
d o m • sad or hiyipy •
DK
he doesn't know wht to
do

3

happy-joyaUe

3

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

(code)

4. Hurt

(code)

5.

Sad

(code)

scared

4

excited

3

4

fiightened

4

feeling bored

3

feeling embatessed

3

he kept on itching his
1%:
he felt like exercising

3

4

1

he was tired

3

4

scared

4

happy

3

sad

4

4

scared

4

h fsh u rth im sd f

4

fed up

4

happy

4

fiiÿilened - thinks it was
a dog-A was going back

4

he was putting his shoes
on A stamped on floor

2

fed up - then he sat down
crying

4

1

happy

4

fiightened

4

4

sobered

3

tired

4

happy

4

scared

4

3

hefs bored

3

tired

4

happy

4

afiaid

4

3

sad

4

tired

4

happy

4

scared

4

2

fediqr

4

happy

3

really really happy

4

just walking badcwards''
tvset
scared

3

annoyed oos he trod on
somellûng and hurt
himself
mad oos he's tryir% to
pun his socks up
his feet feDs t i ^ oos o f
his shoes - not happy
he firek fimny - tiying to
get his shoe on
ooukfait walk cos he has
a bad leg''unhappy
feelin sad becmrse he^s
hit his toe
putting on his shoes to
go somewhere
feding sad cos he has
hurt his fixit

3

upset

4

1

happy

4

3. Scared (code)

tired

4

happy

4

toed

4

he is jumping

2

yawning - feehng tired

4

feds happy

4

going
backwardsand
sideways
scared

4
2

4

londyandsad

4

3

fed up

4

2

sitting-going to bed

2

4

fixb happy oos he is
hiding

3
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Table Ila
Responses made by each mentally retarded subject to the second 5 *state*
____________________ displays on the ^Naming* task____________________
Ss

6. Itchy

1
2
3
4
5

6
7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14

(code)

9.
(code)

Surprise

10. Cold (code)

7. Angry (code)

8. Bored (code)

itchy

fed up stressed

3

icntching - itchy

angiy

waiting for someonr
tired - a bit moving his
leg
bored

4

he stopped for some
reason then walked on
*g«m
fiightened

3

fieezingcoid

itching

cross

waiting for someone
bored
waiting - fisd up waiting
for a bus for a long time
sorry for himself

4

he jum ped''soared

3

cold

3

dont know

0

cold-fieezing

3

scared at first A then
wamtacared
quite happy in a way

3

doing boxing

3

cold

walked then slipped then
walked''happy
cross''oos k cant wait

3

shaking scared

3

scared oos he's shaking

3

washing himself - happy

itchy

annoyed angry

washing

upset - bad temper

scntdiing itchy

in a temper angry

itdiy

ai«iy

3

3

3

he walked and jumped''
happy- pretend to be a
horse
fWtjumpy scared

3

cold

3

n o th v p y

3

shivery

2
2

he fû t mad when he
walked
scared

3

odd

3

he was getting scared •
he jumped - he saw

3

shaking his
scared-odd
odd

itchy

angry
he was cold - he was
shivering

itchy

mad angry

he is angry
getting
really angry
he was fblding his arms
happy- moving knee
about
fed up

itchy

not happy

not happy-upset

mad

crossed his arms hand
and hqM - waiting for bus
waving arms - hands on
hq)s
his leg is turning - angry

alright - tired

itchy

Angry

fieearg

dancing waiting for
someone between happy
and sad
s a d '' hescrying

he was sciatdiy - got an
itch ^ felt happy

scatchy-itdiy

2

3

3

3

bones
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Table Ilb
Responses made by each non-retarded subject to the second 5 'state*
__________________displays on the 'Naming* task_________________
Ss

6. Itchy

1
2
3
4
5

ildiy

(code)

7. Angry

(code)

like he wants to be wAh a
diend quite lonely
angiy

3

the man was angry

4

brave - or diinks he’s
cool''angry
angry

4

itchy

6

he keep# itddng ''& eb
•ad COBhe doeent like A

he feels sad had f i^ t and
lost-angry and stamped

7

he feels a bA angry ooa
he’s AchAig hAnsdf

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

8. Bored (code)

he’s hot and bothered waiting for someone
doAig his exercises

3

he was iqrset oos he was
putting hands to chest
angry cos he’s waAA% for
someone 4LtheyYe late
he’s waiting for someone
for a kxig tune 4Lfed up

3

4

he was sad - couldn’t get
his own way so sulked

3

angry about somethmg

4

standAig about - he
might be waiting for

3

he’s Achy

angry

4

he’s bored

4

itchy

miserable

3

feDs smart - thinks he’s
the best

1

itchy

mad

4

Achy

he’s m a bad mood cos
he’s late fer work
angry

4

he feels like stampAig his
feet-he feels angry
he feels mad

4

he diAikAig what he
wants to do
thinking
about
something
fed up o f waAAig waAed for 1/2 hr for taxi
he feds like movAig his
arms and l%s -dancing
he is fed up

Achy «gain
feh Hke having a bath 'h e
was imdly''■Clubbing
itchy

he’s got die measles •
needs to so atd i • Achy
somediings Aching him
he is iciatdiy he is
feeling hqppy ^ feds
ikhy

4

4

4

4

1

9.
(code)

Surprise

fdt a bA scared when he
bumped AAo someone
he was walking 4L hfied
his knee - threw up a baD
he fdt croas cos he was
kicking someone
scared - he was surprised
- cos a dog barked
someone scared hAn andsaid oh you back ''
fed up
he wass walkAig 4L
someone jumped out he
was scared
he’s scared
but it’s
nottiAig to be scared of

3

10. Cold (code)

cold

2

fieezAig

3

cd d

4

odd

3

hke aomeone^s going to
hAhAo-scared

3

odd

3

cold or scared

3

fieezing

1

he’s shivering

2

Hke there# somethAig
that scares hnn
just swinging his arms hke mum said can’t go
oiA
fedtqi

3

odd

1

waDdng forwards

2

odd

3
3

3

fed up

3

cd d

2

he feds hke trqrping over

1

odd

3

he was scarAig someone
and feds happy

3

odd
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A p p e n d ix

V er ba l r e spo n se s m a d e b y su b jec ts
TO THE STIMULI PRESENTED ON THE
'A c t i o n s * TASK.

7 3 :

Table la
Responses made by each mentally retarded subject to the first 5 'Action'
_____________________ displays on the 'Naming' task_____________________
Sf

1. Lifting

(code)

2. Clapping (code)

Picknig lomettiing up

2

waiting fix someone ^
dapping his hands

2

walking
picking
something
up
then
putting it down
he picked eomelhing up
and put it back down
again
picking something up
and putting it down
Picking something up
and putting it bi is pocket
picking something 19

2

dapping his hands

2

2

1

2

3
4
5

3. Hopping (code)

2
2

8

9

S. Jumping (code)

2

kicking

2

jumping

2

2

jumping on one leg
hopping • then changed
1%
hopping

2

Idddngaball

2

jumping up and down

2

he was dapping

2

hopping on troth feet

2

pretend to kick a ball

2

jumping

2

excerdsing his anns •
using am» builder
pulling a rope (showed E
arms extended)
dapping

1

hopping changing leg

2

skq>pir« - with a rope

1

hopping

2

2

jumping

2

2

dancing skvp0«

1

playing fixXbaU - kicked
the ball
scoring goals • kicking a
ban
kick the ban

2

1

2

jumping

2

2

hopping

2

playing fbottiankicked

2

bouncing

2

1

hopping

2

(botban
fix>tt)an

2

skipping ^jumping

1

1

he was hopping - and he
diangedl 4 *
hopping on one 1%

2

he kicked fire fixrttraU

2

jumping up and down

2

2

kicking a foottran

2

jumping

2

6

7

4. Kicking (code)

bent down and pick up a
bride
lifting a weight

2

He was picking things up
A put it down again
picking up something

2
2

fifhng something

2

exercise

1

hopping

2

kicking a (botban

2

jumping

2

pick up a tx)X see it then
put it down
pulling his undopants up

2

(showd E actkmO

2

hopping

2

play foofban

2

2

1

clapping

2

hopping

2

Kiddng

2

jumping with his arms
swinging
jumping

2

sitting on the floor

1

Clapping

2

hopping

2

Kiddng

2

jumping

2

2

man in a fight - banging
his fists together
doing that (showed E chest
expanding
exercise)
he was hiiling himself ^
with his hands
clapping his hands

2

10
moving his

kicking the

11
12

13
14
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Table Ib
Responses made by each non-retarded subject to the first 5 *Action*
displays on the *Naming* task
2. Clapping (code)

Ss

1. Lifting

1
2
3

Picking up lomething

2

standing up and bending
down
he touched hia toes with
hi# hands

1

4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

(code)

he pidced tomettiing up
getting dfeaaed - pulling
uphia trouaen
piddng up# weight - too
heavy fo he put it down
touching the ground or
doing hie ihoelacea up
picking h k books up

building something picking up some wood
he bent down end picked
something up A. put it
down
walked krward bent
down to get something
lifling s weight up
he is picking something
up
He was picking up
something

1

2
1
2
1
2

2

swinging bis anna about
-exetcising
playing with his arms or
clapping his hands
he was putting hb anna
to his body and out again
banging his hands on
hÿa - making a tune
clapping his hands

3. Hopping (code)

4. Kicking (code)

5. Jumping (code)

1

hopping

2

playing football

2

jumping

2

2

he was hopping up and
down cbmging le y
he was hopping- got tired
so changed fiset

2

playing football

2

bouncing up and down

2

2

he was kiddng a football

2

jumping up and down •
putting his hands in and

2

1

1

hopping

2

kicking a foofoall

2

jumping

2

2

2

kidted a football

2

2

hopping on one leg chatiginglegs
hopping - changing feet

2

trying to kill a bee smacking hands together
dapping hands in fiont

2

playing football

2

jumping up and down
swinging arms
jumping up and down

2

hopping

2

kkddng

2

jumping

2

like
hefs
smashing
soroediing up with his
hands
dapping

1

he’s hopping on one firot
then the other

2

kiddngabaH

2

jumping

2

2

2

he kicked something

2

jumping up and down

2

2

he’s hopping - one leg
then the other
hopping

2

kicked

2

jumping

2

2

he was
hands

1

dapping his hands

2

hopping on one leg

2

he kicked a baD

2

jumping

2

2

(dapping Ida hands

2

hopping

2

kicking

2

2

2

hitting Idmsdf (showed
E hitting own stomach)
doing excersise (showed
E waving o f arms)

1

he is hopping on both
kg*
he was hopping

2

kicking

2

2

kidted

2

jurrgring up and down
and moving arms
jumping and moving Ua
arms
jumping

2

clapping Ida

2

1

2
2
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Table Ila
Responses made by each mentally retarded subject to the last 5 'Action*
____________________ displays on the Naming task____________________
Ss

6. Pushing (code)

7. Digging (code)

1
2

pufhtng Mmdhing

2

its • bit wienl this one •
pushing something beck

2

playing cricket - he pick
something up & threw it
pick up something •
shovelling up the earth

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

think he ww climbing
something
pulling something that’s
stuck
walking in s fimny wsy

he was pulling a rope

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

10
11
12
13

climbing

14

cnwhng
tug o f war
stretching its leg

8. Sitting (code)

9. Climbing (code)

10. Running (code)

1

sat down

2

cKmbing^'srock

2

jogging on the spot

2

2

sit down

2

dimbmgtrp

2

jogging tunning

2

shovelling

2

sitting down

2

jogging

2

2

sitting down

2

he climbed on top o f a
box
puDuig himself up

2

gardening with his spade
• planting stuff
shovelling

2

running

2

2

sitting down

2

climbing

2

jogging on the spot

2

digging

2

sitting down

2

rock climbing

2

running

2

spadedigging

2

sitting down

2

dimbing u p s ladder

2

jogging on the qm t

2

digging

2

1

standing up climbing

2

jogging

2

he was digging

2

piddng tqt a weight bending dorvn
sat down

1

running up and down

2

1

hitdngabaD

1

2

running

2

2

1

up the steps
walking
up &e steps- going to
bed
climbing s wall

picking up something

1

throwing mud

1

bentdown to pidc up
something
Sitting

2

Climbing

2

running

2

push the car

2

digging the mud

2

sit down

2

climbing

2

skipping

1

stretching his l%s

1

swinging his arms

1

Sitting down

2

handstand

1

Running

2

Pushing

2

Digging

2

Sat down

2

Climbing up

2

jogging

2
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Table lib
Responses made by each non-retarded subject to the last 5 'Action* displays
__________________________on the Naming task_________________________
Ss

6. Pushing (code)

7. Digging (code)

1
2
3
4
5
6

puthing lomenlhing

digging

2

he kept on putting hit leg
forward ind back igun
dont know '' walking like
an animal
pushing tomettiing

digging witti a spade
he was touching hit toes
ttien he hit something
to dig something

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

dont know - doing tome
exerate
pushing something

puthing tomettiing
having a fight and he’s
puthing someone

8. Sitting (code)

9. Climbing (code)

10. Running (code)

climbing

2

nmning

sat down

2

2

sat down

2

climbing up stain

2

nmning

1

he was bending down

1

he was walking up stain

2

2

sitting down

2

walking up steps

2

did one hop on one then
another hop on the other
jogging on the spot

1

sitting down

2

gone up some stain

2

nmning

pulling something and
dragging it
putting shoes on • was
pushed • elboed him in
stom
digging

1

sat down

2

dimbed up stain

2

jogging

2

sat down

2

climbing up big stain

2

jogging

he's digging

2

sat down

2

getting up some steps

2

joging

he^t trying to pick up a
box and push it
piddng up something
heavy
tiying to push something

digging

2

sitting down

2

climbing up

2

jogging

digging

2

sitting

2

going up the stain

2

jogging

digging and chucking Ë

2

sat down

2

climbed up on something

2

nmning

tackling someone

shovelling

2

sitting down

2

2

jogging on the spot

2

he it going tideways and
picking something up
starting to nm - getting
leaytonm

I tink he is playing
cricket
he is throwing things Mke rubbish

1

sat down

2

standing up • changing
hghtbulb ondiah/tabk
upstain

2

nmning

2

1

sitting down

2

climbing

2

jogging

2

Erratum
p l3 , para 2, line 2 replace 'Also, am grateful.,.' with 'Also, 1 am grateful...'
p l4 para 1, line 7 replace 'different perspectives. The...' with 'difference perspectives: the...'
Chapter 1
header: replace '...Cognition and Information Processsing ..' with '...Cognition and Information Processing...'
p i 9, footnote 5, last line: replace 'appoaches' with 'approaches'
p23, para 1, line 4: replace '...what world 'affords' the organism...' with '...what the world 'affords' the organism...'
p 3 1, para 2, line 7: '...Fodor & Pvlyshn, 1986...' should read. '...Fodor & Pylyshn, 1988...'.
p33, para 3, line 2: replace '...could be output..' with '...could be outputted...'
Chapter 2
p40, para 3, line 1: replace 'charactisitcs' with 'characteristics'
p44, para 2, line 1: replace ' ..illustrate individuals differences...' with '. illustrate individual differences...'
p53, para 3, line 4: replace '...groups are not significantly...' with '...groups were not significantly...'
p54, para 2, line 7: replace '...will exist because even...' with '...will exist because, even...'
p69, para 1, line 3: replace '...person which...' with '...person who '
p69, para 4, last line: replace '.. apart form . ' with '...apart from...'
p75, para 2,line 8: replace '..."chose the picture...' with '..."choose the picture . '
Chapter 3
p95, para 2, line 5: replace '...person displays...' with '...person display...'
p97, para 2, line 8: replace '...motion was removed...' with '...motion was altered...'
p l05, para 3, line 1: insert '(1982)' after '... In' Jensen'
Section 2 intro
p i77, para 3, line 3: replace '...mentally retaded...' with '...mentally retarded...'
p i20, para 2, 3rd line from bottom: replace '...there is good ...' with '...there are good...'
p l2 2 , para 1, line 4: replace '...That is, they had...' with '...That is, they mostly had...'

p 123, after para 3 : insert
The non-retarded subjects who particiapted m the tasks presented in Chapter Seven had also been tested during the previous year, and had
been found to have IQs in the normal range, but in some cases when tested subsquently (specifically in order to participate in this task) there
appeared to be little change in raw scores. In these cases subjects' IQs had dropped and their MAs improved only slightly. Two such subjects:
subjects 11 and 14 consequently appear to have IQs well below the norm, even though previous testing showed them to be normal and
teachers reported them to be average for the class. In these cases it was assumed that they were normal individuals, but for the purpose o f the
testing their MAs were assumed to be those indicated by the BP VS test at that time. Thus it is likely that the these are underestimates o f the
subjects' actual mental age.
Chapter 4
p i29, para 3,
pl3 2 . para 4,
p i46, para 2,
p i 50, para 3,
p i53, para 2,

last line: replace '...accross...' with '...across...'
line 2: replace '...representaion ..' with '. representation.. '
line 4: delete '...and "different"...'
line 6: close parentheses after '"different"'
line 7: delete second 'this'

Chapter 5
pl78, para 2, line 6: replace '...bike, ball or scissors...' with '...bike, chair or scissors...'
Chapter 6
p l87, para 3, line 5: replace '...,as they appear generally to when . ' with '...as is generally the case when...'
Chapter 8
p248, para 1, line 6:'...same subjects groups...' should read '...same subject groups . '.
p248, para 2, line 5:'.. suggestions, as their appear...' should read '...suggestions, as there appear...'.
p249, para 2, 8 lines from page end: '...negative correlations on the other hand...' should read '...negative correlations with MA on the other
hand...'.
p249, para 2, 3 lines from page end: '... perceptual deficit with . ' should read '...perceptual deficit in capacities for...'.
p250, para 2, line 3: '...there was such...' replace with ’...there were such...'; line 4, replace 'sugest' with 'suggest'.
p255, para 2, line 11: replace 'availabe' with 'available'.
p256, para: line 6, replace 'Furture' with "Future'; line 10, replace 'surpose' with 'suppose'.
p258, para 3: line 3, replace 'aparently' with 'apparently'; line 8, replace '...may have not been...' with'...may not have been...'.
p259, para 2, line 2: replace percpetuaf with perceptual'
References
p261, Brosgole et al. ref: for 'Intern J Neuroscience' read 'Intem ationalJoum al o f Neuroscience'
p262. Fox & Oross ref : replace 'Defecits in. ..' with 'Deficits in...
p264, Izard, C. (1971) ref, the full reference should be: Izard, C (1971) The fa c e o f emotion New York:Appleton-Century-Crofts.'
p265. Levy et al. ref: replace . mental retardated...' with '. mental retardates...'
p267, Pinto & Davis ref: to end o f reference add '...Seattle.'
p268. Delete 'Schrieber et al (1987) '

